
Tennessee Valley Authority, Post Office Box 2000, Decatur, Alabama 35609-2000

November 10, 2003

TVA-BFN-TS-430
10 CFR 50.90

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Mail Stop: OWFN P1-35
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of ) Docket No. 50-259
Tennessee Valley Authority

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 1 - TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS (TS) CHANGE 430 - POWER RANGE NEUTRON MONITOR
UPGRADE WITH IMPLEMENTATION OF AVERAGE POWER RANGE MONITOR AND
ROD BLOCK MONITOR TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION IMPROVEMENTS AND
MAXIMUM EXTENDED LOAD LINE LIMIT ANALYSES

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is
submitting a request for a TS change (TS-430) to license DPR-33
for BFN Unit 1. The proposed TS change includes the necessary TS
revisions for the planned replacement of the power range
monitoring portion of the existing Neutron Monitoring System with
a digital upgrade. This portion of the application is based on
Licensing Topical Report NEDC-32410P-A, Nuclear Measurement
Analysis and Control (NUMAC) Power Range Neutron Monitor (PRNM)
Retrofit Plus Option III Stability Trip Functions, which was
formally accepted for use in licensing applications as documented
in an NRC Safety Evaluation Report, dated September 5, 1995.

These proposed TS changes are needed for TVA's planned
implementation of the Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) and Rod
Block Monitor (RBM) Technical Specification (ARTS) improvements
and operation in an expanded core power/flow domain, the Maximum
Extended Load Line Limit (MELLL). The ARTS/MELLL changes enhance
operating flexibility and efficiency by implementing RBM design
improvements, incorporating APRM/RBM Technical Specification
improvements, and expanding the current allowable operating
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domain to the MELLL region of the power/flow chart. NEDC-32433P,
Maximum Extended Load Line Limit and ARTS Improvement Program
Analyses for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 1, 2, and 3, is the
basis document for this portion of the submittal.

Additionally, implementation of the PRNM system will also allow
TVA to proceed with implementation of the long-term stability
solution. Prior to enabling the Oscillation Power Range Monitor
(OPRM) trip function, related TS changes will be submitted.

These proposed changes have previously been approved and
implemented on Browns Ferry Units 2 and 3 (References 1 and 2).
Minor differences between the proposed Unit 1 changes and the
Units 2 and 3 precedent are discussed in Section 3.4 of
Enclosure 1. As also discussed in that section, the technical
analysis submitted for this Unit 1 TS change incorporates the
same elements previously submitted in support of the previous TS
changes for Units 2 and 3.

The proposed TS changes are necessary to support the restart of
Unit 1 and improve the fidelity with Units 2 and 3. In addition,
TVA plans to make subsequent changes to portions of these TS in
order to implement both the extended power uprate and a 24-month
fuel cycle for Unit 1 prior to restart. Therefore, TVA requests
that the amendment be approved by December 1, 2004.

TVA has determined that there are no significant hazards
considerations associated with the proposed amendment and that
the amendment qualifies for a categorical exclusion from
environmental review pursuant to the provisions of
10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Additionally, in accordance with
10 CFR 50.91(b)(1), TVA is sending a copy of this letter and
attachments to the Alabama State Department of Public Health.

Enclosure 1 provides TVA's evaluation of the TS change.
Enclosure 2 provides mark-ups of the proposed change to the TS
and TS Bases pages. Enclosure 3 provides retyped TS and TS Bases
pages.
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There are no regulatory commitments associated with this
submittal. If you have any questions about this amendment,
please contact me at (256)729-2636.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct. Executed on November 10, 2003.

Sincerely,

T. E. A'
Manager o ensin
and I ustry Affai

Encl res:

1. TVA Evaluation of Proposed Change

2. Proposed changes to the Technical Specifications and the
Technical Specification Bases (mark-ups)

3. Proposed changes to the Technical Specifications and the
Technical Specification Bases (retyped)

References:
1. NRC letter, J.F. Williams to O.D. Kingsley, dated

September 11, 1997, "Issuance of Amendment - Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant Unit 2 (TAC No. M92504) (TS 353).

2. NRC letter, A.W. DeAgazio to J.A. Scalice, dated
September 3, 1998, "Amendment No. 213 to Facility Operating
License No. DPR-68: Power Range Neutron Monitor Upgrade with
Implementation of Average Power Range Monitor and Rod Block
Monitor Technical Specification Improvements and Maximum
Extended Load Line Limit Analyses - Technical Specification
Change TS-353 (TAC No. M92505)

Enclosure
cc: (Enclosures)

State Health Officer
Alabama State Department of Public Health
RSA Tower - Administration
Suite 1552
P.O. Box 303017
Montgomery, Alabama 36130-3017



ENCLOSURE 1

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 1

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (TS) CHANGE 430 -
POWER RANGE NEUTRON MONITOR UPGRADE WITH IMPLEMENTATION
OF AVERAGE POWER RANGE MONITOR AND ROD BLOCK MONITOR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION IMPROVEMENTS AND MAXIMUM
EXTENDED LOAD LINE LIMIT ANALYSES

TVA EVALUATION OF PROPOSED CHANGE

INDEX

SECTION DESCRIPTION PAGE

1.0 Description E1-2

2.0 Proposed Change E1-2

3.0 Background El-30

4.0 Technical Analysis El-36

5.0 Regulatory Safety Analysis E1-48

6.0 Environmental Considerations E1-51

7.0 References E1-52

Attachments

1. Plant Specific Information Required E1-56
for Power Range Neutron Monitor
Retrofit

2. Drawing 47W225-3, Control Bay E1-67
Environmental Data

3. Excerpts from Master Acceleration E1-69
Response Spectra Report for Seismic
Class I Structures
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1.0 DESCRIPTION

This letter requests an amendment to license DPR-33 for BFN
Unit 1. The proposed TS change accomplishes two objectives:

1. Replacement of the power range portion of the existing
Neutron Monitoring System (NMS) with a General Electric
(GE) digital Nuclear Measurement Analysis and Control Power
Range Neutron Monitor (NUMAC PRNM) retrofit design.

2. Implementation of Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) and Rod
Block Monitor (RBM) Technical Specification (ARTS)
improvements and operation in an expanded core power/flow
domain, the Maximum Extended Load Line Limit (MELLL) region.

The proposed amendment is necessary to support the restart of
Unit 1 and improves the fidelity with Units 2 and 3. In
addition, TVA plans to make subsequent changes to portions of
these TS in order to implement both the extended power uprate and
a 24-month fuel cycle for Unit 1 prior to restart. Therefore,
TVA requests that the amendment be approved by December 1, 2004.

2.0 PROPOSED CHANGE

As mentioned above, the proposed TS change accomplishes two
objectives:

1. Replacement of the power range portion of the existing NMS
GE digital NUMAC PRNM retrofit design. As part of the
planned modification, the number of APRM instrument
channels will be reduced from six to four. The Local Power
Range Monitor (LPRM) inputs to the APRMs will also be
reconfigured. The four APRM instrument channels will be
combined in four 2-out-of-4 trip logic channels which
provide input to the Reactor Protection System (RPS) trip
channels. The number of recirculation flow instrument
channels associated with the APRMs will be increased from
two total flow channels (four transmitters) to four total
flow channels (eight transmitters). TS changes related to
this activity are consistent with the recommendations of
NEDC-32410P-A (Reference 1).
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2. Implementation of APRM and RBM TS improvements and operation
in an expanded core power/flow domain, the MELLL region.
RBM modifications and APRM setpoint changes required to
implement the proposed ARTS/MELLL operation are included in
the NUMAC PRNM design. The proposed expanded operating
region above the rated (design) power/flow control line is
bounded by the rated (100%) power line and the power/flow
control line which passes through the 100% power/75% core
flow point (approximately the 121% rod line). TS changes
related to this activity are consistent with the
recommendations contained in NEDC-32433P (Reference 2).

The proposed changes to the BFN Unit 1 TS are provided below.
Applicable TS page numbers and sections are identified. Each
change listed below is associated with the Group 1 [PRNM]
activity, with the Group 2 [ARTS/MELLL] activity, or
[Administrative] as marked.

1. Page i, Table of Contents [ARTS/MELLL]

The listing of Section 3.2.4, Average Power Range Monitor
(APRM) Gain and Setpoints, has been deleted.

2. Page 1.1-5, Section 1.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

The definition of "MAXIMUM FRACTION OF LIMITING POWER
DENSITY (MFLPD)" is deleted.

3. Pages 3.2-7 and 3.2-8, Section 3.2.4 [ARTS/MELLL]

Section 3.2.4, the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO)
and Surveillance Requirements (SRs) entitled "Average Power
Range Monitor (APRM) Gain and Setpoints," is deleted in its
entirety.
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4. Page 3.3-1, Section 3.3.1.1 [PRNMI

New notes are added for Required Action A.2 and for
Condition B. Before the change, the affected parts of the
table on page 3.3-1 read as follows:

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Place channel in trip. 12 hours
channels inoperable.

OR

A.2 Place associated trip 12 hours
system in trip.

B. One or more B.1 Place channel in one 6 hours
Functions with one trip system in trip.
or more required
channels inoperable OR
in both trip
systems. B.2 Place one trip system 6 hours

in trip.
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After the change, the affected parts of the table on
page 3.3-1 will read as follows:

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Place channel in trip. 12 hours
channels inoperable.

OR

A.2 ---- NOTE---------
Not applicable for
Functions 2.a, 2.b,
2.c, or 2.d.
Place associated trip
system in trip. 12 hours

B. -------NOTE-------- B.1 Place channel in one 6 hours
Not applicable for trip system in trip.
Functions 2.a, 2.b,
2.c or 2.d. OR
One or more
Functions with one B.2 Place one trip system 6 hours
or more required in trip.
channels inoperable
in both trip
systems.
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5. Page 3.3-3, Section 3.3.1.1 ARTS/MELLL]

SR 3.3.1.1.2 is revised to delete the APRM gain adjustment
required by LCO 3.2.4. Before the change, SR 3.3.1.1.2
reads as follows:

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.2 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER 25% RTP.

Verify the absolute difference between the
average power range monitor (APRM) channels
and the calculated power is 2% RTP plus
any gain adjustment required by LCO 3.2.4,
"Average Power Range Monitor (APRM)
Setpoints" while operating at 25% RTP.

7 days

After the change, SR 3.3.1.1.2 will read as follows:

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.2 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER 25% RTP.

Verify the absolute difference between the
average power range monitor (APRM) channels 7 days
and the calculated power is 2% RTP while
operating at 25% RTP.
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6. Page 3.3-4, Section 3.3.1.1 PRNM]

SR 3.3.1.1.9 is revised to delete the reference
Function 2.a. The section currently reads as:

to

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.9 ------------------NOTES------------------
1. Neutron detectors are excluded.

2. For Functions 1 and 2.a, not required to
be performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE 1 until 12 hours after entering MODE
2.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

After revision the SR will read as:

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.9 ------------------NOTES------------------
1. Neutron detectors are excluded.

2. For Function 1, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from MODE
1 until 12 hours after entering MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

7. Page 3.3-5, Section 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

For SR 3.3.1.1.11, delete the surveillance description and
the frequency requirement.
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8. Page 3.3-5, Section 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

For SR 3.3.1.1.13, add a new note excluding the neutron
detectors. After the change SR 3.3.1.1.13 will read as
follows:

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.13 ------------------NOTE------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

18 months

9. Page 3.3-5, Section 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

A new CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST surveillance (SR 3.3.1.1.16)
with frequency of 184 days is added. After the change,
SR 3.3.1.1.16 will read as follows:

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.16 ------------------NOTES------------------
For Function 2.a, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from MODE 1
until 12 hours after entering MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
184 days

10. Pages 3.3-6 and 3.3-7, Table 3.3.1.1-1 [PRNM]

The APRM Functions in Table 3.3.1.1-1 are revised
extensively. The "Downscale" trip Function is deleted. A
new "2-Out-Of-4 Voter" Function is added. A new footnote is
added, applicable to the "Required Channels Per Trip
System." The Required Channels Per Trip System is changed
from "2" to "3" for the existing APRM functions. The
applicable Surveillance Requirements are revised.
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Page 3.3-6, Table 3.3.1.1-1 [ARTS/MELLL]

The Allowable Value (flow-biased function) for APRM
Function 2.b is changed, along with the current Note b
(which is being renumber to Note c).
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Before the two changes described above, the
Table 3.3.1.1-1 read as follows:

affected parts of

FUNCTION APPLICABLE REQUIRED CONDITIONS SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
MODES OR CHANNELS REFERENCED REQUIREMENTS VALUE

OTHER PER TRIP FROM
SPECIFIED SYSTEM REQUIRED

CONDITIONS ACTION D.1

2. Average Power Range
Monitors

a. Neutron Flux--High, 2 2 G SR 3.3.1.1.1 S 15% RTP
Setdown SR 3.3.1.1.3

SR 3.3.1.1.6
SR 3.3.1.1.7
SR 3.3.1.1.9
SR 3.3.1.1.14

b. Flow Biased Simulated 1 2 F SR 3.3.1.1.1 S 0.58 W
Thermal Power - High SR 3.3.1.1.2 + 62% RTP and

SR 3.3.1.1.7 < 120% RTP(b)
SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.9
SR 3.3.1.1.11
SR 3.3.1.1.14

c. Neutron Flux -High 1 2 F SR 3.3.1.1.1 S 120% RTP
SR 3.3.1.1.2
SR 3.3.1.1.7
SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.9
SR 3.3.1.1.14

d. Downscale 1 2 F SR 3.3.1.1.7 2 3 RTP
SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.14

e. Inop 1,2 2 G SR 3.3.1.1.7 NA
SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.14

(b) [0.58 W + 62% -0.58 A WI RTP when reset for single loop operation per LCO 3.4.1, *Recirculation Loops operating."
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After the two changes, the affected parts of Table 3.3.1.1-1
and new footnote "b" will read as follows:

FUNCTION APPLICABLE REQUIRED CONDITIONS SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
MODES OR CHANNELS REFERENCED REQUIREMENTS VALUE

OTHER PER TRIP FROM
SPECIFIED SYSTEM REQUIRED

CONDITIONS ACTION D.1

2. Average Power Range
Monitors

a. Neutron Fux--High, 2 3(b) G SR 3.3.1.1.1 • 15% RTP
(Setdown) SR 3.3.1.1.6

SR 3.3.1.1.7
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.16

b. Flow Biased Simulated 1 3 (b) F SR 3.3.1.1.1 S 0.66 W
Thermal Power-High SR 3.3.1.1.2 + 71% RTP and

SR 3.3.1.1.7 5 120% RTP (c)
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.16

c. Neutron Flux--High 1 3 (b) F SR 3.3.1.1.1 • 120% RTP
SR 3.3.1.1.2
SR 3.3.1.1.7
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.16

d. Inop 1,2 3 (b) G SR 3.3.1.1.16 NA

e. 2-Out-Of-4 Voter 1,2 2 G SR 3.3.1.1.1 NA
SR 3.3.1.1.14
SR 3.3.1.1.16

(b) Each APRM channel provides inputs to both trip systems.
(c) 10.66W + 71% -0.66 A W RTP when reset for single loop operation per LCO 3.4.1, *Reclrculation Loops Operating.'

11. Page 3.3-18, Section 3.3.2.1 PRNM]

The Frequency for SR 3.3.2.1.1 is changed from 92 days to
184 days.

12. Page 3.3-18, Section 3.3.2.1 [PRNM]

The Frequency for SR 3.3.2.1.4 is changed from 92 days to
18 months.
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13. Page 3.3-19, Section 3.3.2.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

A new Surveillance Requirement, SR 3.3.2.1.8 is added. This
new SR will read as follows:

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.1.8 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded.

_________________________________________

Verify the RBM:
18 months

a. Low Power Range -- Upscale Function is
not bypassed when THERMAL POWER is 27%

and 62% RTP.

b. Intermediate Power Range -- Upscale
Function is not bypassed when THERMAL
POWER is > 62% and 82% RTP.

c. High Power Range -- Upscale Function is
not bypassed when THERMAL POWER is > 82%
RTP.
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14. Page 3.3-20, Table 3.3.2.1-1 [ARTS/MELLL]

The RBM portion of Table 3.3.2.1-1 and associated notes are
revised to reflect the change from flow-biased to power-
dependent RBM limits. Before the change, affected portions
of Table 3.3.2.1-1 and associated footnotes read as follows:

FUNCTION APPLICABLE REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
MODES OR CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS VALUE
OTHER

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

1. Rod Block Monitor

a. Upscale (Flow Biased) (a),(b) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.1 (e)
SR 3.3.2.1.4

b. Inop (a),(b) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.1 NA

c. Downscale (a),(b) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.1 2 3% RTP
SR 3.3.2.1.4

(a) THERMAL POWER 2 90% and MCPR < 1.44.

(b) THERMAL POWER 29% and < 90% and MCPR < 1.75.
....

(e) Less than or equal to the Allowable Value Specified in the COLR.
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After the change, affected portions of Table 3.3.2.1-1 and
associated footnotes will read as follows:

1. Rod Block Monitor

a. Low Power Range -Upscale

b. Intermediate Power Range--
Upscale

c. High Power Range--Upscale

d. Inop

e. Downscale

(a) 2

(b)

(f),(g)

(g),(h)

(g),(h)

2

2

2

SR 3.3.2.1.1
SR 3.3.2.1.4
SR 3.3.2.1.8

SR 3.3.2.1.1
SR 3.3.2.1.4
SR 3.3.2.1.8

SR 3.3.2.1.1
SR 3.3.2.1.4
SR 3.3.2.1.8

SR 3.3.2.1.1

(e)

He)

(e)

NA

Ci)2 SR 3.3.2.1.1
SR 3.3.2.1.4

(a) THERMAL POWER 2 27% and • 62% RTP and MCPR less than the value specified in the COLR.

(b)
....

THERMAL POWER > 62% and • 82% RTP and MCPR less than the value specified in the COLR.

(e) Less than or equal to the Allowable Value specified in the COLR.

Cf) THERMAL POWER > 82% and < 90% RTP and MCPR Less than the value specified in the COLR.

(g) THERMAL POWER 2 90% RTP and MCPR Less than the value specified in the COLR.

(h) THERMAL POWER 2 27% AND < 90% RTP and MCPR less than the value specified in the COLR.

(i) Greater than or equal to the Allowable Value specified in the COLR.

15. Page 3.4-3, Section 3.4.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

In the Frequency for SR 3.4.1.2, the core flow value is
changed from 45% to 50%.

16. Page 3.4-4, Section 3.4.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

Figure 3.4.1-1 is modified to expand the Region II area to
include the power/flow map area between 45% and 50% core
flow, and above the 108% rod line. Also, the figure is
reformatted to improve readability.
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17. Page 3.10-22, Section 3.10.8 [PRNM]

In LCO 3.10.8.a, a reference to item 2.d of Table 3.3.1.1-1
is added to correlate the LCO to the previous changes in the
subject table.

18. Page 3.10-24, Section 3.10.8 [PRNM]

For SR 3.10.8.1, a reference to item 2.d of Table 3.3.1.1-1
is added to correlate the SR to the previous changes in the
subject table.

Changes to the Technical Specification Bases:

19. Page B i, Table of Contents [ARTS/MELLL]

The listing of Section 3.2.4, "Average Power Range Monitor
(APRM) Gain and Setpoints," has been deleted.

20. Page B 3.2-1, Section B 3.2.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

Two changes are made as described below:

A) A new reference, Reference 7, is added in the first
paragraph of "Applicable Safety Analyses."

B) In the second paragraph of "Applicable Safety
Analysis," the last sentence is deleted, and the
following discussion is added:

APLHGR limits are developed as a function of
exposure and the various operating core flow and
power states to ensure adherence to fuel design
limits during abnormal operational transients
(Ref. 7). Flow dependent APLHGR limits are
determined using the three dimensional BWR
simulator code (Ref. 8) to analyze slow flow
runout transients. The flow dependent multiplier,
MAPFACf, is dependent on the maximum core flow
runout capability. The maximum runout flow is
dependent on the existing setting of the core flow
limiter in the Recirculation Flow Control System.
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Based on analyses of limiting plant transients
(other than core flow increases) over a range of
power and flow conditions, power dependent
multipliers, MAPFACp, are also generated. Due to
the sensitivity of the transient response to
initial core flow levels at power levels below
those at which turbine stop valve closures and
turbine control valve fast closure scram trips are
bypassed, both high and low core flow MAPFACp
limits are provided for operation at power levels
between 25% RTP and the previously mentioned
bypass power level. The exposure dependent APLHGR
limits are reduced by MAPFACp and MAPFACf at
various operating conditions to ensure that all
fuel design criteria are met for normal operation
and abnormal operational transients. A complete
discussion of the analysis code is provided in
Reference 9.

21. Pages B 3.2-2 and B 3.2-5, Section B 3.2.1 [Administrative]

The current Reference 7 and the citations in the text to
this reference are changed to Reference 10 for consistency
with the numbering in the current Units 2 and 3 TS Bases.
New References 7 through 9 are added as discussed below.

22. Page B 3.2-2, Section B 3.2.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

The following is added at the end of the first sentence of
the LCO:

For operation at other than 100% power and 100%
recirculation flow conditions, the APLHGR operating
limit is determined by multiplying the smaller of the
MAPFACP and MAPFACf factors times the exposure
dependent APLHGR limit.
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23. Page B 3.2-5, Section B 3.2.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

The following new references are added in the References
section:

7. NEDC-32433P, "Maximum Extended Load Line Limit
and ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and 3,"
April 1995.

8. NEDO-30130-A, "Steady State Nuclear Methods,"
May 1985.

9. NEDO-24154, "Qualification of the One-Dimensional
Core Transient Model for Boiling Water Reactors,"
October 1978.

24. Pages B 3.2-7 and 3.2-10, Section B 3.2.2 [Administrative]

The current Reference 8 and the citations in the text to
this reference are changed to Reference 10 for consistency
with the numbering in the current Units 2 and 3 TS Bases.
New References 8 and 9 are added as discussed below.

25. Pages B 3.2-7, Section B 3.2.2 [ARTS/MELLL]

Three changes are made as described below:

A) A new reference, Reference 8, is added in the first
sentence of "Applicable Safety Analyses."

B) The second paragraph of "Applicable Safety Analysis,"
is deleted, and the following discussion is added:

The MCPR operating limits derived from the
transient analysis are dependent on the operating
core flow and power state (MCPRf and MCPRp,
respectively) to ensure adherence to fuel design
limits during the worst transient that occurs with
moderate frequency (Reference 8). Flow dependent
MCPR limits are determined by steady state thermal
hydraulic methods with key physics response inputs
benchmarked using the three dimensional BWR
simulator code (Reference 6) to analyze slow flow
runout transients. The operating limit is
dependent on the maximum core flow limiter setting
in the Recirculation Flow Control System.
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Power dependent MCPR limits (MCPRp) are determined
by the one dimensional transient code
(Reference 9). Due to the sensitivity of the
transient response to initial core flow levels at
power levels below those at which the turbine
control valve fast closure scrams are bypassed,
high and low flow MCPRp operating limits are
provided for operating between 25% RTP and the
previously mentioned bypass power level.

C) The following sentence is added to the existing
description of the LCO for Minimum Critical Power Ratio
(MCPR):

The operating limit MCPR is determined by the
larger of the MCPRf and MCPRP limits.

26. Page B 3.2-10, Section 3.2.2 [ARTS/MELLL]

The following new references are added in the References
section:

8. NEDC-32433P, "Maximum Extended Load Line Limit
and ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and 3," April
1995.

9. NEDO-24154, "Qualification of the One-Dimensional
Core Transient Model for Boiling Water Reactors,"
October 1978.

27. Pages B 3.2-15 through B 3.2-22 [ARTS/MELLL]

Section B 3.2.4, "Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) Gain
and Setpoints," is deleted in its entirety.

28. Page B 3.3-9, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

The Bases section entitled "Average Power Range Monitor" is
rewritten both to provide appropriate descriptions for the
new PRNM equipment and to consolidate the existing Bases
information. The following is added as an initial
discussion of the APRMs:

The APRM channels provide the primary indication of
neutron flux within the core and respond almost
instantaneously to neutron flux increases. The APRM
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channels receive input signals from the local power
range monitors (LPRMs) within the reactor core to
provide an indication of the power distribution and
local power changes. The APRM channels average these
LPRM signals to provide a continuous indication of
average reactor power from a few percent to greater
than RTP.

The APRM System is divided into four APRM channels and
four 2-out-of-4 voter channels. Each APRM channel
provides inputs to each of the four voter channels.
The four voter channels are divided into two groups of
two each, with each group of two providing inputs to
one RPS trip system. The system is designed to allow
one APRM channel, but no voter channels, to be
bypassed. A trip from any two unbypassed APRM will
result in a "half-trip" in all four of the voter
channels, but no trip inputs to either RPS trip system.
A trip from any two unbypassed APRM channels will
result in a full trip in each of the four voter
channels, which in turn results in two trip inputs to
each RPS trip system logic channel (Al, A2, B, and
B2). Three of the four APRM channels and all four of
the voter channels are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single failure will preclude a scram on
a valid signal. In addition, to provide adequate
coverage of the entire core, consistent with the design
bases for the APRM functions, at least twenty (20) LPRM
inputs, with at least three (3) LPRM inputs from each
of the four axial levels at which the LPRMs are
located, must be operable for each APRM channel.
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29. Pages B 3.3-9 & -10, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

Three changes are made as discussed below:

A) In the Bases description of APRM Function 2.a, the
following text is deleted (moved to the discussion
described above):

The APRM channels receive input signals from the
local power range monitors (LPRMs) within the
reactor core to provide an indication of the power
distribution and local power change. The APRM
channels average these LPRM signals to provide a
continuous indication of average reactor power
from a few percent to greater than RTP.

B) In the Bases description of APRM Function 2.a, the
description for Function 2.a is changed from "Neutron
Flux - High, Setdown" to "Neutron Flux - High,
(Setdown)".

C) In the Bases description of APRM Function 2.a, the
following text is deleted (no longer applicable for the
new PRNM design):

The APRM System is divided into two groups of
channels with three APRM channel inputs to each
trip system. The system is designed to allow one
channel in each trip system to be bypassed. Any
one APRM channel in a trip system can cause the
associated trip system to trip. Four channels of
Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High,
Setdown with two channels in each trip system are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
failure will preclude a scram from this Function
on a valid signal. In addition, to provide
adequate coverage of the entire core, at least 14
LPRM inputs are required for each APRM channel,
with at least two LPRM inputs from each of the
four axial levels at which the LPRMs are located.

30. Pages B 3.3-12, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

In the Bases description of APRM Function 2.b, the second
paragraph is extensively changed both to delete no longer
applicable information and to provide a new discussion of
the core flow signals provided to the APRMs. The revised
paragraph will read as follows:
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Each APRM channel uses one total drive flow signal
representative of total core flow. The total drive
flow signal is generated by the flow processing logic,
part of the APRM channel, by summing up the flow
calculated from two flow transmitter signal inputs, one
from each of the two recirculation loop flows. The
flow processing logic OPERABILITY is part of the APRM
channel OPERABILITY requirements for this function.

31. Pages B 3.3-13 and B 3.3-14, Section B 3.3.1.1 PRNM]

Three changes are made in the Bases description of APRM
Function 2.c as described below.:

A) The following text is deleted (moved to the discussion
described above):

The APRM channels provide the primary indication
of neutron flux within the core and respond almost
instantaneously to neutron flux increases.

B) The following text is deleted (no longer applicable for
the new PRNM design):

The APRM System is divided into two groups of
channels with three APRM channels inputting to
each trip system. The system is designed to allow
one channel in each trip system to be bypassed.
Any one APRM channel in a trip system can cause
the associated trip system to trip. Four channels
of Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-
High with two channels in each trip system
arranged in a one-out-of-two logic are required to
be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure will preclude a scram from this Function
on a valid signal. In addition, to provide
adequate coverage of the entire core, at least 14
LPRM inputs are required for each APRM channel,
with at least two LPRM inputs from each of the
four axial levels at which the LPRMs are located.

C) The description for Function 2.a is changed from
"Neutron Flux - High, Setdown" to "Neutron Flux - High,
(Setdown)".
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32. Page B 3.3-15, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

The existing Bases description of APRM Function 2.d, Average
Power Range Monitor -- Downscale, is deleted in its
entirety.

33. Pages B 3.3-16, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

Three changes are made as described below:

A) The existing Bases description of "Average Power Range
Monitor -- Inop," APRM Function 2.e, is re-numbered as
APRM Function 2.d. The re-numbered section is
substantially re-written.

B) The first paragraph of this section is replaced with
two new paragraphs as follows:

Three of the four APRM channels are required to be
OPERABLE for each of the APRM Functions. This
Function (Inop) provides assurance that the
minimum number of APRMs are OPERABLE. For any
APRM channel, any time its mode switch is in any
position other than "Operate," an APRM module is
unplugged, or the automatic self-test system
detects a critical fault with the APRM channel, an
Inop trip is sent to all four voter channels.
Inop trips from two or more unbypassed APRM
channels result in a trip output from all four
voter channels to their associated trip system.

This Function was not specifically credited in the
accident analysis, but it is retained for the
overall redundancy and diversity of the RPS as
required by the NRC approved licensing basis.

C) The current second paragraph of this section is deleted
(no longer applicable for the new PRNM design).

34. Page B 3.3-16, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

A new description of the 2-Out-Of-4 Voter Function is added
as part of a new subsection, APRM Function 2.e. The new
description will read as follows:
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2.e. 2-Out-Of-4 Voter

The 2-Out-Of-4 Voter Function provides the interface
between the APRM Functions and the final RPS trip
system logic. As such, it is required to be OPERABLE
in the MODES where the APRM Functions are required and
is necessary to support the safety analysis applicable
to each of those Functions. Therefore, the 2-Out-Of-4
Voter Function needs to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

All four voter channels are required to be OPERABLE.
Each voter channel includes self-diagnostic functions.
If any voter channel detects a critical fault in its
own processing, a trip is issued from that voter
channel to the associated trip system.

There is no Allowable Value for this Function.

35. Page B 3.3-30, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNMI

Two changes are made as described below:

A) Under the Bases discussion of Actions A.1 and A.2, RPS
Channel Test Switches, a new reference, Reference 12,
is added.

B) In addition, the following discussion of a new note is
added as follows:

As noted, Action A.2 is not applicable for APRM
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, and 2.d. Inoperability
of one required APRM channel affects both trip
systems. For that condition, Required Action A.1
must be satisfied, and is the only action (other
than restoring operability) that will restore
capability to accommodate a single failure.

Inoperability of more than one required APRM
channel of the same trip function results in loss
of trip capability and entry into Condition C, as
well as entry into Condition A for each channel.
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36. Pages B 3.3-31 and B 3.3-32, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

Three changes are made as described below:

A) Under the Bases discussion of Actions B.1 and B.2 a
new reference, Reference 12, is added in two places.

B) In addition, the following discussion of a new note is
added:

As noted, Condition B is not applicable for APRM
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, and 2.d. Inoperability
of an APRM channel affects both trip systems and
is not associated with a specific trip system as
are the APRM 2-out-of-4 voter and other non-APRM
channels for which Condition B applies. For an
inoperable APRM channel, Required Action A.1 must
be satisfied, and is the only action (other than
restoring operability) that will restore
capability to accommodate a single failure.
Inoperability of more than one required APRM
channel results in loss of trip capability and
entry into Condition C, as well as entry into
Condition A for each channel. Because
Conditions A and C provide Required Actions that
are appropriate for the inoperability of APRM
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, and 2.d, and these
functions are not associated with specific trip
systems as are the APRM 2-out-of-4 voter and other
non-APRM channels, Condition B does not apply.

C) Under the Bases discussion of Action C.1, the reference
to the APRM function in the discussion of the typical
one-out-of-two taken twice logic is deleted.

37. Page B 3.3-36, Section B 3.3.1.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

Under the Bases discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.2, the following
text is deleted in the middle of the first paragraph:

LCO 3.2.4, "Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) Gain and
Setpoints," allows the APRMs to be reading greater than
actual THERMAL POWER to compensate for localized power
peaking. When this adjustment is made, the requirement
for the APRMs to indicate within 2% RTP of calculated
power is modified to require the APRMs to indicate
within 2% RTP of calculated MFLPD.
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38. Page B 3.3-37, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

Under the Bases discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.3, the reference to
APRM functions has been deleted.

39. Pages B 3.3-39 and B 3.3-40, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

The Bases title discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.8 and SR 3.3.1.1.12
is relabeled to include a discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.16.

40. Page B 3.3-40, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNMJ

The following discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.16 for APRM Functions
is added into the applicable Bases section:

The 184 day frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.16 for the APRM
Functions supplements the automatic self-test functions
that operate continuously in the APRM and voter
channels. The APRM CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST covers the
APRM channels (including recirculation flow processing
-- applicable to Function 2.b, only), the 2-out-of-4
voter channels, and the interface connections into the
RPS trip systems from the voter channels. Any setpoint
adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of
the current plant specific setpoint methodology. The
184 day Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.16 for the APRM
Functions is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 2. (NOTE: The actual voting logic of the 2-
out-of-4 Voter Function is tested as part of
SR 3.3.1.1.14.) A Note for SR 3.3.1.1.16 is provided
that requires the APRM Function 2.a SR to be performed
within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.
Testing of the MODE 2 APRM Function cannot be performed
in MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers or lifted leads.
This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1 if the
associated frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. Twelve
hours is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which
to complete the SR.

41. Pages B 3.3-40 and B 3.3-41, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

Three changes are made in the Bases discussion of
SR 3.3.1.1.9, SR 3.3.1.1.10 and SR 3.3.1.1.13 as discussed
below:
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A) In the first paragraph, the following sentence is
added:

For the APRM Simulated Thermal Power-High
Function, SR 3.3.1.1.13 also includes calibrating
the associated recirculation loop flow channel.

B) The description of notes was revised to reference the
applicability of SR 3.3.1.1.13.

C) The description has been revised to reflect the
deletion of the second Note in SR 3.3.1.1.13.

42. Page B 3.3-42, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

The description of SR 3.3.1.1.11 is deleted in its entirety.
This SR number is designated as "Deleted."

43. Page B 3.3-42, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

The following description for testing of APRM Function 2.e
is added to the existing description of requirements for SR
3.3.1.1.14:

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST for APRM Function 2.e
simulates APRM trip conditions at the 2-out-of-4 voter
channel inputs to check all combinations of two tripped
inputs to the 2-out-of-4 logic in the voter channels
and APRM related redundant RPS relays.

44. Page B 3.3-44, Section B 3.3.1.1 [PRNM]

The following reference is added to the existing list of
references:

12. NEDC-32410P-A, "Nuclear Measurement Analysis and
Control Power Range Neutron Monitor (NUMAC PRNM)
Retrofit Plus Option III Stability Trip
Function," October 1995.

45. Page B 3.3-46, Section B 3.3.1.2 [PRNM]

In the Bases description of APRM Function 2.a, the
description for Function 2.a is changed from "Neutron Flux -
High, Setdown" to "Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown)".
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46. Pages B 3.3-57 and 3.3-58, Section B 3.3.2.1 [PRNM]

In the Background section, the following text is deleted:

A signal from one average power range monitor (APRM)
channel assigned to each Reactor Protection System
(RPS) trip system supplies a reference signal for the
RBM channel in the same trip system.

The deleted text is replaced with the following:

A signal from one of the four redundant average power
range monitor (APRM) channels supplies a reference
signal for one of the RBM channels and a signal from
another of the APRM channels supplies the reference
signal to the second RBM channel. This reference
signal is used to determine which RBM range setpoint
(low, intermediate or high) is enabled.

47. Pages B 3.3-59 and 3.3-60, Section B 3.3.2.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

In the section entitled "Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO,
and Applicability, Section 1. Rod Block Monitor", four
changes are made as discussed below:

A) The following sentences are deleted:

Note that the RBM setpoint is flow-biased until
implementation of ARTS improvements described in
Reference 3. However, the generic RWE analysis in
Reference 3 is currently applicable to establish
required conditions of RBM OPERABILITY.

The deleted sentences are replaced with the following:

The Allowable Values are chosen as a function of
power level. Based on the specified Allowable
Values, operating limits are established.
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B) The phrase "for the associated power range" is added to
the first sentence of the third paragraph in this
section. After the change, the sentence will read as
follows:

Two channels of the RBM are required to be
OPERABLE, with their setpoints within the
appropriate Allowable Value for the associated
power range to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude a rod block from this
Function.

C) In the first sentence of the fifth paragraph in this
section, the limit above which the RBM is assumed to
mitigate the consequences of a Rod Withdraw Error (RWE)
event is changed from " 29% Rated Thermal Power (RTP)"
to " 27% RTP."

D) Also, in the fifth paragraph, the following text is
deleted:

When operating < 90% RTP, analyses (Ref. 3) have
shown that with an initial MCPR 1.75, no RWE
event will result in exceeding the MCPR SL. Also,
the analyses demonstrate that when operating at
> 90% RTP with MCPR 1.44, no RWE event will
result in exceeding the MCPR SL (Ref. 3).

The deleted sentences are replaced with:

Analyses (Ref. 3) have shown that for specified
initial MCPR values, the RBM is not required to be
OPERABLE. These MCPR values are provided in the
COLR for operations 90% RTP, and for operations
> 27% and < 90% RTP. For these power ranges with
the initial MCPR the COLR value, no RWE event
will result in exceeding the MCPR SL (Ref. 3).

48. Page B 3.3-67, Section B 3.3.2.1 [PRNM]

In the description of SR 3.3.2.1.1, the Frequency is changed
from "92 days" to "184 days." The related reference is
changed from "Ref. 8" to "Ref. 11."
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49. Page B 3.3-68, Section B 3.3.2.1 [PRNM]

In the description of SR 3.3.2.1.4, the assumed calibration
interval is changed from "a 92 day" to "an 18 month."

50. Page B 3.3-70, Section B 3.3.2.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

A description of new SR 3.3.2.1.8 is added. The new
description will read as follows:

SR 3.3.2.1.8

The RBM Setpoints are automatically varied as a
function of power. Three Allowable Values are
specified in the COLR, each within a specific power
range. The powers at which the control rod block
Allowable Values automatically change are based on the
APRM signal's input to each RBM channel. Below the
minimum power setpoint, the RBM is automatically
bypassed. These power Allowable Values must be
verified periodically to be less than or equal to the
specified values. If any power range setpoint is
nonconservative, then the affected RBM channel is
considered inoperable. Alternatively, the power range
channel can be placed in the conservative condition
(i.e., enabling the proper RBM setpoint). If placed in
this condition, the SR is met and the RBM channel is
not considered inoperable. As noted, neutron detectors
are excluded from the Surveillance because they are
passive devices, with minimal drift, and because of the
difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal. Neutron
detectors are adequately tested in SR 3.3.1.1.2 and
SR 3.3.1.1.7. The 18 month Frequency is based on the
actual trip setpoint methodology utilized for these
channels.

51. Page B 3.3-71, Section B 3.3.2.1 [PRNM]

The following new reference is added to the References
section:

11. NEDC-32410P-A, "Nuclear Measurement Analysis and
Control Power Range Neutron Monitor (NUMAC PRNM)
Retrofit Plus Option III Stability Trip Function,"
October 1995.
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52. Pages B 3.4-5 and B 3.4-10, Section B 3.4.1 [ARTS/MELLL]

In the Applicable Safety Analyses section and SR 3.4.1.2
bases, a 50% core flow is substituted for the current 45%
core flow value.

53. Page B 3.10-43, Section B 3.10.8 [PRNMI

In the Bases for LCO 3.10.8, a new reference to Function 2.d
is added.

54. Page B 3.10-47, Section B 3.10.8 [PRNM]

A new reference to Function 2.d is added to the Bases
discussion of SR 3.10.8.1, SR 3.10.8.2, and SR 3.10.8.3.

3.0 BACKGROUND

Provided in this section is the reason for this proposed change,
a description of the modifications required to implement the
proposed change, and related regulatory correspondence. Also
included at the end of this section is a comparison of the
proposed change, reason for change, background information, and
technical analysis submitted in support of this proposed
amendment with the information provided by TVA and approved by
NRC for the Units 2 and 3 license amendments. Additional
information regarding the design and function of these subsystems
can be found in Updated Final Safety Analysis Report sections
3.7.7, "Thermal and Hydraulic Design - Evaluation" and 14.5,
"Analyses of Abnormal Operational Transients - Uprated".

3.1 Reason for the Proposed Change

TVA is planning to replace the power range monitor portion
of the Neutron Monitoring System on Unit 1 with a GE
digital NUMAC PRNM retrofit system.

The new equipment will include capability for an automatic
OPRM trip to detect and suppress possible thermal hydraulic
instabilities in the reactor. This proposed change does
not include revisions to incorporate the automatic trip
function. Prior to enabling the OPRM trip function,
related TS changes will be submitted. All other PRNM
functions will be operable and this package provides the
required TS changes for these functions.
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The proposed ARTS changes are intended to eliminate
limitations of the current RBM system, which was designed
in the mid-1960s. Since that time there have been
significant advances in the fields of two-phase heat
transfer and electronics. The current RBM signals do not
always correlate well with thermal margin changes during
control rod withdrawal, and the system performs its
function only at the expense of significant operational
penalties due to excessive conservatism inherent in the
design of the system. The modified RBM system will provide
improved correlation of RBM response with changes in fuel
thermal margin and will enhance operator confidence in the
system by reducing the frequency of nonessential rod
blocks. Also, the proposed changes will upgrade the
performance of the RBM system and will provide new RBM
setpoint and operability requirements such that the Rod
Withdrawal Error will not be the limiting transient.

In addition to changes in the RBM system's configuration,
setpoints and operability requirements, ARTS improvements
eliminate the current TS requirement to lower (setdown) the
flow-biased APRM scram and rod block trips when the MFLPD
exceeds the Fraction of Rated Power (FRP). To support
elimination of this requirement, as well as to support the
change to power-biased RBM setpoints, new power-dependent
and flow-dependent fuel thermal limits are proposed to be
implemented. The proposed replacement of the current APRM
trip setdown requirement by more meaningful power- and
flow-dependent thermal limits eliminates a need for manual
setpoint adjustments and is anticipated to enhance
administration of thermal limits compliance.

The proposed expansion of allowable operation to the MELLL
region provides enhanced ability to achieve and maintain
operation at rated power. Because rated power can be
maintained with recirculation flow adjustments over a wider
flow range, less frequent control rod adjustments are
required to compensate for reactivity depletion, and the
need for power reductions to perform control rod withdrawal
is decreased. The plant will be able to operate longer at
rated power, will have more flexibility to schedule load
reductions and will be able to operate in a more safe,
efficient, and economical manner.
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3.2 Description of the Proposed Modifications

The planned modification involves replacement of all of the
existing power range monitor electronics with new NUMAC
digital PRNM hardware. The current equipment is mounted in
a 5-bay panel in the main control room. The modification
removes and replaces virtually all of the existing power
range monitor equipment within the confines of the main
control room panels, but with minor exceptions, leaves the
plant level cabling and interfaces undisturbed.

All power range monitor functions are maintained, including
LPRM detector signal processing, LPRM averaging, APRM
trips, and RBM logic and interlocks. Recirculation flow
signal processing, previously accomplished using separate
hardware within the power range monitor control panels, is
integrated into the APRM chassis in the new PRNM system.

The six existing APRM channels in the current system are
replaced with four APRM channels, each using 1/4 of the
total LPRM detectors. The APRM function is retained, but
four 2-out-of-4 trip output voters are added to the input
to the RPS, two in each RPS trip system. The trip outputs
from all four APRM channels are sent to each voter so that
each of the inputs to the Reactor Protection System is a
voted result of all four APRM channels. The number of
recirculation flow instrument inputs to the APRMs is
increased from two total-flow instrument loops (four
transmitters) to four total-flow instrument loops (eight
transmitters), permitting one recirculation total-flow
instrument loop to be assigned to each APRM channel.

3.3 Related Regulatory Correspondence

The proposed PRNM - ARTS/MELLL changes were previously
submitted by TVA for all three Browns Ferry units (TS 353).
NRC approved the changes for Units 2 and 3, but requested
TVA withdraw the changes for Unit 1. NRC requested the
withdrawal since TVA had no schedule for installation of
the upgrade of the power range neutron monitor
instrumentation and for the resumption of operation at
Unit 1 (References 3-14).

The associated modifications were installed and operated on
Units 2 and 3. TVA subsequently submitted and received NRC
approval for operation of the OPRM Upscale trip function for
Unit 2 (TS 354) (References 15 through 17) and Unit 3
(TS 398) (References 18 and 19).
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On June 29, 2001, General Electric provided NRC with a
Part 21 notification associated with the use of
non-conservative parameters for the high peak bundle
power-to-flow ratio in the generic regional mode DIVOM curve
and for high core average power-to-flow ratio in the generic
core wide DIVOM curve contained in NEDO-32465-A
(Reference 20). The net effect of the Part 21 conditions
the possible generation and implementation of
non-conservative OPRM upscale trip setpoints. The OPRM
system was declared inoperable for Units 2 and 3 on July 2,
2001, pending recalculation and implementation of corrected
OPRM setpoints.

TVA requested and NRC approved (References 21 through 23)
the deletion of Units 2 and 3 TS Required
Action 3.3.1.1.I.2, which limited plant operation to 120
days in the event of the inoperability of the OPRM trip
system.

3.4 Comparison with previous Technical Specification changes for
Unit 2 and 3

TVA has compared the proposed change, reason for change,
background information, and technical analysis submitted in
support of this proposed amendment with the information
provided by TVA and approved by NRC in TS 353 (References 3
through 12) for the adoption of the Units 2 and 3 PRNM -
ARTS/MELLL TS. The comparison for each of these areas is
provided below:

The proposed changes to the Unit 1 TS and TS Bases are
basically the same change as that proposed and approved
for Units 2 and 3. Minor differences were noted:

o Existing Note b in Table 3.3.1.1-1 was revised to
show the new Allowable Value for APRM Function 2.b
when reset for single loop operation. Single loop
operation was not incorporated into the Units 2
and 3 TS until after the PRNM-ARTS/MELLL TS
change.

o Some existing footnotes and references were
renumbered to be consistent with the current
Units 2 and 3 TS (Changes 10, 21 and 24).
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o A sentence was added to the Bases description of
Surveillance Requirements 3.3.1.1.9, 3.3.1.1.10
and 3.3.1.1.13 for consistency with the Units 2
and 3 TS (Change 41).

o In the Bases description of Surveillance
Requirement 3.3.2.1.4, the Units 2 and 3
calibration intervals were originally 184 days.
The current Unit 1 Calibration interval is 92
days. The Unit 1 interval is being changed to an
18-month frequency, which is consistent with that
approved for Units 2 and 3 in TS 353 (Change 49).

The underlying reason for the Unit 1 TS change is the
same as that which was previously submitted for the
Units 2 and 3 TS change:

o Replacement of the power range portion of the
existing NMS with a GE digital NUMAC PRNM retrofit
design; and

o Implementation of APRM and RBM TS improvements and
operation in an expanded core power/flow domain,
the MELLL region.

In addition, TVA needs to maximize consistency between
the Unit 1 and Units 2 and 3 TS, operations and
maintenance practices prior to restarting Unit 1.

* The background information provided in support of the
Unit 1 TS change incorporates the same elements
previously submitted in support of the Units 2 and 3 TS
change. Updates were as follows:

o Section 3.3, Related Regulatory Correspondence,
reflects the current operational status of the
OPRM function for Browns Ferry Units 2 and 3 and
other BWRs.

o Enclosure 1, Table 1, the comparison with
NEDC-32410P-A, was updated to reflect revised
change numbering, incorporate information from
TVA's responses to previous NRC requests for
additional information, and provide a more
detailed comparison.
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o Enclosure 1, Table 2 provides an itemized summary
of the ARTS/MELLL-related changes and identifies
the corresponding portions of NEDC 32433P,
April 1995, related to the changes. Also included
as part of this review, is a comparison with
NUREG-1433, Standard Technical Specifications -
General Electric Plants BWR/4. This comparison
has been updated to reflect revised change
numbering. In addition, the previous submittals
evaluated the changes against NUREG-1433,
Revision 1. This submittal evaluates the changes
against NUREG-1433, Revision 2.

The technical analysis submitted for this Unit 1 TS
change incorporates the same elements previously
submitted in support of the previous TS changes for
Units 2 and 3. The Unit 1 TS change is being submitted
assuming the current Unit 1 Licensed thermal power
limit of 3,293 megawatts. This was also the Licensed
thermal power limit of Units 2 and 3 when the Units 2
and 3 PRNM / ARTS-MELLL TS were submitted and approved
(References 3-9). Unit 1 is currently in an extended
outage. When Unit 1 restarts, TVA intends to operate
the plant at extended power uprate conditions (i.e.,
3,952 megawatts thermal power). Since Unit 1 will not
operate at 3,293 megawatts and a core design to support
operation at that power level will not be performed,
Unit 1 specific analyses of operation in the MELLL
region were not performed. Credit was taken for the
analysis performed on Unit 2. The proposed TS
amendment to justify the operation at extended power
uprate conditions and the Unit 1 reload analysis will
evaluate the impact on PRNM / ARTS-MELLL.
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4.0 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

4.1 Installation of PRNM

This Section discusses the safety analyses associated with
replacement of the existing power range neutron monitoring
system with a GE digital NUMAC PRNM retrofit design. GE
Licensing Topical NEDC-32410P provides detailed
descriptions, discussion, bases, and data applicable to the
GE NUMAC PRNM retrofit designs. NRC has reviewed the
subject Topical Report, (issued as NEDC-32410P-A,
Reference 1) that included a Safety Evaluation Report (SER)
(Reference 24) which indicated the acceptability of the
generic design and accompanying TS changes. In the SER, NRC
requested that licensees address six plant specific issues
to take credit for the evaluations provided in Topical
Report. Attachment 1 of this enclosure provides TVA's
responses to the actions listed in the SER.

A safety evaluation of the proposed modifications and TS
changes is summarized below. For the functions addressed by
the proposed TS change, the NUMAC PRNM has the same design
basis requirements as the original power range neutron
monitoring system. The original system was designed to meet
IEEE 279-1971 compliance; therefore the requirements of this
standard apply to the replacement design. In addition,
USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.152 -1985 is applied as a
requirement, and Reference 1 includes a "compliance matrix"
that correlates the requirements of the Regulatory Guide to
the NUMAC PRNM implementing program. Section 4 of
Reference 1 further discusses the design bases and
regulatory requirements applicable for the NUMAC PRNM
system.

All previous APRM upscale scram trips are retained in the
new design. The proposed design and related LCOs permit one
APRM instrument channel to be bypassed at any time for
maintenance or testing while retaining the ability to
withstand single failure of one of the remaining instrument
channels. However, because of requirements to meet single
failure criteria, bypass of any 2-out-of-4 voter is not
permitted. LCO action times and required actions for fewer
than the required number of APRM trip functions or
2-out-of-4 voter functions are consistent with what has been
previously approved for the BWR/4 Standard TS.
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The proposed change deletes the previously required APRM
downscale scram trip in the Run mode. No postulated event
takes credit for this downscale trip, and eliminating the
logic for the trip reduces the potential for spurious scrams
in testing, maintenance or operation. This change was
recommended in Reference 1.

The proposed TS change extends required surveillance
intervals of the APRM and RBM equipment to the maximum
periods supported by Reference 1. This reduction in
surveillance frequency is supported by the increased
reliability and the extensive self-test capability of the
new hardware. Extending APRM surveillance intervals reduces
the potential for spurious trips while testing is being
performed, thus enhancing the overall reliability of plant
operations.

4.2 Justification for Each Individual NUMAC PRNM Change

In the following paragraphs, the justifications for each
individual PRNM-related TS changes are discussed:

Change 4 - In the Actions for LCO 3.3.1.1 a new note is
added to state that Required Action A.2 is not
applicable for APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, or 2.d. A
similar note is also added to Condition B. As
described in a revised Bases discussion, neither
Required Action A.2 nor Condition B is applicable for
APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, or 2.d. Required Action
A.2 is not applicable because in the new configuration
inoperability of one APRM channel affects both RPS trip
systems. Thus, for an inoperable APRM channel,
Required Action A.1 must be satisfied and is the only
action (other than restoring operability) that will
restore capability to accommodate a single failure.
Condition B also is not applicable because
inoperability of more than one required APRM channel
results in loss of trip capability; thus, in this
circumstance entry is required into Condition C, as
well as into Condition A for each channel.

Change 6 - In the table of SRs for LCO 3.3.1.1, the
note in SR 3.3.1.1.9 is revised to remove the APRM
Function 2.a reference which is now addressed in
SR 3.3.1.1.13. Also, the description of SR 3.3.1.1.11
and the frequency are deleted. This change reflects
inclusion of the recirculation flow loop calibrations
as part of the overall Channel Calibration
(SR 3.3.1.1.13) for APRM Function 2.b.
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Change 7 - SR 3.3.1.1.11 required a calibrated flow
signal be used to verify the accuracy of the total loop
drive flow signal for the APRMs Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power - High function. Calibration is now
performed under SR 3.3.1.1.13. Therefore,
SR 3.3.1.1.11 is being deleted.

Change 8 - In the table of SRs for LCO 3.3.1.1, a new
note is added to SR 3.3.1.1.13. The note excludes
neutron detectors from the Channel Calibration. As
discussed in the Bases section, the neutron detectors
are excluded from Channel Calibration because they are
passive devices, with minimal drift, and because of the
difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.

Change 9 - A new Channel Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.16) with 184-day frequency is added. The
new note allows 12 hours to complete the requirement
for APRM Function 2.a when entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.
Because testing of APRM Function 2.a cannot be
performed in MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted
leads, or movable links, the note provides 12 hours in
which to bring current Channel Calibration for APRM
Function 2.a when entering MODE 2 from MODE 1; the
twelve hours is based on operating experience and
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which
to complete the SR.

Change 10 - There are five groups of changes to
LCO 3.3.1.1, Table 3.3.1.1-1:

A) The required minimum number of operable instrument
channels for the APRM high and inoperable scram
trip functions is changed from 2 to 3 because the
new configuration will have 4 total APRM channels
combined in a 2-out-of-4 logic. In the proposed
configuration, a minimum of 3 of the 4 channels is
required operable to meet single failure criteria
for the RPS trips initiated by APRMs. Note b" is
added to Table 3.3.1.1-1 to highlight the fact
that, in the new configuration, each APRM
instrument channel provides input to both RPS trip
systems.

B) The requirement for an APRM downscale scram trip
function is deleted. The APRM downscale scram
trip is not credited with performing any safety
function, and deletion of this APRM function is
justified in Reference 1.
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C) A new 2-out-of-4 voter function is added. The 2-
out-of-4 voter function requires a minimum of 2
operable instrument channels per RPS trip system.
This requirement is consistent with the proposed
new hardware configuration. There are 2 voters
per RPS trip system, and requiring 2 voters
operable in each of the two RPS trip systems
ensures that single failure criteria is met.
Because operability of the voters is required
whenever any other APRM trip function is required,
the applicable modes for voter operability are
MODE 1 and MODE 2. Inoperability of one or more
voters results in entry to Condition A,
Condition B, or Condition C, as appropriate.
Failure to complete the required actions within
the allowable completion times requires that the
reactor be in MODE 3 (where APRM operability is
not required) within 12 hours.

D) The following changes are made to surveillance
requirements for APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c and
2.d (previously numbered 1'2.elr), and surveillance
requirements for the new APRM Function 2.e
(2-Out-Of-4 Voter) are added. Specific
discussions for each of the five functions are
provided below:

For APRM Function 2.a, Neutron Flux - High,
(Setdown), the following changes are made:

o The Channel Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.3) with 7-day frequency is
deleted; in its place a Channel
Functional Test (SR 3.3.1.1.16) with a
184-day frequency is added.

o The Channel Calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.9)
with a 92-day frequency and the
corresponding reference in SR 3.3.1.1.9
are deleted; in their place the Channel
Calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.13) with an 18-
month frequency is added.

o The Logic System Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.14) with an 18-month
frequency is deleted.

These changes in testing and surveillance
frequency are supported by the reliability
analysis presented in Reference 1 and are
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consistent with the recommendations of
Reference 1.

For APRM Function 2.b, Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power - High, the following changes
are made:

o The Channel Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.8) with 92-day frequency is
deleted; in its place the Channel
Functional Test (SR 3.3.1.1.16) with
184-day frequency is added.

o The Channel Calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.9)
with 92-day frequency and the
corresponding reference in SR 3.3.1.1.9
are deleted; in their place the Channel
Calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.13) with an
18-month frequency is added.

o The flow signal calibration
(SR 3.3.1.1.11) with an 18-month
frequency is deleted as a separate item;
the flow signal calibration will be
included as part of SR 3.3.1.1.13.

o The Logic System Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.14) with an 18-month
frequency is deleted.

These changes in testing and surveillance
frequency are supported by the reliability
analysis presented in Reference 1 and are
consistent with the recommendations of
Reference 1.

* For APRM Function 2.c, Neutron Flux - High,
the following changes are made:

o The Channel Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.8) with a 92-day frequency
is deleted; in its place the Channel
Functional Test (SR 3.3.1.1.16) with a
184-day frequency is added.
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o The Channel Calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.9)
with a 92-day frequency and the
corresponding reference in SR 3.3.1.1.9
are deleted; in their place the Channel
Calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.13) with an
18-month frequency is added.

o The Logic System Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.14) with 18-month frequency
is deleted.

These changes in testing and surveillance
frequency are supported by the reliability
analysis presented in Reference 1 and are
consistent with the recommendations of
Reference 1.

For re-numbered APRM Function 2.d, Inop, the
following changes are made:

o The calibration of local power range
monitors (SR 3.3.1.1.7) is deleted; this
calibration remains a requirement of
APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b and 2.c, where
the local power range monitors provide
direct inputs to the process signals
monitored by the APRM trip functions.

o The Channel Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.8) with a 92-day frequency
is deleted; in its place the Channel
Functional Test (SR 3.3.1.1.16) with
184-day frequency is added.

o The Logic System Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.14) with an 18-month
frequency is deleted.

These changes in testing and surveillance
frequency are supported by the reliability
analysis presented in Reference 1 and are
consistent with the recommendations of
Reference 1.

For new APRM Function 2.e, 2-Out-Of-4 Voter,
the following surveillance requirements are
specified:
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o A Channel Check (SR 3.3.1.1.1) with a
frequency of 24-hours is specified; this
is consistent with the established
Channel Check frequency for the other
APRM Functions.

o A Logic System Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.14) with a frequency of
18-months is specified.

o A Channel Functional Test
(SR 3.3.1.1.16) with a frequency of
184-days is specified.

These surveillance requirements and
frequencies are supported by the reliability
analysis presented in Reference 1 and are
consistent with the recommendations of
Reference 1.

E) The Allowable Value of APRM Function 2.b is
changed. This change, part of the ARTS/MELLL
changes, is discussed later in this section.

Change 11 - In the SRs for LCO 3.3.2.1, the frequency
of SR 3.3.2.1.1 (Rod Block Monitor Channel Functional
Test) is changed from 92 days to 184 days. This change
in surveillance frequency is supported by the
reliability analysis presented in Reference 1 and is
consistent with the recommendations of Reference 1.

Change 12 - In the SRs for LCO 3.3.2.1, the frequency
of SR 3.3.2.1.4 (Rod Block Monitor Channel Calibration)
is changed from 92 days to 18 months. This change in
surveillance frequency is supported by the reliability
analysis presented in Reference 1 and is consistent
with the recommendations of Reference 1.

Changes 17 and 18 - In LCO 3.10.8.a (Change 17) and
SR 3.10.8.1 (Change 18) relating to RPS instrumentation
required during shutdown margin tests, a reference to
Function 2.d (now the "Inop" function) is added to stay
consistent with the previous changes to
Table 3.3.1.1-1. The existing 2.e reference in LCO
3.10.8.a and SR 3.10.8.1 which previously referenced
the "Inop" function now corresponds to the new "2-Out-
of-4 Voter" function in Table 3.3.1.1-1.

Bases Sections B 3.3.1.1, B 3.3.2.1, and B 3.10.8 have been
revised to reflect the TS changes described above.
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For the PRNM related TS changes, Table 1 provides a
comparison of the proposed wording with the recommendations
of NEDC-32410P-A and the standard wording for the BWR/4
Improved Standard Technical Specifications as documented in
NUREG-1433, Revision 2, April 2001.

4.3 Implementation of ARTS and Operation in an Expanded Core
Power/Flow Domain, the MELLL

The following discusses the proposed changes associated
with implementing ARTS improvements and with expanding
operation to the MELLL region of the power/flow map. The
NRC has previously approved implementation of ARTS/MELLL
changes at other BWRs (References 25 through 28) and has
also approved expanding BFN's original operating region to
the Extended Load Line Limit region (References 29 and 30).
NRC has also approved these specific proposed changes for
Browns Ferry Units 2 and 3 (References 9 and 12).

Reference 2 (NEDC-32433P), which was docketed as part of
Reference 31, documents the results of analyses and
evaluations performed for BFN by GE to support the proposed
ARTS/MELLL changes for Units 1, 2 and 3. Appendix A of
Reference 2 discusses major features of the modified RBM
system, and Section 10 provides an in-depth discussion of
the RBM system evaluation and requirements to support the
ARTS improvement. Sections 4 and 5 provide a description of
APRM improvements and a detailed discussion of the new
power- and flow-dependent thermal limits which support
elimination of the previous APRM setpoint setdown
requirements. Reference 2 also provides documentation of
extensive analyses of operation in the MELLL region
performed for BFN based on the Unit 2, Cycle 8 fuel core
loading. Due to the similarities between the three units,
unit and core reload specific analyses were determined not
to be required. Specific allowable setpoints were
generated in a separate GE calculation for BFN
(Reference 32) and will be documented in the Core Operating
Limits Report (COLR) report for individual fuel cycles. As
discussed in Reference 2, the analyses performed typically
yield generic limits which will be applicable to future
core reloads. Appropriate portions of these analyses will
be reconfirmed in cycle-specific core reload analyses.
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The evaluations documented in Reference 2 to justify the
safety of operation in the MELLL region consist of two
segments. One segment is not fuel dependent and the other
is fuel dependent, and therefore, fuel cycle dependent. In
general, the limiting anticipated operational occurrences
(AOOs) MCPR calculation and the reactor vessel overpressure
protection analysis are fuel cycle dependent. These
analyses as presented in Reference 2 are based on the BFN
Unit 2, Cycle 8, core loading at the current rated core
thermal power of 3293 megawatts thermal (MWt). For non-
fuel dependent evaluations such as containment responses, an
uprated power level of 3458 MWt (105% of the current rated
core thermal power) is used. The non-fuel dependent
evaluations are based on hardware design, geometries, and
system performance which are similar among the BFN units.
Thus, these non-fuel dependent evaluations are generically
applicable to BFN Unit 1 for MELLL region operation. As
noted previously, appropriate portions of these analyses
will be reconfirmed in the cycle-specific reload analyses.
Changes to setpoints, if necessary, will be presented in
the cycle specific COLRs in the same manner currently in
place for cycle-specific limit changes.

4.4 Justification for Each Individual ARTS/MELLL Change

In the following paragraphs, the justifications for each
individual ARTS/MELLL-related TS changes are discussed:

Changes 1 and 3 - LCO 3.2.4, APRM Gain and Setpoints,
and related SRs are deleted as justified by the
evaluation in Section 5.3 of Reference 2. Deletion of
this requirement is supported by implementation of new
power- and flow-dependent limits for Average Planar
Linear Heat Generation Rate (APLHGR) and MCPR. The
proposed deletion of this LCO eliminates the need to
make APRM setpoint or gain adjustments based on peaking
factors. Eliminating this requirement reduces
administrative and manpower burdens and eliminates the
risks of spurious trips associated with the previously
required APRM adjustments.
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Analyses documented in Reference 2 demonstrate that
with the setpoint setdown requirement eliminated and
flow- and power-dependent thermal limits implemented:

o MCPR safety limit will not be violated as a
result of any A0s;

o All fuel thermal-mechanical design bases will
remain within the licensing limits described in
the GE generic fuel licensing report GESTAR-II;
and

o Peak cladding temperature and maximum cladding
oxidation fraction following a Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) will remain within the limits
defined in 10 CFR 50.46.

Change 2 - TS Section 1.1 is revised to delete the
definition of "Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power
Density (MFLPD) ." This definition is no longer needed
because LCO 3.2.4, APRM Gain and Setpoints, and SRs
which use this definition are deleted.

Change 5 - SR 3.3.1.1.2 is revised to delete reference
to APRM gain adjustments required by LCO 3.2.4. This
change reconciles the wording of the SR with deletion
of LCO 3.2.4.

Change 10 - In LCO 3.3.1.1, Table 3.3.1.1-1, the
Allowable Value for APRM Function 2.b, Flow Biased
Simulated Thermal Power - High, is changed from <

0.58W + 62% RTP and 120% RTP" to "< 0.66W+ 71% RTP
and 120% RTP." The Allowable Value for single loop
operation is similarly changed. The flow-biased APRM
scram setpoint maximum (clamped) Allowable Value of
120% does not change. In addition, the flow-biased
APRM rod block setpoints documented in the COLR will be
changed.

These changes incorporate new setpoints for the flow-
biased APRM scram and rod block functions based on the
MELLL Analytical Limits documented in Reference 2 and
the setpoint calculations of Reference 32, which are
based on incorporation of the new NUMAC PRNM hardware.

For original plant operation with the maximum load line
limited to the rated rod line, the setpoint for the
flow-biased APRM scram line was < 0.66W + 54% RTP.
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With the first expansion of the power/flow map to allow
operation up to the 108% rod line (References 29
and 30), the flow-biased APRM flux scram line was
modified to < 0.58W + 62% RTP. With the proposed
expansion of the power/flow map to include the MELLL
region depicted in Figure 2-1 of Reference 2, the upper
boundary of the analyzed operating domain is further
extended to the 121% rod line. The proposed change in
flow-biased APRM setpoints maximizes plant operating
flexibility, restores the slopes of the flow-biased
APRM scram and rod block setpoints to their original
design basis values, and restores the original design
basis operating margin between the maximum extended
load line and the APRM flow-biased scram setpoint.

The purpose of the flow-biased APRM rod block is to
block control rod withdrawal when core power exceeds
rated conditions and approaches the scram level.
Should operation continue in a manner such that the
power/flow condition exceeds that specified by the APRM
rod block setpoint, the flow-biased APRM scram trip
setpoint would initiate a scram.

Change 13 - A new RBM SR (SR 3.3.2.1.8) is added to
verify that the upscale functions for the Low,
Intermediate and High Power Range are not bypassed when
in the applicable thermal power ranges. The new SR is
consistent with the presentation in BWR/4 Standard
Technical Specifications, Revision 2. The RBM power
range break setpoint were determined by the BFN
specific setpoint calculation (ED-Q2092-900118).

Change 14 - In LCO 3.3.2.1, Table 3.3.2.1-1, the RBM
requirements are revised to reflect the change from
flow-biased to power-dependent RBM setpoints. The
revisions to Table 3.3.2.1-1 are consistent with the
presentation in BWR/4 ISTS, Revision 2. Three power-
dependent upscale functions and associated setpoints
are added: Low Power Range - Upscale, Intermediate
Power Range - Upscale, and High Power Range - Upscale.
Applicable existing footnotes are revised and new
footnotes are added to provide appropriate definitions
of Applicable Modes or Other Specified Conditions. The
RBM portion of revised Table 3.3.2.1-1 is consistent
with the same table in BWR/4 Standard Technical
Specifications (NUREG-1433, Revision 2), except for
changes in footnote numbering and placement of the RBM
setpoint Allowable Values in the COLR.
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An adjustment to the MCPR values in footnotes a, b, f,
g, and h was made to account the use of an MCPR Safety
Limit of 1.10 in Standard Technical Specifications.
SL 2.1.1.2 compared to the Safety Limit of 1.07 used in
Reference 2. Section 10.5 of Reference 3 documents
that with RTP > 90% and operating MCPR > 1.40, or with
RTP < 90% and operating MCPR > 1.70, withdrawal of any
single control rod from the full-in to the full-out
position will not result in violation of the MCPR
safety limit. The proposed Standard TS change adds
additional MCPR margin to account for increases for
specific reload core analyses over the base 1.07 MCPR
Safety Limit used in Reference 2 and as used in SL
2.1.1.2. Thus, under these upper limit conditions, the
RBM system is not required to function in order to
assure that an RWE has acceptable results.

Changes 15 and 16 - Figure 3.4.1-1, Thermal Power
Versus Core Flow Stability Regions, is modified to
expand Region II to include the power/flow map segment
between 45% and 50% core flow, and above the 108% rod
line. This change is made to maintain compatibility
with the improved Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group
(BWROG) Guidelines for Stability Interim Corrective
Actions for plants operating under a MELLL expanded
power/flow map. Prior to implementation of MELLL, the
existing APRM rod blocks and load line limitations
physically restricted reactor entry in this area. With
the MELLL expanded power/flow map and increased rod
block lines, it becomes possible to operate in this
area. The BWROG Guidelines, however, classify this
area as a Region II restricted area, and to stay
consistent with BFN's commitments to implement the
BWROG Stability Guidelines, the TS Figure is modified
to include this power/flow map region as Region II
area. SR 3.4.1.2 is also modified to increase the SR
domain from 45% to 50% core flow to match the change in
the Figure 3.4.1-1 core flow value.

Bases Table of Contents and Sections B 3.2.1, B 3.2.2,
B 3.2.4, B 3.3.2.1, and B 3.4.1 have been revised to reflect
the TS changes described above.

For the ARTS/MELLL related TS changes, Table 2 provides a
comparison of the proposed wording with the recommendations
of NEDC-32433P and the standard wording for the BWR/4
Standard Technical Specifications as documented in
NUREG-1433, Revision 2, April 2001.
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5.0 REGULATORY SAFETY ANALYSIS

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is submitting an amendment
request to license DPR-33 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
(BFN) Unit 1.

5.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration

TVA has evaluated whether or not a significant hazards
consideration is involved with the proposed amendment by
focusing on the three standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92,
"Issuance of Amendment", as discussed below:

1. Does the proposed amendment involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Response: No

Power Range Neutron Monitor (PRNM) Changes:

The proposed TS changes are associated with the Nuclear
Measurement Analysis and Control (NUMAC) PRNM retrofit
design. The proposed changes involve modification of the
Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCOs) and Surveillance
Requirements for equipment designed to mitigate events which
result in power increase transients. For the Average Power
Range Monitor (APRM) system, the mitigating action is to
block control rod withdrawal or initiate a reactor scram
which terminates the power increase when setpoints are
exceeded. For the Rod Block Monitor (RBM) system, the
mitigating action is to block continuous control rod
withdrawal prior to exceeding the Minimum Critical Power
Ratio safety limit during a postulated Rod Withdrawal Error
event. The worst case failure of either the APRM or the RBM
systems is failure to initiate its mitigating action
(failure to scram or block rod withdrawal). Failure to
initiate these mitigating actions will not increase the
probability of an accident. Thus, the proposed changes do
not increase the probability of an accident previously
evaluated.

For the APRM and the RBM systems, the NUMAC PRNM design,
together with revised operability requirements and revised
surveillance requirements, results in equipment which
continues to perform the same mitigation functions
conditions with reliability equal to or greater than the
equipment which it replaces. Because there is no change in
mitigation functions and because reliability of the
functions is maintained, the proposed changes do not involve
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an increase in the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

APRM and RBM Technical Specification (ARTS) improvements and
operation in an expanded core power/flow domain, the Maximum
Extended Load Line Limit (MELLL) Changes:

The proposed ARTS/MELLL changes permit expansion of the
current allowable power/flow operating region and will apply
a newer methodology for assuring that fuel thermal and
mechanical design limits are satisfied. Operation in the
MELLL region with the ARTS changes has been evaluated and
there is adequate design margin for operation in the MELLL
region for all events and parameters considered. Because
operation in the MELLL region maintains adequate design
margin, the proposed changes do not increase the probability
of an accident previously evaluated.

In support of operation in the MELLL region, the proposed
change modifies flow-biased APRM scram and rod block
setpoints and implements new RBM power-biased setpoints. No
direct credit for the flow-biased APRM scram or APRM flow-
biased rod block is taken in mitigation of any design basis
event. Therefore, design margins are not degraded by the
proposed changes.

The proposed changes to the RBM system will assure that a
Rod Withdrawal Error is not a limiting event and that the
RBM continues to enforce rod blocks under appropriate
conditions.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not increase the
probability or the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

Response: No

The proposed PRNM and ARTS/MELLL changes involve modification
and replacement of the existing power range neutron
monitoring equipment, modification of the setpoints and
operational requirements for the APRM and RBM systems,
implementation of a new methodology for administering
compliance with fuel thermal limits, and operation in an
extended power/flow domain. These proposed changes do not
modify the basic functional requirements of the affected
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equipment, create any new system interfaces or interactions,
nor create any new system failure modes or sequence of events
that could lead to an accident. The worst case failure of
the affected equipment is failure to perform a mitigation
action, and failure of this equipment to perform a mitigating
action does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident. No new external threats or release
pathways are created. Therefore, the proposed changes do not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

3.0 Does the proposed amendment involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety?

Response: No

PRNM Changes: These proposed TS changes are associated with
the NUMAC PRNM retrofit design. The NUMAC PRNM change does
not impact reactor operating parameters or the functional
requirements of the PRNM system. The replacement equipment
continues to provide information, enforce control rod blocks,
and initiate reactor scrams under appropriate specified
conditions. The proposed change does not revise any safety
margin requirements. The replacement APRM/RBM equipment has
improved channel trip accuracy compared to the current
system, and meets or exceeds system requirements previously
assumed in setpoint analysis. Thus, the ability of the new
equipment to enforce compliance with margins of safety equals
or exceeds the ability of the equipment which it replaces.
Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a reduction in
amargin of safety.

ARTS/MELLL Changes: Operation in the MELLL region does not
affect the ability of the plant safety-related trips or
equipment to perform their functions, nor does it cause any
significant increase in offsite radiation doses resulting
from any analyzed event. Analyses have demonstrated that,
for operation in the MELLL region, adequate margin to design
limits is maintained. Implementation of the ARTS
improvements provides flow- and power-dependent thermal
limits which maintain existing margins of safety in normal
operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and accident
events. Implementation of power-biased RBM setpoints
improves the margin of safety in a postulated Rod Withdraw
Error (RWE) by assuring that the RWE is not a limiting event.
Thus, the proposed changes do not involve a reduction in a
margin of safety.
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Based on the above, TVA concludes that the proposed amendments
present no significant hazards consideration under the standards
set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c), and, accordingly, a finding of "no
significant hazards consideration" is justified.

5.2 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria

TVA has compared the BFN Unit 1 plant specific environmental
conditions (i.e., temperature, humidity, pressure, radiation, and
seismic) against the NUMAC-PRNMS qualification values and
determined that the equipment is qualified to function in the
Unit 1 environment. TVA has also evaluated the electromagnetic
interference environment and has taken measures to reduce adverse
affects. The environment at BFN and these actions ensure
conformance to General Design Criterion 4 for protection against
adverse environmental effects.

In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1)
there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the
public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed
manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with
the Commission's regulations, and (3) the issuance of the
amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security
or the health and safety of the public.

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

A review has determined that the proposed amendment would change
a requirement with respect to installation or use of a facility
component located within the restricted area, as defined in
10 CFR 20, or would change an inspection or surveillance
requirement. However, the proposed amendment does not involve:

(i) A significant hazards consideration,

(ii) A significant change in the types or significant increase in
the amounts of any effluent that may be released offsite, or

(iii) A significant increase in individual or cumulative
occupational radiation exposure.

Accordingly, the proposed amendment meets the eligibility
criterion for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR
51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.22(b), no
environmental impact statement or environmental assessment need
be prepared in connection with the proposed amendment.
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ATTACHMENT 1
PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION REQUIRED

FOR POWER RANGE NEUTRON MONITOR RETROFIT

The following information in provided to address the six plant
specific actions listed in Section 5 of the NRC Safety Evaluation
Report (Reference 1) for NEDC-32410P-A.

Plant Specific Actions

1) Confirm the applicability of NEDC-32410, including
clarifications and reconciled differences between the specific
plant design and the Licensing Topical Report (LTR) design

descriptions.

Response

Design descriptions in Licensing Topical Report NEDC-32410P-A are

directly applicable both for the existing power range monitoring
system and for the proposed PRNM modification at BFN Unit 1.
Specific sections of NEDC-32410P-A which describe the current and

the proposed BFN design configurations are identified as follows
(Applicable LTR sections and paragraph numbers are listed):

CURRENT PROPOSED

APRM Configuration

RBM Configuration

Recirculation Flow

Channels

Rod Control System

Interface

2.3.3.1.1-2

2.3.3.2.1-1

2.3.3.3.1-1

2.3.3.4.1-1

2.3.3.1.2-2

2.3.3.2.2-1

2.3.3.3.2-2

2.3.3.4.2-1

ARTS 2.3.3.5.1-2 2.3.3.5.2-1

Operator's Panel

Interface

2.3.3.6.1-1 2.3.3.6.2-1
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2) Confirm the applicability of BWROG topical reports that
address PRNMS and associated instability functions, setpoints
and margins.

Response

The final OPRM setpoints and margins will be confirmed as part of a
separate OPRM Technical Specification (TS) change submittal to be
provided to the NRC for review prior to activation of the OPRM trip
function in the PRNM system (PRNMS).

3) Provide plant-specific revised Technical Specifications (TS)
for the PRNMS functions consistent with NEDC-32410,
Appendix H.

Response

BFN's proposed TS change contains two groups of technical changes.
One group of changes is related to the proposed PRNMS modification;
these changes are labeled "[PRNMJ" in Enclosure 1. The other group
of changes is related to the proposed, concurrent implementation of
ARTS/MELLL improvements. These changes are labeled "[ARTS/MELLL]"
in Enclosure 1. The TS changes are consistent with the standard
BWR/4 Improved Standard Technical Specification format (NUREG-1433,
Revision 2).

The PRNMS-related changes proposed in this TS change are very
similar to the examples presented in NEDC-32410P-A, Appendix H,
Section H.1.1, and "Example of Changes for Improved Standard Tech
Specs". Specific differences are tabulated in this attachment's
Table 1, Comparison with NEDC-32410P-A.

Table 2 provides an itemized summary of the ARTS/MELLL-related
changes and identifies the corresponding portions of NEDC 32433P,
April 1995. The NRC Safety Evaluation Report did not specifically
request a comparison of the ARTS/MELLL TS changes. However, TVA is
providing this comparison to assist NRC in their review. Also
included as part of this review, is a comparison with NUREG-1433,
Revision 2, Standard Technical Specifications - General Electric
Plants BWR/4.
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4) Confirm that the plant-specific environmental conditions are
enveloped by the PRNM equipment environmental qualification
values.

Response

BFNIs design change process and implementing procedures require
documentation or demonstration that the environmental conditions at
the mounted location of safety related components are within the
environmental qualification envelope of those components. Thus, as
part of the normal design change process, BFN's environmental
conditions, at applicable locations, will be confirmed to be within
the envelope of the PRNMS equipment environmental qualification
values.

TVA maintains a series of controlled drawings which provide the
environmental parameters for various plant areas. For the control
rooms, this information is documented on drawing 47W225-3 for
temperature, humidity, pressure, and radiation. The BFN control
room environmental conditions are bounded by the PRNM qualification
parameters. Specific parameters of the PRNMS environmental
qualification envelope are discussed as follows:

Temperature - The PRNM control room electronics is qualified
for continuous operation in the temperature range 5 to 50 C
(41 to 122 F). These are the same temperatures to which the
existing power range monitoring equipment is qualified.
Normal control room temperature is 76 F, and maximum abnormal
temperature is 104 F. Thus, allowing for temperature
differences between the ambient room and the mounting panels
plus reasonable heat loads expected of the PRNM equipment
(less than for the existing equipment), the PRNM control room
electronics will be well within the qualified range.

Humidity - The PRNM control room electronics are qualified for
continuous operation in a humidity range of 10% to 90%, as
documented in Section 4.4.2.2.1.3 of NEDC-32410P-A. Normal
control room relative humidity is in the range of 40% to 60%,
which is well within the range for which the PRNM equipment is
qualified.
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* Pressure - As documented in section 4.4.2.2.2.3 of
NEDC-32410P-A, the PRNM control room electronics is qualified
for continuous operation in a pressure range of 13 to 16 psia.
Normal control room pressure is maintained slightly higher
than atmospheric pressure, between 0.125" and approximately
0.5" of water (gauge). Operation of the Control Bay Emergency
Ventilation System, which is an infrequent activity, results
in a maximum pressure of about 0.8" of water (gauge). This is
within the qualified pressure range.

* Radiation - As documented in Section 4.4.2.2.3.3 of NEDC-
324102-A, the PRNM control room electronics is qualified for
continuous operation with a Dose Rate less than or equal to
0.001 Rads/hr and Total Integrated Dose (TID) of less than or
equal to 1000 Rads. The 40 year design integrated dose has an
upper limit of 350 Rads (equivalent to less than .001 Rad/hr).
Thus, control room dose rates and total integrated dose are
within the qualified range.

* Seismic Acceleration - Seismic acceleration spectra for BFN
Class I structures are maintained by TVA's Civil Engineering
department in a series of documents entitled "Master
Acceleration Response Spectra (MARS) Report for Seismic
Class I Structures". For the main control rooms, the seismic
qualification parameters for the PRNM system are considerably
in excess of the seismic spectra for the control rooms at BFN.
Additionally, a site specific calculation will be performed to
document the seismic qualification of the PRNM panels.

NRC has previously reviewed the BFN seismic response spectra
as documented in the Safety Evaluation Reports for the BFN
Nuclear Performance Plans. (Reference: Section 2.2 of NUREG-
1232, Volume 3, Supplement 2, January 23, 1991, and Section
2.2 of NUREG-1232, Volume 3, Supplement 1, October 24, 1989.)

* Electromagnetic Interference - TVA has previously provided
information to the NRC by letter dated December 23, 1993,
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFN) Units 1, 2 and 3 - Reply to
NRC Request to Provide Results of BFN Electromagnetic
Interference/Radio Frequency Interference (EMI/RFI) Tests and
On-Site Surveys for the Reactor Building Ventilation Radiation
Monitoring System (TAC Nos. M84161, M84162 and M84163). Based
on the previously provided test results, the BFN environment
satisfies the conditions and limitations defined in
EPRI TI-102323 and is within the qualification envelope of the
PRNM equipment.
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5) Confirm that administrative controls are provided for manually
bypassing APRM/OPRM channels or protective functions, and for
controlling access to the panel and the APRM/OPRM channel
bypass switch.

Response

The level and method of control of bypass of the APRM/OPRM channels
is the same as for the current APRM channels. At BFN, the
APRM/OPRM channel bypass switch is located in the Main Control Room
and is under the direct control and supervision of the licensed
Unit Operator. The bypass switch cannot be accessed without the
knowledge and permission of the Unit Operator. The Unit Operator's
knowledge of TS requirements for operability of the APRM/OPRM
channels, together with Conduct of Operations procedures and PRNMS
operating or surveillance instructions, provides adequate
administrative controls for manually bypassing APRM/OPRM channels
or protective functions, and for controlling access to the panel
and the APRM/OPRM channel bypass switch.

6) Confirm that any changes to the plant operator's panel have
received human factors reviews per plant-specific procedures.

Response

BFN's design change process and implementing procedures require
completion of a Human Factors Engineering (HFE) Process Checklist
and performance of an HFE review of changes to the plant operator's
panel. An HFE review, per applicable procedures, of the proposed
changes to the operator's panel will be performed, and
documentation of that review will be included in the final design
change package(s) for the PRNMS.
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES

WITH NEDC-32410P-A, APPENDIX H

ENCLOSURE 1 NEDC-

SECTION II 32410P-A

PROPOSED APPENDIX H COMPARISON OF PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CHANGE # PAGE # WITH NEDC-32410P-A

4 H-3 TS-430 implements the changes as shown in the Licensing
Topical Report (LTR).

6 H-7 SR 3.3.1.1.9 is revised to be specific to IRMs since a
separate APRM calibration SR has been created as revised
SR 3.3.1.1.13.

7 H-5 TS-430 implements the change shown in the LTR for
SR 3.3.1.1.3. In the BFN Technical Specifications, the
comparable surveillance requirement is numbered
SR 3.3.1.1.11.

8 H-7 TS-430 revises SR 3.3.1.1.13 to match the wording of
SR 3.3.1.1.13 as presented in the LTR for this CHANNEL
CALIBRATION with 18-month frequency.

9 H-7 TS-430 revises SR 3.3.1.1.16 to match the wording of
SR 3.3.1.1.11 as presented in the LTR for this Channel
Functional Test with 184-day frequency.

10 H-9 & 10 TS-430 revises the APRM requirements of Table 3.3.1.1-1 to
match the requirements as presented in the LTR. Numbering of
the BFN SRs and footnotes differs from the LTR example; but
the content of the requirements is identical. BFN chooses to
retain the existing APRM Function descriptions, rather than
revise them to the wording of the LTR.

11 H-12 TS-430 implements the change as shown in the LTR.

12 NA SR 3.3.2.1.4 incorporates the 18 month calibration frequency
specified in SR 3.3.2.1.7 of the LTR.

13 NA SR 3.3.2.1.8 incorporated the SR and frequency specified in
SR 3.3.2.1.4 of the LTR.

NA H-14 The Bypass Time Delay does not appear in the current Unit 1
Technical Specifications. Therefore, no change is required
to reflect its deletion in the LTR.

17 NA LCO 3.10.8.1 is revised to correlate with the revisions to
Table 3.3.1.1-1.
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ENCLOSURE 1 NEDC-
SECTION II 32410P-A
PROPOSED APPENDIX H COMPARISON OF PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CHANGE # PAGE # WITH NEDC-32410P-A

18 NA SR 3.10.8.1 is revised to correlate with the revisions to
Table 3.3.1.1-1.

28 H-15 TS-430 revises the APRM Bases description to match the
wording as presented in the LTR.

29 H-15 & 16 TS-430 revises the Bases description of APRM Function 2.a to
match the wording as presented in the LTR, except that the
existing name of this function is retained.

30 H-17 & 18 TS-430 revises the description of APRM Function 2.b to match
the wording as presented in the LTR, except that the existing
name of this function is retained.

31 H-19 TS-430 revises the Bases description of APRM Function 2.c to
match the wording as presented in the LTR, except that the
existing name of this function is retained.

32 H-20 & 21 TS-430 implements the changes as shown in the LTR.

33 H-21 TS-430 implements the changes as shown in the LTR.

34 H-22 TS-430 implements the changes as shown in the LTR.

35 H-23 TS-430 implements the changes as shown in the LTR, except for
a difference in the numbering of the reference.

36 H-24 & 25 TS-430 implements the changes as shown in the LTR, except for
a difference in the numbering of the reference.

39 H-30 TS-430 implements changes comparable to what is shown in the
LTR Bases discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.11. Differences are due
to differences in numbering of the SRs and in the Bases
discussion formats.

41 H-30 TS-430 revises the LTR Bases discussion for SR 3.3.1.1.13 to
make it applicable for SR 3.3.1.1.9, SR 3.3.1.1.10 and
SR 3.3.1.1.13.

42 H-27 TS-430 deletes the discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.11. This is the
same as deletion of the Bases discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.3 in
the LTR.

NA H-32 The deletion of SR 3.3.1.1.14 in the LTR has no corresponding
SR in the current BFN Unit 1 Technical Specifications.
Therefore, no change is required.

43 H-32 TS-430 revises the Bases discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.14 to
incorporate the changes shown in the LTR for SR 3.3.1.1.15.
Differences are due to differences in numbering of the SRs.
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ENCLOSURE 1 NEDC-

SECTION II 32410P-A

PROPOSED APPENDIX H COMPARISON OF PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CHANGE # PAGE # WITH NEDC-32410P-A

NA H-33 The BFN Licensing Basis, including the current Units 1, 2

and 3 Technical Specifications, do not require response time
testing of Reactor Protection System. Therefore,

SR 3.3.1.1.17 of the LTR has not been adopted.

44 H-34 TS-430 updates the list of references to include the

reference to NEDC-32410P as shown in the LTR. Differences
are due to differences in numbering of the references and TVA

has incorporated the reference to the NRC approved version.

46 H-35 TS-430 implements the changes as shown in the LTR.

48 H-36 TS-430 implements the changes as shown in the LTR.

Differences are due to differences in numbering of the

references.

49 H-37 TS-430 revises the RBM calibration interval to 18 months.

This is not shown as a change in the LTR because the LTR

example specification already included the 18 month interval.

51 H-39 TS-430 updates the list of references to include the
reference to NEDC-32410P as shown in the LTR. Differences

are due to differences in numbering of the references and TVA

has incorporated the reference to the NRC approved version.

53 N/A The Bases for LCO 3.10.8 are revised to correlate with the
revisions to Table 3.3.1.1-1.

54 N/A The Bases for SR 3.10.8.1 are revised to correlate with the
revisions to Table 3.3.1.1-1.
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Table 2
Comparison of T-430 with BWR/4 ISTS, NUREG-1433,

Revision 2
and with Recommendations of NEDC-32433P

COMPARISON OF TS-430 WITH BWR/4 ISTS, NUREG-1433, REVISION 1

Enclosure 1 BWR/4 ISTS, AND WITH RECOMMENDATIONS OF NEDC-32433P, MELLL AND ARTS

Section I Revision 2 IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM ANALYSIS

Item # Section # FOR BROWNS FERRY UNITS 1, 2, AND 3

2 1.1 The definition of MFLPD is indicated as "optional" in the BWR/4

ISTS. This definition is deleted by TS-430 because it is no
longer required in the BFN TS due to the ARTS / MELLL change.

3 3.2.4 LCO 3.2.4 for Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) Gain and

Setpoints is indicated as optional in the BWR/4 ISTS. This

section is deleted by TS-430, consistent with the
recommendation of NEDC-32433P, Section 11, Item (1).

5 SR 3.3.1.1.2 BWR/4 ISTS indicates that the deleted phrase is optional.
TS-430 makes this change consistent with deletion of LCO 3.2.4,

as described above.

10 Table TS-430 revises the APRM flow-biased scram setpoint consistent

3.3.1.1-1 with the recommendations of NEDC-32422P, Section 11, Item (7).

13 SR 3.3.2.1.8 TS-430 adds a new surveillance requirement to support the

change to power-dependent RBM setpoints. This SR has the same

requirements as SR 3.3.2.1.4 in the BR/4 ISTS. However, the

setpoints reflect the Browns Ferry specific setpoint
calculation. This change is consistent with NEDC-32422P,

Section 11, Items (8) and (9).

14 Table TS-430 revises the RBM requirements similar to the requirements
3.3.2.1-1 in Table 3.3.2.1-1 of BWR/4 ISTS. This change is consistent

with NEDC-32422P, Section 11, Items (8) and (9). RBM setpoints

values continue to be documented in the COLR. An adjustment to

the MCPR values in footnotes a, b, f, g, and h was made to

account for an MCPR Safety Limit of 1.10 in ISTS Safety
Limit 2.1.1.2 versus that used in NEDC-32422P (1.07).

15 N/A In the FREQUENCY column for SR 3.4.1.2, the core flow is
changed from 45% to 50% to match revised Figure 3.4.1-1. See

the next item for a discussion.
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COMPARISON OF TS-430 WITH BWR/4 ISTS, NUREG-1433, REVISION 1

Enclosure 1 BWR/4 ISTS, AND WITH RECOMMENDATIONS OF NEDC-32433P, MELLL AND ARTS

Section I Revision 2 IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM ANALYSIS

Item # Section # FOR BROWNS FERRY UNITS 1, 2, AND 3

16 N/A The Power / Flow stability map is expanded to add the map

segment between 45% and 50% core flow, and above the 108% rod

line. ISTS does not have an equivalent figure. The revision
is made to maintain current commitments to BWROG Stability

Monitoring Guidelines pending activation of the OPRM. This
change is consistent with the NEDC-32422P discussion in

Section 9.2.

20 B 3.2.1 TS-430 revises the Bases discussion of APLHGR limits to reflect

the change to power and flow dependent limits. The revised

wording is consistent with the discussion in Rev. 2 of the
BWR/4 ISTS. This change is also consistent with NEDC-32433P,

Section 11, Items (4), (5), and (10).

22 B 3.2.1 TS-430 revises the Bases discussion of APLHGR LCO to reflect

the change to power and flow dependent limits. The revised

wording is similar to the discussion in Rev. 2 of the

BWR/4 ISTS.

23 B 3.2.1 TS-430 revises the references in the APLHGR Bases section to

include the new ARTS/MELLL analysis and include additional
references identified in BWR/4 ISTS.

25 B 3.2.2 TS-430 revises the Bases discussion of MCPR operating limits

and LCO to reflect the change to power and flow dependent

limits. The revised wording is the same as the discussion in

BWR/4 ISTS with the exception of specific references. This

change is consistent with NEDC-32422P, Section 11, Items (2),

(3) and (10).

26 B 3.2.2 TS-430 revises the references in the MCPR Bases section to
include the new ARTS/MELLL analysis and include additional
references to the Browns Ferry specific analysis and identified

in BWR/4 ISTS.

27 B 3.2.4 TS-430 deletes the Bases discussion of LCO 3.2.4 because the

LCO is deleted. This is consistent with NEDC-32422P,

Section 11, Items (1) and (10). The bases discussion is

optional in the BWR/4 ISTS.

32 B 3.3.1.1 TS-430 deletes the Bases discussion of LCO 3.2.4 because the

LCO is deleted. This is consistent with NEDC-32422P,
Section 11, Items (1) and (10). The bases discussion is
optional in the BWR/4 ISTS.
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COMPARISON OF TS-430 WITH BWR/4 ISTS, NUREG-1433, REVISION 1
Enclosure 1 BWR/4 ISTS, AND WITH RECOMMENDATIONS OF NEDC-32433P, MELLL AND ARTS

Section I Revision 2 IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM ANALYSIS

Item # Section # FOR BROWNS FERRY UNITS 1, 2, AND 3

46 B 3.3.2.1 TS-430 revises the Bases discussion of the RBM to reflect

implementation of ARTS improvements. When revised, the Bases

discussion is similar to the discussion in BWR/4 ISTS.

50 B 3.3.2.1 TS-430 revises the Bases discussion of RBM SR 3.3.2.1.8 to

reflect implementation of ARTS improvements. The revised

wording is similar to the discussion in Rev. 1 of the BWR/4

ISTS. The revised wording is the same, except for frequency,

as the Units 2 and 3 Bases. The wording is not the same as the

discussion in Rev. 2 of the BWR/4 ISTS. TVA has elected to

keep the Units 2 and 3 wording in this Bases section for unit
fidelity. This change is consistent with NEDC-32433P,

Section 11, Item (10).

52 N/A In the Bases discussion for the power / flow stability map, the
core flow value is changed from 45% to 50% to correspond with

changes to SR 3.4.1.2 and Figure 3.4.1-1. The power/flow map

Region II stability monitoring area expands to meet BWROG

Guidelines for MELLL plants. This change is consistent with

the discussion in Section 9.2 of NEDC-32433P. BR/4 ISTS do

not have a corresponding Bases section.
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ATTACHMENT 2
DRAWING 47W225-3

CONTROL BAY ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
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ATTACHMENT 3
EXCERPTS FROM MASTER ACCELERATION RESPONSE SPECTRA

REPORT FOR SEISMIC CLASS I STRUCTURES
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ENCLOSURE 2

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 1

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE (TS-430) -
POWER RANGE NEUTRON MONITOR UPGRADE WITH IMPLEMENTATION
OF AVERAGE POWER RANGE MONITOR AND ROD BLOCK MONITOR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION IMPROVEMENTS AND MAXIMUM
EXTENDED LOAD LINE LIMIT ANALYSES

PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES (MARK-UP)
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BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (REQUIREMENTS)

TAB3LE OF CONTENTS

Section

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Page No.

USE AND APPLICATION ................ 1.1-1
Definitions ................ 1.1-1
Logical Connectors ................ 12-1
Completion Times ................ 1.3-1
Frequency.................................................................................. 1.4-1

2.0
2.1
2.2

SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) .......... .............................. 2.0-1
SLs ........................................ 2.0-1
SL Violations ........................................ 2.0-1

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO)
APPLICABILITY......................................................................... 3.0-1

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY . 3.04

3.1
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.1.5
3.1.6
3.1.7
3.1.8

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS .......... .................. 3.1-1
SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SOM) ............................ 3.1-1
Reactivity Anomalies ............................ 3.1-5
Control Rod OPERABILITY ............................ 3.1-7
Control Rod Scram Times ..... ....................... 3.1-12
Control Rod Scram Accumulators ............................ 3.1-16
Rod Pattern Control ......................... 3.1-20
Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System ......................... 3.1-23
Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Vent and Drain Valves ..... 3.1-28

I CHANGE I

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS ...................... 3.2-1
3.2.1 AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION

RATE (APLHGR) . 32-1
3.2.2 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) . 32-3
3.2.3 LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR) . 32-5

-Ran onkar APRMI I

I .... Gain nd Se00nts. :1.2-7

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 1 iB Amendment No. 234



Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions (continued) | CHANGE2 l

LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST

A LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be a
test of all required logic components (i.e., all required
relays and contacts, trip units, solid state logic
elements. etc.) of a logic circuit, from as close to the
sensor as practicable up to, but not including, the
actuated device, to verify OPERABILITY. The LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total system steps so that the entire logic system is
tested.

-. oDltad IAXUM FRACTION OF
l> LIMITING POW ENSTY

........ (MF.................................................. , I W MLPO)
-- - ~ -- '.. ... _. U. M _ -..Sk.....

MINIMUM CRITICAL
POWER RATIO (MCPR)

The MCPR shall be the smallest critical power ratio
(CPR) that exists in the core. The CPR is that power
in the assembly that is calculated by application of the
appropriate correlation(s) to cause some point in the
assembly to experience boiling transition, divided by
the actual assembly operating power.

A MODE shall correspond to any one indusive
combination of mode switch position, average reactor
coolant temperature, and reactor vessel head closure
bolt tensioning specified In Table 1.1-1 wth fuel in the
reactor vessel.

hogest wije d the kudn of Iffirdn
wdwy h~ ~ . The rta

of kaihngpwdensiety Sa to M&
LHOR ezstng at a Vken kLetni
dNded yt speciled LHOR i for

tbuna.tW

MODE

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 1.1-5 Amendment No. 234



APRM Gain and Setpoints
3.2.4

POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS CHANGE

3.2 erage Power Range Monitor (APRM) Gain and Setpoints (Page o

LCO 3.2. a. MFLPD shall be less than or equal to Fraction of RTP; or

b. Each required APRM setpoint specified in the COLR shall be
made applicable; or

c ch required APRM gain shall be adjusted such that the
A M readings are 2 100% times MFLPD.

APPLICABILITY: THERMAL P ER a 25% RTP.

ACTIONS

-3

2)iz

CONDITION REQ ED ACTION COMPLETION
TIME

A. Requirements of the LCO A.1 Satisfy the erements 6 hours
not met. of the LCO.

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL 4 hours
associated Completion POWER to <25% RTP.
Time not met.

BFN-UNIT 1 3.2-7 Amendment No. 234



APRM Gain and Setpoints
9 A

%IRJVFI I ANCM RFQIEPPMEJTSq

CHANGE 3
(Page 2 of 2)

I . .

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.2 -- NOTE
Not required to be met if SR 3.2.4.2 is
satisfied for LCO 3.2.4 Item b or c
requirements.

Ve FLPD is within limits. Once within
12 hours after
Ž 25% RTP

AND

24 hours
thereafter

SR 3.2.4.2 NO
Not required to be met if SR 3. . is
satisfied for LCO 3.2.4 Item a req ments.

Verify APRM setpoints or gains are adju 12 hours
for the calculated MFLPD.

BFN-UNIT 1 3.2-8 Amendment No. 234



RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.1.1 The RPS instrumentation for each Function n Table 3.3.1.1-1 shall
be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1.1-1. CHANGE 4

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION
TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Place channel in trip. 12 hours
channels inoperable.

A.2 -- N OTE E- 12 hours
Not applicable for
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c,
or2.d.

Place associated trip
system In trip.

B. -- NOTE--- 8.1 Place channel in one trip 6 hours
Not applicable for system in trip.
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c,
or 2.d. OR

One or more Functions B.2 Place one trip system In 6 hours
with one or more required trip.
channels inoperable in
both trip systems.

BFN-UNIT 1 3.3-1 Amendment No. 234



RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-NTS I 
1. Refer to Table 3.3.1.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each RPS Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions may
be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains RPS trip
capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

ICHANGE 

SR 3.3.1.12 -4L I rt
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER 2 25% RTP.

Verify the absolute difference between the
average power range monitor (APRM)
channels and the calculated power is
S 2% RTP whie operatng at 225% RIP.

7 days

.....Del : pus any gah adjusbtnW
,.* rswedb LCO 3.24, Awooe

.............................. Pwer Range. MftTr (APRM)
'Iz

SR 3.3.1.1.3 NOTE
Not required to be performed when entering
MODE 2 from MODE I until 12 hours after
entering MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 1 3.3-3 Amendment No. 234



RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.4 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days

SR 3.3.1.1.5 Verify the source range monitor (SRM) and Prior to
intermediate range monitor (IRM) channels withdrawing
overlap. SRMs from the

fully inserted
position

SR 3.3.1.1.6 NOTE
Only required to be met during entry Into
MODE 2 from MODE 1.

Verify the IRM and APRM channels overlap. 7 days

SR 3.3.1.1.7 Calibrate the local power range monitors. 1000 MWD/T
average core
exposure

SR 3.3.1.1.8 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

iCHANGE 6|

SR 3.3.1.1.9 NOTES-

1. Neutron detectors are excluded.
2. For Function1 1, not required to be

. ....... ... ................ ...........

performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE I until 12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

9 daysrW:
.. ,, , ............ -- :.. :-- - =d2,

92 days

----- -=-4
.

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 1 3.34 Amendment No. 234



RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.10 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

SR 3.3.1.1.11 (Deleted) ...............

SR 3.3.1.1.12 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONALTEST. 18 months

SR 3.3.1.1.13 NOTE
Neutron detectors are excluded.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.1.1.14 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 18 months
TEST.

SR 3.3.1.1.15 Verify Turbine Stop Valve-Closure and 18 months
Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil
Pressure-Low Functions are not bypassed
when THERMAL POWER is 2 30% RTP.

SR 3.3.1.1.16 --- NOTE
For Function 2.a, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE I until 12 hours afterentering
MODE 2.

Perforrn CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 134 days

IChange 7 l

'I WOW: Must wchn-n W I
, . I r s

1 . torusd1M~f ads

Change 

|Change 9|

BFN-UNIT 3.3-5 Amendment No. 234



RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

Table 3.(1p1.1 -t gl d3)
Rcto Protectoln Spterm Inswnt

APPLICABLE CON4TIOM
MOOES OR REQUIREO REFERENCED

FUNCTION OTHER CHANNELS FROM S1UIANCE ALLOWABLE
SPECFIED PER TRIP REOUJRED REOUIREMENTS VALUE

CONDTIONS SYSTEM ACTION D.1

1. Iteniseiat Rangs Moniors

a NeutrnFlx -MO 2

5() 3

0 SR 3.11.1.1
SR 3.3.1.13
SR 3.1.1.5
SR 3.31.1.6
SR 13.1.1.9
SR 3..11.14

H ER 33.1.1.1
SR 3 3.1.1 4
SR 13.1.1 S
SR 33.1.1.14

G SR 3.1.1.3
SR 13.1.1.14

H 2SR 3..1.1.4
SR 3.1.1.14

s 12025
S

Change 10
2dy-ons d full (Page I of 2)

SC

b. mp

s(a) KA

2. Aa2e Pcv~eRane Mcrnlors

a Neurton Pint . ih

b Fkw keed Simulated

Thwqme Pow - gh

c Neutron Fkm. Highi

2 . SR 3.............. .1....... P,, | .............

SR 3S.1.1.7 .. DewdSR 3l.1.1.3i

SR 33.1.1.1.;

~~.~~~O~~~4~~~W ~~Deieted. 14
SR 33.1.1.2 - - -lTPi Deh:2
SR 13.1.1.7 ed s 12%-
SR 3.3.1.1.1.prpC.'). I e':ted: 58
SR 13.1.1.16..

.1~' Fornutted:Supemacwp
Dleted: 62

SR 13.1.1.2.etd:
SR 3.3.1.1.7 ; b

SR 13.1.1.1r - - -
,,,,,,,,,,,.DhSER 13.1.1.16 .{.SDlted:

SR 3.3.11. 11.;1d SR 3. .1.14

(a) il Vany cgnftdwrvd we mt amrec-o rtfalng ao 0omW hd WvTle.

(b) Eeh APRM ehueueL pevldefInputsa vbthtrlp systau

(c) Ki OhSQtP when !..*po won Lops nu'
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

Tate3 3.1 .1 (Poo&2d3)
RotorPaocton System rWrnweic

APPUCAELE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REQURED REFERENCEO

F*IMTION OTHER CHANNELS FROt SURVEILLANCE ALLOWAbE
SPECFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED REQUIREMENTS VALUE

CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION D. 

Change 10
I (Page 2 of 2) 1

. Avwvpg Power Range :~
Mnmconimued)

SR 3l..~

.. 2.Out-Of.4VotetA .......... ....... ......... a R 331A .... M ... R.........

ReactorVessel Meam oe 1.2 2 0 SR 3.11.1.1 10t5ps PS-
Pressum - High SR 3.1 1.1.8 

SR 3.11. 1.10 3~a% RTP
SR 3.1,1.1.14

?1
ii
141

3.

.; sa
."',,;.1 _1 %,

A RwhorVessalWawervalI.
Low, .al3

1,2 2

5. Man Siem solabon Vave-
aClou

a

C SR 31.1.1
SR 3.11.11
SR 3.11.11
SR 3.3.1.14

F SR 3.A1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.14

o SR 33.1.1.8
SR 3.11.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.14

k 536 Inche

I
Formatted: Supescript

% 10% cmed [Deleted: SR 31.1.7

Deleted: S~

DltdSR33.11

e. DryPrestr. -Hgh 1.2 2 s25Pg

7. Scram Discharge Volume
Water Level -High

RtamCe Ternipweea
Der

1.2 2

6(a) 2

G SR 33.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 111.1.14

H SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 311.1.13
SR 3.1.1.14

G SR 311.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.31.1.14

H SR 33.1.1.8
SR 3.31.t.13
SR 131.1.14

S50 a

b. F Seh 1.2 2

5(a) 2

f w golos

5 ads

(a) V1'3i ny eon~rdlrod *t~drwm frm Boa',cell cantirng nre r ma, ldW~asrv* as.

(b) Each APRM chanel provides inpubto botihIp systeru.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.32.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-- NOTES --

1. Refer to Table 3.3.2.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Control Rod Block
Function.

2. When an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry Into associated Conditions and Required Actions may
be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains control
rod block capability.

I Change 11|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY , 
o

SR 3.32.1.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. ,18.das .|

SR 3.32.1.2 -- -NOTE
Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after any control rod Is withdrawn at
s 1 0% RTP In MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.32.1.3 - -NOTE
Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after THERMAL POWER is 5 10% RTP in
MODE 1.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

{ Deld: 92

I Change 12 |

I

SR 3.32.1.4 NOTE
Neutron detectors are excluded.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. ,18 m~onths

.( oiled: 22 days

(continued)
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Control Rod Block lnstrumentation
3.32.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.1.5 Verify the RWM Is not bypassed Wien 18 months
THERMAL POWER Is s 10% RTP.

SR 3.3.2.1.6 NOTE
Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after reactor mode switch is In the shutdown
position.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. I 8 months

SR 3.32.1.7 Verify control rod sequences input to the Prior to dedaring
RWM are In conformance with BPWS. RWM

OPERABLE
following loading
of sequence into
RWM

SR 3.32.1.8 - NOTE
Neutron detectors are excluded.

Verify the RBM:
a. Low Power Range - Upscale Function 18 months

is not bypassed when THERMAL
POWER Is 2 27% and 5 62% RTP.

b. Intermediate Power Range - Upscale
Function is not bypassed when
THERMAL POWER is > 62% and S 82%
RTP.

c. High Power Range - Upscale Function
is not bypassed when THERMAL
POWER is > 82% RTP.

|Change 13|
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.32.1

7atbl332. 1.1 (pa 1 dl)
Conbrd Rod thock Imsuentaen

FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE AL.LOWABL.E
SPECIED C4ANNJQS RSOUREMENTS VALUE

CONDITIONS

~Ihne14

t. RodBlsocMonot

a Upsca aR 13B.s .l _ 

a. L@w PowerRange .Upsea. cb1e 2 SR 3.31.1 
SR 3.3IA
SR 3.3L1s

t. InttmedletePowefRange.Upscale lb) 2 SR 3.32.1 I)
SR &J2.1A
SR 3.311.J

c. Hthlowerangt-Upscale If).() 2 SR S..1 I)
SR 3.3IA
SR 3.3±1.

drcp.J9)0 )2 SR .3.21. 5 A I.| Dehbddsb

i ,9,b, -..... --....SR -3 i:-32.14 - - -

2. RodWorth M'nref 1(c)2(t) 1 SR 3321.2 NA * d t ){b)
SR 3.3.213
SR 3.3.215 Del 2 3% R
SR 3.3.21.7

3. RectorodA-SutbPbon (4 2 SR 33216 MA

tiP

(a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

(e)

(a)

(II

Deleta 2 D% RTP and R C I
THERMAL POWER 27%%and 1 2%RTP and MCPR less than the alue speced i the COLRt .

THERMAL POWER 62%nEd S 52%Y.RTPsnd ICPR less Man Me value peckld t CO . . . . . 7

With THERMAL POWERs 101% RTP.

Reactor rods switch i te huldom Poston.

Les thw o equal to the Aloable Vu specified b the COLR

7HERMAL. POWER ) 2%aeid ' Io%RTPand MCPR Iess th, the aine e Id the COtR.

THERMAL POmERs 2%RTP sad MCPR less than tho vale specified I 1hs COLR.

THERMAL POWER 2 27S *nd a 10% RTP and MCPR lets tbam the vlee apee lo the COLR.

Gfeete than or equal to the Alomable Value speled hI the COLR.
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Recirculation Loops Operating
3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.. .. .

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3A.1.1 NLr L-
Not required to be performed until 24 hours
after both recirculation loops are in operation.

Verify recirculation loop jet pump flow
mismatch with both recirculation loops in
operation is:

a. 10% of rated core lowwien operating
at < 70% of rated core flow; and

b. 5% of rated core low when operatng at
2 70% of rated core flow.

24 hours

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify the reactor is outside of Region I and 11
of Figure 3A.1-1.

Change [5 

Immediately after
any increase
> 5% RTP Mhile
Initial core low Is
< ....of.rated j_-jDe1.1:U

l- -

Immediately after
any decrease of
> 10% rated core
flow wile Initial
thermal power is
> 40% of rated

BFN-UNIT 3.4-3 Amendment No. 234
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SDM Test - Refueling
3.10.8

3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

3.10.8 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test - Refueling

Change 17

LCO 3.10.8 The reactor mode switch position specified in Table 1.1-1 for
MODE 5 may be changed to include the startuplhot standby
position, and operation considered not to be in MODE 2, to allow
SDM testing, provided the following requirements are met:

a. LCO 3.3.1.1, "Reactor Protection System Instrumentation,"
MODE 2 requirements for Functions 2.a, 2.d, and 2.e of
Table 3.3.1.1-1;

b. 1. LCO 3.3.2.1, "Control Rod Block Instrumentation," MODE 2
requirements for Function 2 of Table 3.3.2.1-1, with the
banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS) requirements
of SR 3.3.2.1.7 changed to require the control rod sequence
to conform to the SDM test sequence,

OR

2. Conformance to the approved control rod sequence for the
SDM test is verified by a second licensed operator or other
qualified member of the technical staff;

I

c. Each withdrawn control rod shall be coupled to the associated
CRD;

d. All control rod withdrawals during out of BPWS control rod
moves shall be made in notch out mode;

e. No other CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress; and

f. CRD charging water header pressure 2 940 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with the reactor mode switch in startup/hot standby
position.

BFN-UNIT 3.10-22 Amendment No. 234



SDM Test - Refueling
3.10.8

|Change 18 1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS __________

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.8.1 Perform the MODE 2 applicable SRs for According to the
LCO 3.3.1.1, Functions 2.a, 2.d and 2.e of applicable SRs
Table 3.3.1.1-1.

SR 3.10.8.2 NOTE
Not required to be met if SR 3.10.8.3
satisfied.

Perform the MODE 2 applicable SRs for According to the
LCO 3.3.2.1, Function 2 of Table 3.3.2.1-1. applicable SRs

SR 3.10.8.3 NOTE-
Not required to be met if SR 3.1 0.8.2
satisfied.

Verify movement of control rods is in During control
compliance with the approved control rod rod movement
sequence for the SDM test by a second
licensed operator or other qualified member
of the technical staff.

SR 3.10.8.4 Verify no other CORE ALTERATIONS are in 12 hours
progress.

(continued)

I
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BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (BASES)

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Section Pane No.

B 2.0
B 2.1.1
B 2.1.2

SAFETY UMITS (SLs) ............................................. B 2.0-1
Reactor Core SLs ............................................. B 2.0-1
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL ....................... B 2.0-8

B 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO)
APPLICABILITY .B 3.0-1

B 3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY . B 3.0-12

B 3.1 REACTMTY CONTROL SYSTEMS .B 3.1-1
B 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM). B 3.1-1
B 3.1.2 Reactivity Anomalies. B 3.1-9
B 3.1.3 Control Rod OPERABILITY .B 3.1-15
B 3.1.4 Control Rod Scram Times. B 3.1-26
B 3.1.5 Control Rod Scram Accumulators .B 3.1-35
B 3.1.6 Rod Pattern Control .B 3.141
B 3.1.7 Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System. B 3.1-47
B 3.1.8 Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Vent and Drain Valves .B 3.1-57 Change 19

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION UMITS. B 3.2-1
B 3.2.1 AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION

RATE (APLHGR) .B 3.2-1
B 3.22 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) B 3.2-6
B 3.2.3 LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR) .B 32-11

I. .Gaa2 S... fvsB 32-S

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION .B 3.3-1
B 3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentabion . B 3.3-1
B 3.3.12 Source Range Monitor (SRM) Insbnmentation . B 3.3-45
B 3.3.2.1 Control Rod Block Instrumentation .B 3.3-57
8 3.322 Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level

Trip Instrumentation . 3.3-72
8 3.3.3.1 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation B 3.3-51
B 3.3.32 Backup Control System .B 3.3-96

(continued)
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B 32 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 32.1 AVERAGE PLANAR UNEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)

BASES

BACKGROUND The APLHGR Is a measure of the average U-GR of all the fuel
rods in a fuel assembly at any axial location. Units on the
APLHGR are specified to ensure that the fuel design limits
identified in Reference 1 are not exceeded during abnormal
operational transients and that the peak cladding temperature
(PCT) during the postulated design basis loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) does not exceed the lirrits specified in
10 CFR 50.46. Change 20

(Page 1 of 2)

APPUCABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The analytical methods and assumptions used In evaluating
the fuel design limits are presented In References 1 and 2. The
analytical methods and assumptions used In evaluating Design
Basis Accidents (DBAs), abnormal operational transients, and
normal operation that determine the APLHGR liits are
presented In References 1. 2, 3,,4, and 7. | ..-- ... d:. 1

Fuel design evaluations are performed to demonstrate that the
1/% lirit on the fuel cladding plastic strain and other fuel design
limits described In Reference I are not exceeded during
abnormal operational transients for operation with LHGRs up to
the operating limt LHGR. APLHGR lirrits are equivalent to the
LHGR limit for each fuel rod divided by the local peaking factor
of the fuel assembly...

APLHGR limits are developed as a function of exposure
and the various operating core flow and power states to
ensure adherence to fuel design limits during abnormal
operational transients (Ref. 7). Flow dependent APLHGR
limits are determined using the three dimensional BWR
simulator code (Ref. 8) to analyze slow flow runout
transients. The flow dependent multiplier, MAPFACI, is
dependent on the maximum core flow runout capability.
The maximum runout flow is dependent on the existing
setting of the core flow limiter in the Recirculation Flow
Control System.

._ { Delete: APLHGR Imis weI- I d as a roeb d opouse
|Iand ud bndl tpp:



APLHGR
B3.2.1

Based on analyses of limiting plant transients (other than
core flow increases) over a range of power and flow
conditions, power dependent multipliers, MAPFACp, are
also generated. Due to the sensitivity of the transient
response to nitial core flow levels at power levels below
those at which turbine stop valve closures and turbine
control valve fast closure scram trips are bypassed, both
high and low core flow IMAPFACp limits are provided for
operation at power levels between 25% RTP and the
previously mentioned bypass power level. The exposure
dependent APLHGR linits are reduced by MAPFACp and
MAPFACf at various operating conditions to ensure that all
fuel design criteria are met fornormal operation and
abnormal operational transients. A complete discussion of
the analysis code is provided in Reference 9.

Change 20
(Page 2 Of 2)

(continued)
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

LOCA analyses are then performed to ensure that the above
determined APLHGR lirrits are adequate to meet the PCT and
maximum oxidation limits of 10 CFR 50.46. The analysis is
performed using calculational models that are consistent with
the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix K A complete
discussion of the analysis code Is provided in Reference 5.
The PCT following a postulated LOCA s a function of the
average heat generation rate of all the rods of a fuel assembly
at any axial location and is not strongly influenced by the rod to
rod power distribution within an assenbtly. The APLHGR limits
specified are equivalent to the LHGR of the highest powered
fuel rod assumed in the LOCA analysis divided by its local
peaking factor. A conservative multiplier Is applied to the
L-iGR assumed In the LOCA analysis to account for the
uncertainty associated with the measurement of the APLHGR.

|Change 21 |
(Page of 3)

For single recirculation loop operation, an APLHGR multiplier Is
applied to the APLHGR limit (Ref. 5 and Ref.p):. The . .... .-- k-de 7

multiplier is documented in the COLR. This multiplier is due to
the conservative analysis assumption of an earlier departure
from nudeate boiling with one recirculation loop available,
resulting In a more severe heatup during a LOCA.

I

The APLHGR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 6).

LCO The APLHGR limits specified in the COLR are the result of the
fuel design, DBA, and transient analyses. For operation at
otherthan 100°/. powerand 100% recirculation flow
conditions, the APLHOR operating limit Is determined by
multiplying the smallerof the MAPFACp and MAPFACI
factors times the exposure dependent APLHGR limit. With
only one recirculation loop In operation. In conformance with
the requirements of LCO 3.4.1, Recirculation Loops
Operating,- the limit Is determined by multiplying the exposure

|Change 22 |

(continued)
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

dependent limit by an APLHGR correction factor (Ref. 5 and
Ref.,Oq): Cycle specific APLHGR correction factors for single J:7.. Det:?
recirculation loop operation are documented in he COLR.

I

Change 21
(Page 2 of 3) A

(confinued)

Amendment No. 236
December 23, 1998
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. NEDE-2401 -P-A-13 General Electrlc Standard
Application for Reactor Fuel," August 1996.

2. FSAR, Chapter 3.

3. FSAR, Chapter 14.

4. FSAR, Appendix N.

5. NEDC-32484P, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2,
and 3, SAFER/GESTR-LOCA Loss-of-Coolant Accident
Analysis," Revision 2, December 1997.

6. NRC No. 93-102, Final Policy Statement on Technical
Spedfication Inprfovements," July 23, 1993.

7. NEDC-32433P, Maximum Extended Load Line Limit
and ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and 3," April 1995.

8. NEDO-30130-A, "Steady State Nuclear Methods,"
May 1985.

9. NEDO-24154, "Qualification of the One-Dimensional
Core Transient Model for Boiling Water Reactors,"
October 1978.

,10. NEDO-242*36, ~owns .Ferry Nudear Plant Units 1, 2
and 3, Single-Loop Operation," May 1981.

Change 23

. DeleWm: 7

|Change 21|
I(Page 3 of 3)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)
Change 24

1 (Page 1 of 2)
APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the abnormal operational transients to establish the operating

limit MCPR are presented In References 2. 3, 4, 5 , and 10. j....- DIt: nd
To ensure that the MCPR SL is not exceeded during any
transient event that occurs with moderate frequency, limiting
transients have been analyzed to determine the largest hange
reduction In critical power ratio (CPR). The types of transients (Page 1
evaluated are loss of flow, increase in pressure and power,
positive reactivity insertion, and coolant temperature decrease.
The lirriting transient yields the largest change in CPR (ACPR).
When the largest ACPR Is added to the MCPR SL, the required
operating limit MCPR Is obtained.

Iof 2)

The MCPR operating limits derived from the transient
analysis are dependent on the operating core flow and
power state (MCPRN and MCPRp, respectively) to ensure
adherence to fuel design limits during the worst transient
that occurs with moderate frequency (Reference 8). Flow
dependent MCPR limits are determined by steady state
thermal hydraulic methods with key physics response
inputs benchmarked using the three dimensional BWR
simulator code (Reference 6) to analyze slow flow runout
transients. The operating limit is dependent on the
naximum core flow limiter setting In the Recirculation Flow
Control Systerm

Power dependent MCPR limits (MCPRp) are determined by
the one dimensional transient code (Reference 9). Due to
the sensitivity of the transient response to Initial core flow
levels at power levels below those at which the turbine
control valve fast closure scrams are bypassed, high and
low flow MCPR, operating linmts are provided for operating

,Debt Fc cdmte
Nafr MM &tUPR Iaib dawiwd
by sW*WMId'h*&r
mW-& -1h key phy- Man
kpo byncpwiod uskn We te
eel OWR simAdo vX

(Rd. 6) to aim" slbw flo IureA
bw~f Theflwvdnaid"~
cwectinn eidm Unto
naimuml mm 'bw br1w a og vi to
RecvimuMan Fb Cm*d Syn.

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

between 25% RTP and the previously mentioned bypass
power level. I
The MCPR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 7).

Change 25
(Page 2 of 2)

LCO The MCPR operating lirits specified In the COLR are the result
of the Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient analysis.
The operating lirnit MCPR Is determined by the larger of the
MCPRe and MCPRp limits. I

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES

SURVEiLLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.2.2.2

Because the transient analysis takes credit for conservatism In
the scram speed performance, it must be demonstrated that the
specific scram speed distribution is consistent with that used in
the transient analysis. SR 3.222 determines the value of ,
which is a measure of the actual scram speed distribution
compared with the assumed distribution. The MCPR operating
limit Is then determined based on an nterpolation between the
applicable limits for Option A (scram tiffmes of LCO 3.1.4,
'Control Rod Scram Times) and Option B (realistic scram
times) analyses. The parameter c must be determined once
within 72 hours after each set of scram time tests required by
SR 3.1.4.1 and SR 3.1.42 because the effective scram speed
distribution may change during the cyde. The 72 hour
Completion Time Is acceptable due to the relatively minor
changes in X expected during the fuel cyde.

REFERENCES 1. NUREG-0562, 'Fuel Rod Failure As a Consequence of
Departure from Nucleate Boiling or Dryout," June 1979.

2. NEDE-2401 1-P-A-13, General Eectric Sndard
Application for Reactor Fuel," August 1996.

3. FSAR, Chapter 3.

4. FSAR, Chapter 14.

5. FSAR, Appendix N.

6. NEDO-30130-A, 'Steady State Nuclear Methods,"
May 1985.

7. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements,-July23, 1993.

8. NEDC-32433P, 'Maxlimum Extended Load Line Limit and
ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and 3," Apnl 1995.

B 32-10 Amendment No. 236
December 23, 1998

hange 26 2
|(Page f 2) 
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MCPR
B 3.22

9. NEDO-24154, "Qualification of the One-Dimensional
Core Transient Model for Boiling WatorReactors,"
October 1978.

10. NEDO-24236, Browns Ferry Nudear Plant Units 1, 2,
and 3. Single-Loop Operation. May 1981.

Change 26
(Page 2 of 2)

| Change 24)
(Page 2 of 2)1
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ADDRA finX .. A

B, POWER DISTRIBUTI

B 3.2. verage Power Rai

BASES

BACKGROUND The'

B 3.2.4

ON LIMITS

nge Monitor (APRM) Gain and Setpoints

OPERABILITY of the APRMs and their setpo s an
I condition of all safety analyses that assu od insertion
I reactor scram. Applicable GDCs are G 10, Reactor
g,' GDC 13, "Instrumentation and Co ," GDC 20.

on System Functions,' and G , *Protection Cha
erilure Modes' (Ref. 1). ThIs 0 is provided to (Pag
ire tl1PRM gain or APRM loiased scram setpoints to
Ijusted en operating unde ncftons of excessive

er peakin~imintain ab e margin to the fuel
ling integri fety U L) and the fuel cladding 1%

ProX
Systi
requi
be ai
powc
dadc
plast

ange 27
e 1 of 8)

ic st

The condition of exce ower peaking Is determined by the
ratio of the actual r p ng to the limiting power peaking
at RTP. This ra s equal t e ratio of the core limiting
MFLPD to the action of RTP TP), where FRTP Is the
measured MAL POWER d d by the RTP. Excessive
power pe ng exists when:

/ ~FRTP'\

dicating that MFLPD Is not decreasing propo ately to the
overall power reduction, or conversely, that power bng is
In creasing. To maintain margins sirvilar to those at
conditions, the excessive power peaking Is corpensat y a
gain adjustment on the APRts or adjustment of the APR
setpoints. Either of these adjustments has effecfively the sa
result as maintaining MFLPD less than or equal to FRTP and
thus maintains RTP margins for APLHGR and MCPR.

(confinued)
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APRM Gain and Setpoints
B 3.2.4

NS
B

ASES

GROUND The normally selected APRM setpoints position the scram
(co ed) above the upper bound of the normal powerlflow operating

region that has been considered In the design of the fuel rs.
The setpoints are flow biased with a slope that approxi es
the upper flow control line, such that an approximatel slant
margin is maintained between the flow biased trip I and the
upper operating boundary for core flows In exce I' about 45%
of rated core flow. In the range of infrequent drabons below
45% of rated core flow, the margin to scram reduced because

the nonlinear core flowversus drive lielatonship. The
no Ily selected APRM setpoints are ported by the I
anal s presented In References 1 d 2 that concentrate on
events tiated from rated condio. Design experience has
shown th *nirrium deviations r within expected margins
to operatin ts (APLHGR MCPR), at rated conditions for
normal power tributions. ver, at other than rated
conditions, con rod can be established that
significantly reduc rgn to thermal lirits. Therefore, the
flow biased APRM s setpoints may be reduced during
operation when th o nation of THERMAL POWER and
MFLPD indicate n exc e power peaing distribution.

Change 27
(Page 2 of 8)

The APRM uon flux signa also adjusted lo more closely
followthei cladding heat flu ring power transients. The
APRM utron flux signal Is a nea e of the core thermal
powfiuring steady state operation uring power transients,
t1h*PRM signal leads the actual core rrnal power response
«cause of the fuel thermal time constan. herefore, on power

ncrease transients, the APRM signal provi a conservatively
high measure of core thermal power. By pass the APRM
signal through an electronic liter with a time con nt less than,

1-.anlmn, -- 41
.-v *M, .1-v
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APRM Gain and Setpoints
B 3.2.4

ASES/

i3G OUND but approximately equal to, that of the fuel thermal tirne
(con ed) constant, an APRM transient response tat ore cosell l.ows

\ ~~actual fuel cladding heat flux s obtained, wie a con vative
margin is maintained. The delayed response of the tered
APRM signal allows the flow biased APRM scra vels to be
positioned doser to the upper bound of the nor I power and
flow range, without unnecessarily causing re or scrams
during short duration neutron flux spikes. se spikes can be

used by insignificant transients such erforance of main
am line valve surveillances or mo ary ow increases of

o everal percent.

Change 27
(Page 3 of 8)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

or tq~RM gain or setpoint
pIe margins (to APLHGR and
F fuel cladding integrity SL and the
train %nit.

efs. 2 and 3) concentrate on the rated
the ninimum expected margin to the
IIInd MCPR) occurs.

LCO 32. AERAGE PLAN LINEAR HEAT GENERATION
RATE LHGR)' and LCO 3 "MINIMUM CRITICAL
P0~w RATIO (MCPR),- UImit Mital margins to these
op ting limts at rated conditions s at specified acceptable

design limits are met during trans, Initiated from rated
onditions. At Iniial power levels less th rated levels, the

margin degradation of either the APLHGR e MCPR during
a transient can be greater than at the rated on event.

(continued)
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APRM Gain and Setpoints
B 3.2.4N 110SES 

APP 4 LE This greater margin degradation duning the transient s pi
SA FE v A ES offset by the larger nitial margin to limits at the lower ttraed

(conffnul power levels. However, power distributions can be 
\ ~hypothesized that would result n reduced margi1n~s h

pre-transient operating limit When conined 'h e
Increased severity of certain transients at otheian rated
conditions, the SLs could be approached. 2ubstantially
reduced power levels, highly peaked po istributions could

obtained that could reduce thermal fgins to the minimum
Ic s required for transient events. revent or mitigate such
situ ns, either the APRM gain Is sted upward by the ratio
of there limiting MFLPD to the TP, or the low biased
APRM s m level Is required e reduced by the ratio of
FRTPto core limiting MF Either of these adjustments
effectively c ters the in sed severity of some events at
other than rate ondii b by proportionally Increasing the
APRM gain or tpr aly lowering the low biased APRM
scram setpoints, d dent on the increased peaking that may

Change 27
(Page 4 of 8)

be encount

The APRMg
NRC Poll

s satisfy Criteria 2 and 3 of the

(continued)Of
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APRM Gain and Setpoints
B 3.2.4

*S '*kES (continued /

\ ~~operating margins for events described above: 

a. Uiting excess power peaking;

b. Reducing the APRM flowbiased neuton f scale scram
setpoints by multiplying the APRM setpiry the ratio of
FRTP and the core lirniting value of MF ; or

c. Inasing APRM gains to cause t RM to read 2100
time FLPD (in %). This condV is to account for the
redu In margin to the fue dding Integrity SL and the l
fuel dad 1% plastic mit_

Change 27
(Page 5 of 8)

. . _ .. . _ .. _ _ . .. ... _ _ .. ...

MFLPD is the ra f the Ii ng LHGR to the LHGR lirrit I
the specific bundle e. power Is reduced, If the desig
power distribution is tamed, MFLPD is reduced In
proportion to the re In power. However, if power
peaking increase ove design value, the MFLPD is r
reduced in pro on to the ction in power. Under the
conditions, RM gain is a ted upward or the APRA
flow biase cram setpoints are r ced accordingly. WhE
the rea is operating with peakin s than the design N
it Is n ecessary to modify the APR w biased scram
se nts. Adjusting APRM gain or setp Is equivalent,

D less than or equal to FRTP, as stat the LCO.

For compliance with LCO Item b (APRM setpon stmei
Item c (APRM gain adjustment), only APRMs requi to bi
OPERABLE per LCO 3.3.1.1, 'Reactor Protection n
(RPS) Instrumentation," are required to be adjusted. In
addition, each APRM may be allowed to have Its gain or
setpoints adjusted Independently of other APRMs that are
having their gain or setpoints adjusted.

For

not
se
A
en
ralue,

to

)or

(continued)
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APRM Gain and Setpoints
B 3.2A

N
PAqSFS ennfinmenl

UCABIUTY The MFLPD limit, APRM gain adjustnent, and APRM flow
biased scram and associated setdovns are provided to ens
that the fuel cladding Integrity SL and the fuel cladding 1
plastic strain limit are not violated during design basis
transients. As discussed In the Bases for LCO 3.2.1 d
LCO 32.2, sufficient margin lo these inits exists

5 25% RTP and, therefore, these requirements agll
necessary when the reactor s operating at/ t P

ACTIONS x7L
Ife Mgain or selpoints areswti limits while the

MFLPD R exceeded FRTP, argin to the fuel cladding
Integrity SL d the fuel dad g 1% plastic strain linit may be
reduced. The ore, pro cbion should be taken to restore
the MFLPD to *n its uired limit or make acceptable
APRM adjustmen that the plant Is operating within the
assumed margin of afety analyses.

Change 27
(Page 6 of 8)

Is normally sufficient to restore
Li or the APRM gain or setpoints
sbbased on the low probability of
D.ccdhl occurring simultaneously

BFN-UNIT 1

(continu
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APRM Gain and Setpoints
B 3.2.4

\M SES /
AC NS B.1
(con en) 

If MFLPD cannot be restored to within its required lini in
the associated Completion Time, the plant must be ught to a
MODE or other specified condition In which the L does not
apply. To achieve this status. THERMAL PG Is reduced to
< 25% RTP within 4 hours. The all owedCo io n Time is
reasonable, based on operating experien reduce

HERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP In an manner and
out challenging plant systems.

01 I Im~l I trlt* onQ X En -- A e[ v2 A' - 7

Change 27
(Page 7 of 8)

REQUIREMENTS
The MFLP required to Iculated and compared wih
FRTP, or APiains or mt. to ensure that the reactor is
operating ithin as lions of the safety analysis. These
SRs are only requ deterrine the MFLPD and, assuning
MFLPD is greater RTP, the appropriate gain or selpoint,
and are not Inte dl a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
for the APRM In or fl ased neutron flux scram drcuitry.
The 24 hour equency of 32.4.1 Is chosen to coincide with
the deteqj l on of other the I limits, specifically those for
the APLAR (LCO 3.2.1). The hour Frequency is based on
both ineering judgment and r niion of the slowness of
chaes in power distribution during rmaI operation. The
1 our allowance after THERMAL t25% RTP is
shieved Is acceptable given the large in rent margin to
operating limits at low power levels.

The 12 hour Frequency of SR 32.4.2 requires re frequent
verification than if MFLPD is less than or equal to P. When
MFLPD is greater than FRP, more rapid changes in wer
distribution are typically expected.

F (continued)
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APRM Gain and Setpoints
B 3.2.4

DC 20, and Change 27
(Page B of 8)

REFERENCES

FSAR ier 3.

C No. 93-102, 'Final Poicy S ts
Specification Improvements," July23,

on Technical
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABlLITY

(continued)

Average Power Range Monitor

The APRM channels provide the primary Indication of
neutron flux within the core and respond almost
instantaneously to neutron flux Increases. The APRM
channels receive input signals from the local power range
monitors LPRMs) within the reactor core to provide an
indication of the power distribution and local power
changes. The APRM channels average these LPRM signals
to provide a continuous indication of average reactor
power from a few percent to greater than RTP.

|Change 28

The APRM System is divided into fourAPRM channels and
four 2-out-of4 voter chamois. Each APRM channel
provides Inputs to each of the four voter channels. The
four voter channels are divided into two groups of two
each, with each group of two providing inputs to one RPS
trip system. The system is designed to allow one APRM
channel, but no voter channels, to be bypassed. A trip
from any two unbypassed APRM will result in a "half 4rip
In all fourof the voter channels, but no trip Inputs to either
RPS trip system. A trip from any two unbypassed APRM
channels will result in a full trip in each of the four voter
channels, which in turn results In two trip Inputs to each
RPS trip system logic channel (Al, A2, 61, and B2). Three
of the four APRM channels and all four of the voter
channels are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single failure will preclude a scram on a valid signal. In
addition, to provide adequate coverage of the entire core,
consistent with the design bases for the APRM functions,
at least twenty (20) LPRM inputs, with at least three (3)
LPRM Inputs from each of the four axial levels at which the
LPRMs are located, must be operable for each APRM
channel.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumesntation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE Average Power Rance Monitor
SAFETY ANALYSES, Change 29
LCO, and 2.a. Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - Hiah. l (Page of 2)
APPLICABILITY (Setdown) l

(continued)
,For operation at IowpAower (I e, MODE 2M the Average Power O..swsd . - mok .sa

Range Monitor Neutron Flux- High, (Setdown) Function is Ac swain .
capable of generating a trip signal that prevents fuel damage Am c Ad am d

resulting from abnormal operating transients In this power Go T&PRw
range. For most operation at low power levels, the Average U'PRM skn b lo'W

Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown) Function | r peh rfvpb
will provide a secondary scram to the Intermediate Range A
Monitor Neutron Flux - Ngh Function because of the relative
setpoints. With the IRMs at Range 9 or 10. It Is possible that
the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High,
(Setdown) Function will provide the primary trip signal for a
corewide Increase In power.

No specific safety analyses take direct credit for the Average
Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown) l
Function. However, this Function indirectly ensures that before
the reactor mode switch Is placed in the run position, reactor
power does not exceed 25% RTP SL 2.1.1.1) when operating
at low reactor pressure and low core flow. Therefore, it
indirectly prevents fuel damage during significant reactivity
Increases with THERMAL POWER < 25% RTP.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentaton
B 3.3.1.1

BASES
Change 29 |

|(Page 2of 2)
APPLICABLE 2.a. Average Power Re
SAFETY ANALYSES, (Setdown (continued)
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY TheAllowable Value is

increasesi .o....wer Increases n power wen

inge Monitor Neutron Flux - High
I

;based opreven n sini..ant
en THERMtAL POWER is c 25% RiP.

The Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High.
(Setdown) Function must be OPERABLE during MODE 2 when
control rods may be withdrawn since the potential for criticality
exists.

I

Do'I dThe APRM Systei
dMdad kWD'A WDU mp chanlnels
vft Vmt APRM channal bmhit to
ah tipSAn. The syst i

da td to a one dIwom kh eac
b slrntb byasse Ay oe
P'R thannei i a bip sysin cn
cas Om associekd trip sshm tD
"i. Furdwk iado £Avwu Pmw

Range M&~or Na~a F -
S*Wmm wift Mao ch i In ach ip
syster w rqired I be OPIERABLE
to am~ "a n~o engI. fbe 
preclud a swn Iam Wmi Fu -oaca,
a~ vai i In " 1" ,to provde
adoe morrge of Onba Ou wu at
Ieas 14 LPRM bip& n rsmd 
sach APRMl cww*e %At d ImtbAro
LPRM ktID hm eachof t fkw
asel Wa4 Ut otkh 11* LPRUs ae
located.-

In MODE 1, the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux -
High Function provides protection against reactivity ransients
and the RVVM and rod block monitor protect against control rod
withdrawal error events.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 2.b. Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
SAFETYANALYSES, TherrmalPower-Hinh (continued)

Change 30

LCO. and
APPUCABILiTY * Each APRM channel uses one total drive flow signal

representative of total core fow. The total drive flow signal
is generated by the flow processing logic, part of the APRM
channel, by summing up the flow calculated from two flow
transmitter signal inputs, one from each of the two
recirculation loop flows. The flow processing logic
OPERABILITY is part of the APRM channel OPERABILITY
requirements for this function.

The damped Allowable Value is based on analyses that take
credit for the Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased
Simulated Thermal Power - High Function for the mitigation of
the loss of feedwater heating event. The THERMAL POWER
time constant of < 7 seconds is based on the fuel heat transfer
dynamics and provides a signal proportional to the THERMAL
POWER. The term 'W in the equation for determining the
Allowable Value is defined as total recirculation flow in percent
of rated.

Deht.d: The APRU Syse n
dMud ift too W7p co ctw.e.
"iM SwaAPRM ctamndWpft
each tipsystem The syder,.
desirned to a~mv ame chwwnna in each
tri systm % b bypased Anyoam
APAM dwavWeInh' atip sysbrn cmn
cat-s the assoc bwri Sy stem to
SIp F C~alww* sdAw%;*gaPovw
Range Monitarl'bw~busm 3ina
ThermalPmw m 1
channels in eachip snUmanp
In a cwe-aA-d40M kn& am raku I
be OPERABLEto ma Uo
chng frinsuat fae VA PVc& a
sca furVhk Functin n ft
so k *M to 0*0*xft~
co~Aru dm aV wft tMs
14 LPRM input ar qtiW for ac
APRM chawne& vh go heat o LpRtU
inptAs from macb d Ivefuz mmwm
at Aht S.LPR'ftwa bcetd Each
APRM chwwiol nmkv a tow awa
fow signal reprentaba d iSa camn
frm Use Octaldt rxw gnsarea
gernaated by twoflo unts. ae
M~ich suppdie &Vgah io fttip
aYstsnA APRMS. hef mott nn
sw'iies sbrf %) I*a Si system B
APMU. Each Boa. uw* signai i
pr-4ded byamwrn up Sn.fw
ZOI fran In. t recicuan lop.
Each recuked Awage PMW Range

Moniow Thina Snud
Thermal Pwa - High ethanni
requhae a irpiA hun Ks asd
OPERABLE rlow unot

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 2.b. Average Power Range Monito
SAFETY ANALYSES, Thermal Power - High (continued)
LCO, and

r Flow Biased Simulated

APPLICABILITY The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power - High Function is required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1 when there Is the possibility of generating excessive
THERMAL POWER and potentiafly exceeding the SL
applicable to high pressure and core flow conditions (MCPR
SL). During MODES 2 and 5, other IRM and APRM Functions
provide protection for fuel dadding Integrity.

Change 31
(Page 1 of 2)

2.c. Average Power Ranae Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - Hioh

The Average Powe- Rangqe Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux -igh|..-............ ............... ................................................ ...
Function Is capable of generating a trip signal to prevent fuel
damage or excessive RCS pressure. For the
overpressurization protection analysis of Reference 4, the
Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High
Function is assumed to erminate the main steam isolation
valve (MSIV) closure event and, along with the safety/relief
valves (SIRVs), lirrts the peak reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
pressure to less than the ASME Code lirnits. The control rod
drop accident (CRDA) analysis (Ref. 5) takes credit for the
Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High
Function to terminate the CRDA.

Dehted: TheAPRM di"s pi
Ow pilnry k'dcab d ShLoe afm

*v4Uijte .cre ad reqmW ainva
hstnanbnau&Jyto raLbwn flux
bero....

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

Change 31
(Page 2 of 2)APPLICABLE 2.c. Averag

SAFETYANALYSES, (continued)
LCG. and

ie Power Ranae Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - Iioh

APPLICABILITY rhe Allowable Value is basedon heAnialyticalurnit assumedin the....................... I_ ............................. .... .... .....
in the CRDA analyses.

The Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High
Function is required to be OPERABLE In MODE 1 where the
potential consequences of the analyzed transients could result
in the SLs (e.g., MCPR and RCS pressure) being exceeded.
Although the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron
Flux - High Function is assumed in the CRDA analysis, which
is applicable In MODE 2, the Average Power Range Monitor
Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown) Function conservatively
bounds the assumed trip and, together with the assumed I RM
trips, provides adequate protection. Therefore, the Average
Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High Function is
not required in MODE 2.

Dkft* TbsAPRM Syinn s
CS mmw""ro meas

%0, WeeAPRM Chwindskxx~b'i
each tt s)stet. The sysu Is
dsgrd b akMe cm chwal b~ ac
" ytmbbebpse A~m.

AMUW dunnaInh a%* v~sle cm~
causfe. Sw M oww b.Spau'b
ftk. Fowctwso Avrage Pw

Ran-ge MontorFkd NauSwi Fla -
Highi wth W~ dwnneWk In Vo 
systemm wcad n a awacA-d t
Iogic we. reqgind t be OPERABLE b
.nsur* that so sm94% "rmt fkir.
wit pvch.ide a =ar'. frui Noe
Fuctim, cm ud shgns. In akf~m.
to -r~d adegib wverae offt.
entri co,, at g14 LPRU kipuet
sunre "iked for ach APRM cturwe
V4h at MadtweLPRM hIrApfm'ke
each Of VWu bwu Wdo~ kkok at i
She LPRMs am o~o.

I
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RPS Instrumentation

B 3.3.1.1 

APPLIC E 2.d. Average Power Range Monitor - Downscale 
SAFETY YSES,
LCO, and This signal ensures that there is adequate Neutron M oring
APPLICABILI System protection If the reactor mode switch is plac n the

(continued) nn position prior to the APRMS coming on scale. ith the
reactor mode switch in run, an APRM downs ignal

Tncident with an associated Intermediate ge Monitor Change
on Flux - High or Inop signal gener a trip signal. This

Fun n was not specilically cedited I e accident analysis
but it Intamed for the overall redun icy and diversity of the
RPS as uired by the NRC app d licensing basis.

The APRM m is divided' two groups of channels with
three inputs into ch trip em. The system is designed to
allow one channe ea p system to be bypassed. Four
channels of Average Range Monitor - Dowrnscale with
two channels In eac ystem arranged in a one-out-of-two
logic are required be RABLE to ensure that no single
failure will precse a scra this Function on a valid
signal. The Zredlate Ran onitor Neutron Flux - High
and Inop F ctons are also pa the OPERABILITY of the
Averag ower Range Monitor - scale Function (i.e., if
eithe these IRM Functions cannot d a signal to the
Av ge Power Range Monitor - Down e Function, the

ociated Average Power Range Monito Downscale
annel is considered inoperable).

e32 I

The Allowable Va
are in the linear se
APRMs and IRMs

This Function is ri
this is when the A
power.

lue is based upon ensuring thafte Al
scale range when transfers are mai

rquired to be OPERABLE in MODE 1
PRMs are the primary indicators of rei

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES ~I~hjoeIZ

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES, 2. Average Power Range Monitor- nop
LCO. and

behrbi: I
,............................... ,,.

APPUCABILITY
(continued)

Three of the fourAPRM channels are required to be
OPERABLE for each of the APRM Functions. This Function
(Inop) provides assurance that the mrinimum number of
APRMs are OPERABLE. ForanyAPRM channel, any time
Its mode switch is In any position otherthan 'Operate,' an
APRM module is unplugged, orthe automatic self-test
system detects a critical fault with the APRM channel, an
Inop trip is sent to all four voter channels. Inop trips from
two or more unbypassed APRM channels result hi a trip
output from all four voter channels to their associated trip
system.

Dehrftd:Thu s0mWpwMA~
ASAWv a nwfum jnwnbmwd

N'tW m OPMAMtE A" i,
AMM% moe SA a Wwed tom

APWi mot&. is u nuwed. to
mhctwi, opwb volbooh kw r
to APRil W too few LPRM lnps

rimd by in R PS. unbu Vhe APR 
is Wb&LAd Uwe only m. APRL1 in

6-h e -yte my be bypnsad.
only o. APRM eh W, syste
Iray be kwpsr*je abaft rKs*bo im
an PS bri sia.

This Function was not specifically credited in the accident
analysis, but It is retained for the overall redundancy and
diversity of the RPS as required by the NRC approved licensing
basis.

.J....~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ D.Itud- Fewx dhan ka dA wrno
W ........................................................... ........................... I c~ t " Uo rore- uehnopvA euPchawRwn Uonlkr -Ineptly 

There is no Allowable Value for this Function. rewd to OPABLE tow mu
t no sOgle ta*re wi prclude a

:cram hmnfi ueNckw ona Whid
This Function is required to be OPERABLE in the MODES a.
where the APRM Functions are required.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

2.e. 2-Out-Of-4 Voter

The 2-Out-0f-4 Voter Function provides the Interface
between the APRM Functions nd the final RPS trip system
logic. As such, It is required to be OPERABLE in the
MODES where the APRM Functions are required and is
necessary to support the safety analysis applicable to each
of those Functions. Therefore, the 2-Out-0f4 Voter
Function needs to be OPERABLE In MODES I and 2.

All four voter channels are tquired to be OPERABLE.
Each voter channel Includes self-diagnostic functions. If
any voter channel detects a critical fault in its own
processing, a trip is Issued from that voter channel to the
associated trip system.

There is no Allowable Value forthis Function.

Change 34

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A2 Change 35
(continued)II

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide trip
signals and the redundancy of the RPS design, an allowable
out of service time of 12 hours has been shown to be
acceptable (Ref. 9 and 12) to permit restoration of any
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. However, this out of
service time Is only acceptable provided the associated
Function's Inoperable channel Is n one trip system and the
Function still maintains RPS trip capability (refer to Required
Actions B.1, .2, and C.1 Bases). If the Inoperable channel
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable
out of service time, the channel or the associated trip system
must be placed In the tripped condition per Required
Actions A.1 and A2. Placing the Inoperable channel in trip (or
the associated trip system in trip) would conservatively
cormpensate for the Inoperability, restore capability to
accommodate a single failure, and allow operation to continue.
Alternatively, if it is not desired to place the channel (or trip
system) in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the
Inoperable channel in trip would result In a full scram),
Condition D must be entered and Its Required Action taken.

As noted, Action A2 Is notapplicable forAPRM Functions
2.a, 2.b, 2.c, and 2.d. Inoperability of one required APRM
channel affects both trip systems. Forthat condition,
Required Action A.1 must be satisfied, and Is the only
action (other than restoring operability) that will restore
capability to accommodate a single failure.

Inoperability of more than one required APRM channel of
the same trip function results in loss of trip capability and
entry Into Condition C, as well as entry Into Condition A for
each channel.
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B 3.3.1.1

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

Required Actions B.1 and B.2 limit the Eme the RPS scram
logic, for any Function, would not accommodate single failure in
both trip systems (e.g., one-out-of-one and one-out-of-one
arrangement for a typical four channel Function). The reduced
reliability of this logic arrangement was not evaluated In
References 9 or 12 for the 12 hour Conpletion Time. Within
the 6 hour allowance, the assodated Function will have all
required channels OPERABLE or in trip (or any combinaion) in
one trip system.

Completing one of these Required Actions restores RPS to a
reliability level equivalent to that evaluated In References 9 or
12, which justified a 12 hour allowable out of service time as
presented In Condition A. The trip system In the more
degraded state should be placed in trip or, altematively, al the
inoperable channels in that trip system should be placed in trip
(e.g., a trip system with two inoperable channels could be in a
more degraded state than a trip system with four Inoperable
channels If the two Inoperable channels are In the same
Function while the four Inoperable channels are all in different
Functions). The dedsion of which trip system Is In the more
degraded state should be based on prudent judgment and take
into account current plant conditions (.e., what MODE the plant
is in). If this action would result In a scram or RPT, It Is
permissible to place the other trip system or Its Inoperable
channels In trip.

I
Change 36
(Page of 3)

I

-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ AIIU wX uul
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B 3.3.1.1

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

The 6 hour Completion Time is judged acceptable based on the
remaining capability to trip, the diversity of the sensors
available to provide the trip signals, the low probability of
extensive numbers of inoperabilities affecting all diverse
Functions, and the lowprobability of an eventrequiring the
initiation of a scram.

Alternately, If it Is not desired to place the inoperable channels
(or one trip system) in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing Change 36
the inoperable channel or associated trip system In trip would (Page 2 of 3)
result In a scram or RPT). Condition D must be entered and its
Required Action taken.

As noted, Condition B is not applicable for APRM
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, and 2d. kIoperability of an APRM
channel affects both trip systems and Is not associated
with a specific trip system as are the APRM 2-out-oI4 voter
and other non-APRM channels for which Condition B
applies. For an inoperable APRM channel, Required Action
A.1 must be satisfied, and is the only action (other than
restoring operability) that will restore capability to
accommodate a single failure. Inoperability of morm than
one required APRM channel results In loss of trip capability
and entry into Condition C, as well as entry into Condition
A for each channel. Because Conditions A and C provide
Required Actions that am appropriate forthe inoperability
of APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, and 2.d, and these
functions are not associated with specific trip systems as
are the APRM 2-out-of4 voterand other non-APRM
channels, Condition B does not apply.

C.'

Required Action C.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken If multiple, Inoperable, untripped channels
within the same trip system for the same Function result in the

U U�SJ* IUI I��U U
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I
Function not maintaining RPS trip capability. A Function Is Change36
considered to be maintaining RPS trip capability when sufficient (Page 3 of:
channels are OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip
system is in trip), such that both trip systems will generate a trip
signal from the given Function on a valid signal. For the typical
Function with one-out-of-two taken twice logic and the IRK ..... o andAieto
Functions, this would require both trip systems to have one
channel OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip system in
trip). For Function 5 (Main Steam Isolation Valve - Closure),
this would require both trip systems to have each channel
associated with the MSIVs in three main steam lines (not
necessarily the same main steam lines for both trip systems)
OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip system in trip).

I

(continued)
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BASES

I
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.2

To ensure that the APRMs are accurately ndicating the true
core average power, the APRMs are calibrated to the reactor
power calculated from a heat balance. TheFrequency of once
per 7 days is based on minor changes In LPRM sensitivity.
which could affect the APRM reading, between performances of
SR 3.3.1.1.7.

A restriction to satisfying this SR when <25% RTP Is provided
that requires the SR to be met only at > 25% RTP because it Is
difficult to accurately maintain APRM ndication of core
THERMAL POWER consistent with a heat balance when
<25% RTP. At low power levels, a high degree of accuracy is
unnecessary because of the large, Inherent margin to thermal
limits (MCPR and APLHGR). At 2 25% RTP, the Surveillance is
required to have been satisfactorily performed within the last
7 days, in accordance with SR 3.0.2. A Note is provided which
allows an increase in THERMAL POWER above 25% if the
7 day Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR
must be performed within 12 hours after reaching or exceeding
25% RTP. Twelve hours is based on operating experience and
in consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SR.

Change 37

Deleted: LCO & .'Amenop Pw
Range MhnIor (APRM) Gain aond
6~mW4~nteARf 0b 
rmdeng WsoeeWar t CO THERMAL
POER W tMWIW ta l b3lIed
por pasldo wlatfWsaunt
Is. ma. t e quireimqwI for Vie
APRW tD n&:* *Wk2% RTP d
calcukWe pawatIL nwdfiad~ ~ID 
Vie APRMs b Indad oWIMi 2% RTP
dat chv MPO.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.3 Change 38
REQUIREMENTS
(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Is performed on each

required channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform
the intended function.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint methodology.

As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.3 Is not required to be performed when
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1, since testing of the MODE 2
required IRMFuncions canot beperformed in MODE 1 .... Dgb: wd PRM
without utilizing jumpers. lifted leads, or movable links. This
allows entry into MODE 2 if te 7 day Frequency is not met per
SR 3.02. In this event, the SR must be performed within
12 hours after entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. Twelve hours is
based on operating experience and in consideration of
providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SR.

A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of system
average unavailability over the Frequency Interval and is based
on reliability analysis (Ref. 9).

SR 3.3.1.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each
required channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform
the intended function. A Frequency of 7 days provides an
acceptable level of system average availability over the
Frequency and Is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 9. (The RPS Channel Test Switch Function's
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Frequency was credited in the
analysis to extend many automatic scram Functions'
Frequencies.)

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.1.5andSR 3.3.1.1.6 (continued)

If overlap for a group of channels is not demonstrated (e.g.,
IRMIAPRM overlap), the reason for the failure of the
Surveillance should be determined and the appropriate
channel(s) declared Inoperable. Only those appropriate
channels that are required In the current MODE or condifon
should be declared Inoperable.

A Frequency of 7 days Is reasonable based on engineering
judgment and the reliability of the IRMs and APRMs.

SR 3.3.1.1.7

LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux profiles
measured by the Traversing Incore Probe (TIP) System. This
establishes the relative local flux profile for appropriate
representative input to the APRM System. The 1000 MWD/T
average core exposure Frequency is based on operating
experience with LPRM sensitivity changes.

Change 39
(Page 1 of 2)

,r.Debd W4 I

SR 33.1.1,8. SR 3.3.1.1.12 and SR 3.3.1.116 .|..................... I

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Is performed on each
required channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform
the Intended fanctlon. Any setpolnt adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant specific
setpolnt methodology. The 92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.8 is
based on the reliability analysis of Reference 9.

(continued)
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B 3.3.1.1 Change 39

(Page 2 of 2)
BASES

I
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.1.8. SR 3.3.1.1.12 and SR3.3.1.1.16 (continued).

The 184 dayfrequency of SR 3.3.1.1.16 for the APRM
Functions supplements the automatic self-test functions
that operate continuously hi the APRM and voter channels.
The APRM CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST covers the APRM
channels (including recirculation flow processing -
applicable to Function 2.b, only), the 2-out-of4 voter
channels, and the interface connections into the RPS trip
systems from the voter channels. Any setpoint adjustment
shall be consistent with the assumptions of the current
plant specific setpoint methodology. The 184 day
Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.16 for the APRM Functions is
based on the reliability analysis of Reference 2. (NOTE:
The actual voting logic of the 2-out-of-4 Voter Function is
tested as part of SR 3.3.1.1.14.) A Note for SR 3.3.1.1.16 is
provided that requires the APRM Function 2.a SR to be
performed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE
1. Testing of the MODE 2 APRM Function cannot be
performned in MODE I without utilizing Jumpers or lifted
leads. This Note alows entry into MODE 2 from MODE if
the associated frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. Twelve
hours is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SR.

I. ,,r IDSk 

Chng 4

I

The 18 month Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.12 Is based on the need
to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at
power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at
the 18 month Frequency.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.1.9. SR 3.3.1.1.10 and SR 3.3.1.1.13

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the
channel responds to the measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION
leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift
between successive calibrations consistent with the plant
specific setpoint methodology. For the APRM Simulated
Thermal Power-High Function, SR 3.3.1.1.13 also includes
calibrating the associated recirculation loop flow channeL
For MSIV- Closure, SDV Water Level - High (Float Switch),
and TSV - Closure Functions, SR 3.3.1.1.13 Includes physical
inspection and actuation of the switches.

Change 41
(Page 1 of 2)

(continued)
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BASES Change 41
(Page 2 of 2)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 33.1.1.9. SR 3.3.1.1.10andSR 3.3.1.1.13 (continued)

A Note l to SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 323.1.1.13 states that neutron [.-- TessN
detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION because
they are passive devices, with minimal drift, and because of the
difficuity of simulating a meaningful signal. Changes in neutron
detector sensitivity are compensated for by performing the
7 day calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the
1000 MWD/T LPRM calibration against the TIPs (SR 3.3.1.1.7).
A second Note for SR 3.3.1.1.9 Is provided that requires the ....-.-- {Dkt APRON Mi
IRM SRs to be performed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2
from MODE 1. Testing of the MODE 2jRM Functions cannot ....- DIsdAPHi

be performed in MODE I without utilizing juipersilifted leads,
or movable links. This Note allows entry Into MODE 2 from
MODE I If the associated Frequency Is not met per SR 3.0.2.
Twelve hours Is based on operating experience and In
consideration of providing a reasonable lime in which to
comyplete the SR.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.9 Is based upon the assurntion
of a 92 day calibration Interval in the deternination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. The
Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.10 is based upon the assumption of a
184 day calibration interval In the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift In the setpoint analysis. The
Frequency of SR 3.3.1 .1.13 Is based upon the assumption of an
18 month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

tonnfintiori
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BASES

I |Change 42 |

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(contnued)

SR 3.3.1.1.11

(Deeted)

.............................................................................................. ....

SR 3.3.1.1.14

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific channel.
The functional testing of control rods (LCO 3.1.3), and SOV
vent and drain valves (LCO 3.1.8), overlaps this Surveillance to
provide complete testing of the assumed safety function.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the condtions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components
usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST for APRM
Function 2.e simulates APRM trip conditions at the 2-out-
of-4 voter channel inputs to check all combinations of two
tripped inputs to the 2-out-of-4 logic in the voter channels
and APRM related redundant RPS relays.

Vaind: The Av Pw Rang.
M#nim rW Bmd d
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BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 7.2.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. NEDO-23842, "Continuous Control Rod Withdrawal in the
Startup Range," April 18, 1978.

4. FSAR, Appendix N.

5. FSAR, Section 14.62.

6. FSAR, Section 6.5.

7. FSAR, Section 14.5.

8. P. Check (NRC) letter to G. Lainas (NRC), 'BWR Scram
Discharge System Safety Evaluation," December 1, 1980.

9. NEDC-30851-P-A, 'Technical Specification Improvement
Analyses for BWR Reactor Protection System,"
March 1988.

10. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Iprovements,"July23,1993.

11. MED-32-0286, Technical Specification Improvement
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Retrofit Plus Option IlIl Stability Trip Function," October
1995.

Change 44
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BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

During refueling, shutdown, and low power operations, the
primary Indication of neutron flux levels Is provided by the
SRMs or special movable detectors connected to the normal
SRM circuits. The SRMs provide monitoring of reactivity
changes during fuel or control rod movement and give the
control room operator early indication of subcritical
multiplication that could be indicative of an approach to
criticality.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Prevention and Iiutigation of prompt reactivity excursions during
refueling and low power operation is provided by LCO 3.9.1,
"Refueling Equipment Interlocks;" LCO 3.1.1, 'SHUTDOWN
MARGIN (SDMY); LCO 3.3.1.1, 'Reactor Protection System
(RPS) Instrumentation"; IRM Neutron Flux - High and Average
Power Range Monitor (APRM) Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown)
Functions; and LCO 3.32.1, "Control Rod Block
Instrumentation."

Change 45

I

The SRMs have no safety function and are not assumed to
function during any FSAR design basis accident or transient
analysis. However, the SRMs provide the only on scale
monitoring of neutron flux levels during startup and refueling.
Therefore, they are being retained in Technical Specfications.

LCO During startup In MODE 2, three of the four SRM channels are
required to be OPERABLE to monitor the reactor flux level prior
to and during control rod withdrawal, subcritical multiplication
and reactor criticality, and neutron flux level and reactor period
until the flux level Is sufficient to maintain the IRMs on Range 3
or above. All but one of the channels are required in order to
provide a representation of the overall core response during
those periods when reactivity changes are occurring throughout
the core.

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2.1 Control Rod Block Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND Control rods provide the primary means for control of reactivity
changes. Control rod block instrumentation Indudes channel
sensors, logic circuitry, sitches, and relays that are designed
to ensure that specified fuel design limits are not exceeded for
postulated transients and accidents. During high power
operation, the rod block monitor (RBM) provides protection for
control rod withdrawal error events. During low power
operations, control rod blocks from the rod worth minimizer
(RWM) enforce specifl control rod sequences designed to
mitigate the consequences of the control rod drop accident
(CRDA). During shutdown conditions, control rod blocks from
the Reactor Mode Switch - Shutdown Position Function ensure
that all control rods remain inserted to prevent inadvertent
criticalities.

The purpose of the RBM Is to limit control rod withdrawal if
localized neutron flux exceeds a predetermined setpoint during
control rod manipulations. It is assumed to unction to block
further control rod withdrawal to preclude a MCPR Safety Umit
(SL) violation. The RBM supplies a trip signal to the Reactor
Manual Control System (RMCS) to appropriately inhibit control
rod withdrawal during power operation above the low power
range setpoint. The REM has tw channels, either of wich can
initiate a control rod block when the channel output exceeds the Change 46
control rod block setpoint. One RBM channel Inputs Into one
RMCS rod block circuit and the other RBM channel Inputs Into (Page 1 of 2)
the second RMCS rod block circuit. The RBM channel signal is
generated by averaging a set of local power range monitor
(LPRM) signals at various core heights surrounding the control
rod being withdrawn. .....................................- |-...................... pIwrongi

(continued)
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BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued) A sinal from one of the four redundant averae power

range monitor (APRM) channes supplies a reference signal
for one of the RBM channels and a signal from another of
the APRM channels supplies the reference signal to the
second RBIM channel. This reference signal Is used to
determine which RBM range setpoirt (low, intermediate or
high) Is enabled. If the APRM Is Indicating less than the low
power setpoint, the RBM is automatically bypassed. The RBM
Is also automatically bypassed If a peripheral control rod is
selected (Ref. 1).

".10a I mnibor AM) channd1
,. aid b ecwRem trmbn |

,.-Dead:e SpayRSetp m
ups a Irqtfo

-1RBM chl~tipswb*yb

Change 46
(Page 2 of 2)

The purpose of the RWM Is to control rod patterns during
startup and shutdown, such that only specified control rod
sequences and relative positions are allowed over the
operating range from all control rods inserted to 10% RIP. The
sequences effectively limit the potential amount and rate of
reactivity increase during a CRDA. Prescribed control rod
sequences are stored In the RWM, which will Initiate control rod
withdrawal and insert blocks v hen the actual sequence
deviates beyond allowances from the stored sequence. The
RWM deternines the actual sequence based on position
indication for each control rod. The RWM also uses feedwater
flow and steam low signals to deternine when the reactor
power is above the preset power level at which the RWM is
automatically bypassed (Ref. 2). The RWM is a single channel
system that provides Input Into both RMCS rod block circuits.

With the reactor mode switch In the shutdown position, a
control rod withdrawal block is applied to all control rods to
ensure that the shutdown condition is maintained. This
Function prevents inadvertent criticality as the result of a
control rod withdrawal during MODE 3 or 4, or during MODE 5
when the reactor mode switch is required to be in the shutdown
position. The reactor mode switch has two channels, each
Inputting Into a separate RMCS rod block drcuit. A rod block In

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

1, Rod Block Monitor

The RBM is designed to prevent violation of the MCPR SL and
the cladding 1% plastic strain fuel design Uinitthat mayresult Change 47
from a single control rod withdrawal effor (RWE) event. The age
analytical methods and assunptions used in evaluating the (Page 1 of 2)
RWE event are sumnarized In Reference 3. A statistical
analysis of RWE events was performed to determine the RBM
response for both channels for each event. From these
responses, the fuel thermal performance as a function of RBM
Allowable Value was determined. The Allowable Values are
chosen as a function of power level. Based on the
specified Allowable Values, operating limits are ,N R
established. ..........- i w d

ARTS eiMM,.wymand hi
Rdw & mw One Denee

The RBM Function satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy RWEciRsw3i

Statement (Ref. 10). euybms h
OPEPAaUTY -.

Two channels of the RBM are required to be OPERABLE, with
their setpoints within the appropriate Allowable Value forthe
associated power range to ensure that no single Instrument
failure can preclude a rod block from this Function. The
setpoints are calibrated consistent wth applicable setpoint
methodology (nominal trip setpoint).

Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations.
The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoints
do not exceed the Allowable Values between successive
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but itin ts
Allowable Value, is acceptable. Trip setpoints are those

(continued)

I
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BASES

* APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPUCABILITY

1. Rod Block Monitor (continued)

predetermined values of output at which an action should take
place. The setpoints are compared to the actual process
parameter (e.g., reactor power), and when the measured output
value of the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the
associated device (e.g., trip unit) changes state. The analytic
limits are derived from the inting values of the process
parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable
Values are derived from the analytc limits, corrected for
calibration, process, and some of the Instrument errors. The
trip setpoints are then determined accounting for the remaining
instrument errors (e.g.. drift). The trip setpoints derived in this
manner provide adequate protection because instrumentation
uncertainties, process effects, calibration tolerances, nstrument
drift, and severe environmental effects (for channels that must
function In harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 5O.A9)
are accounted for.

Change 47
(Page 2 of 2)

The RBM Is assumed to mitigate the consequences of an RWE
eventwhen operating 47% RTP. Belowthispowerlevelthe ...- Oq2sd
consequences of an RWE event will not exceed the MCPR SL
and, therefore, the RBM is not required to be OPERABLE
(Ref. 3). ,Ana(Ref. (Ref. 3) have shown that for specied ... Dowk WI

Initial MCPR values, the RBM Is not required to be s90lRTO

OPERABLE. These MCPR vakies are provided In the COLR -WE

for operations 2 90% RTP, and for operations 2 27% and < dorCPR s
90% RTP. For these power ranges with the Initial MCPR 2 2 90% RTP

the COLR value, no RWE event will resutt In exceeding the MCPRSL(R4

MCPR SL (Ref. 3). Therefore, under these concitons, the
RBM is also not required to be OPERABLE.

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Condition entered and Required Actions taken. This Note is
based on the reliability analysis (Ref. 9) assumption of the
average time required to perform a channel Surveillance. That
analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does
not significantly reduce the probability that a control rod block
will be initiated when necessary.

SR 3.3.2.1.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Is performed for each RBM
channel to ensure that the entire channel wit perform the
intended function. It indudes the Reactor Manual Control
System input.

IChange 4;Si

Any setpoint adjustnent shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of154 day! is based on reliability analyses ... - ertd: 2
(Ref. 11) ......

SR 3.3.2.1.2 and SR 3.3.2.1.3

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Is performed for the RWM to
ensure that the entire system will perform the intended function.
The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the RWM is performed
by attempting to withdraw a control rod not In compliance with
the prescribed sequence and verifying a control rod block
occurs. This test is performed as soon as possible after the
applicable conditions are entered. As noted in the SRs,
SR 3.3.2.1.2 Is not required to be performed until 1 hour after
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B 3.3.2.1

EASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.2.1.2 and SR 33.2.1.3 (continued)

any control rod is withdrawn at 10% RTP in MODE 2. As
noted, SR 3.3.2.1.3 is not required to be performed until 1 hour
after THERMAL POWER Is reduced to s 10% RTP in MODE 1.
This allows entry Into MODE 2 for SR 3.32.1.2, and THERMAL
POWER reducti on to 1 10% RTP for SR 3.3.2.1.3, to perform
the required Surveillance if the 92 day Frequency is not met per
SR 3.0.2. The 1 hour allowance is based on operating
experience and In consideration of providing a reasonable time
In which to complete the SRs. The Frequencies are based on
reliability analysis (Ref. 8).

SR 3.3.2.1.4

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the
channel adjusted to account for instrument drifts between
successive calibrations consistent with the plant specific
setpoint methodology.

As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL
CALIBRATION because they are passive devices, with rnimal
drif and because of the difficulty of sirulating a meaningful
signal. Neutron detectors are adequately tested In SR 3.3.1.12
and SR 3.3.1.1.7.

|Change 49 |

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of pn 18 month 9...htrd m2 Y
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

1-4nfAl oe

1- 
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.2.1.6 (continued)

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perfonn this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reador at power.
Operating experience has shom these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

The RWM will only enforce the proper control rod sequence If
the rod sequence Is property Input Into the RWM computer.
This SR ensures that the proper sequence Is loaded into the
RWM so that it can perform its intended function. The
Surveillance is performed once prior to dedaring RWM
OPERABLE following loading of sequence Into RWM, since this
Is when rod sequence Input errors are possible.

SR 3.3.2.1.8

The RBM Setpolnts are automatically varied as a function
of power. Three Allowable Values are specified in the
COLR, each within a specific power range. The powers at
which the control rod block Allowable Values automatically
change are based on the APRM signars input to each RBM
channel. Below the ninirnum power setpoint, the RBM is
automatically bypassed. These powerAllowable Values
must be verified periodically to be less than or equal to the
specied values. If any power range setpoint Is
nonconservative, then the affected RBM channel is
considered inoperable. Alternatively, the power range
channel can be placed In the conservative condition (i e.,
enabling the proper RBM setpokMt). If placed in this
condition, the SR is net and the RBM channel is not
considered Inoperable. As noed, neutron detectors are
excluded from the Survellance because they are passive
devices, with minimal drift, and because of the difficulty of
simulating a meaningful signal. Neutron detectors are

Change 50
(Page of 2)
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Control Rod Block Inshtrmentation
B 3.3.2.1

adequately tested in SR 3.3.1.1.2 and SR 3.3.1.1.7. The 18
month Frequency Is based on the actual trip setpoint
methodology utilized for these channels.

Change 0|
(Page 2 of 2)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.32.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 7.5.82.3.

2. FSAR, Section 7.16.5.3.1.k.

3. NEDC-32433P, Maximum Extended Load Une Urrit and
ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for Browns Ferry
Nudear Plant Unit 1,2 and 3, April 1995.

4. NEDE-24011-P-A-US, General Electrical Standard
Application for Reload Fuel," Supplement for United
States, (revision specified In the COLR).

5. "Modifications to the Requirements for Control Rod Drop
Accident Mitigating Systems," BWR Owners' Group,
July 1986.

6. NEDO-21231, 'Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence,"
January 1977.

7. NRC SER, Acceptance of Referencing of Ucensing
Topical Report NEDE-2401 1 -P-A," General Electric
Standard Application for Reactor Fuel. Revision 8.
Amendment 17," Decenber 27, 1987.

8. NEDC-30851-P-A, Supplement 1, "Technical Specification
Improvement Analysis for BWR Control Rod Block
Instrumentation,' October 1988.

9. GENE-770-06-1, Addendum to Bases for Changes to
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service
Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical
Specifications," February 1991. Change 51

10. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

11. NEDC-32410P-A,"Nuclear Measurement Analysis and
Control Power Range Neutron Monitor (NUMAC PRNM)
Retrofit Plus Option 1 Stability Trip Function," October
1995.
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Recirculation Loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES

APPIUCABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

stability calculation methodology and stated that due to
uncertainties, 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria
(GDC) 10 and 12 could not be met using analytic procedures on
a BWR 4 design. However, Reference 5 concluded that
operating limitations which provide for the detection (by
monitoring neutron flux noise levels) and suppression of flux
osdllations In operating regions of potential Instability
consistent with the recommendations of Reference 3 are
acceptable to demonstrate corrpiiance with GDC 10 and 12.
The NRC conduded that regions of potential instability could
occur at calculated decay ratios of 0.8 or greater by the General
Electric methodology.

| 
- .

Stability tests at operating BWRs were reviewed to determine a
generic region of the power/flow map In which surveillance of Chang
neutron flux noise levels should be performed. A conservative (Page 1
decay ratio was chosen as the basis for determining the generic
region for surveillance to account for the plant to plant
variability of decay ratio with core and fuel designs. This decay
ratio also helps ensure sufficient margin to an instability
occurrence is maintained. The generic region has been
determined to be bounded by the 80% rod line and the ;%O j - -- sDd 45

core flow line. BFN conservatively p~lements this generic
region with the 'Operation Not Perruitted' Region and Regions I
and 11 of Figure 3.4.1-1. This conforms to Reference 3
recommendations. Operation is permitted in Region II provided
neutron flux noise levels are verified to be within lirnits. The
reactor mode switch rrust be placed In the shutdown position
(an immediate scram is required) if Region I s entered.

52
I of2)

I

Recirculation loops operating satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement (Ref. 6).

(continued)
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Recirculation Loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.4.1.2

This SR ensures the reactor THERMAL POWER and core flow
are within appropriate parameter limits to prevent uncontrolled Change
power oscillations. At low recirculation flows and high reactor (Page 2
power, the reactor exhibits Increased susceptibility to thermal
hydraulic Instability. Figure 3.4.1-1 is based on guidance
provided In Reference 3, which is used to respond to operation
In these conditions. Performance immediately after any
increase of more than 5% RTP while initial core flow is cup%.j. g: 45
of rated and immediately after any decrease of more than 10%
rated core lowwhile initial thermal power is > 40% of rated is
adequate to detect power oscillations that could lead to thermal
hydraulic Instability.

I

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 14.6.3.

2. FSAR, Section 4.3.5.

3. GE Service Information Letter No. 380, 'BWR Core
Thermal Hydraulic Stability,' Revision 1, February 10,
1984.

4. NRC Bulletin 88-07, 'Power Oscillations in Boiling Water
Reactors (BWRs),' Supplement 1, December 30, 1988.

5. NRC Generic Letter 8-02, Technical Resolution of
Generic Issue B-19, Thermal Hydraulic Stability.'
January 22, 1986.

6. NRC No. 93-102. 'FInal Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Inprovements," July 23, 1993.

7. NEDO-24236, Browns Ferry Nudear Plant Units 1.2, and
3, Single-Loop Operation.' May 1981.

8. NEDC-32484P, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2,
and 3, SAFERJGESTR-LOCA Loss-of-Coolant Accident
Analysis," Revision 2. Decerber 1997.
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SDM Test-Refueling
B 3.1 0.8

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special Operations
LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of the NRC Policy
Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs provide lexibility to
perform certain operations by appropriately modifying
requirements of other LCOs. A discussion of the criteria
satisfied for the other LCOs Is provided in their respective
Bases.

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, coirpliance with this Special
Operations LCO Is optional. SDM tests may be performed
while in MODE 2, in accordance with Table 1 .1-1, wthout
meeting this Special Operations LCO or Its ACTIONS. For
SDM tests performed while in MODE 5, additional requirements
must be met to ensure that adequate protection against
potential reactivity excursions is available. To provide
additional scram protection, beyond the normally required
IRMs, the APRMs are also required to be OPERABLE
(LCO 3.3.1.1, Functions 2.a, 24d and 2.e) as though the reactor
were in MODE 2. Because muilple control rods will be
withdrawn and the reactor will potentially become critical, RPS
MODE 2 requirements for Functions 2.a and 2.e of
Table 3.3.1.1-1 must be enforced and the approved control rod
withdrawal sequence ust be enforced by the RWM
(LCO 3.3.2.1, Function 2, MODE 2), or must be verified by a
second licensed operator or other qualified member of the
technical staff (i.e., personnel trained In accordance with an
approved training program for this test). To provide additional
protection against an inadvertent criticality, control rod
withdrawals that do not conform to the banked positon

I Change 5|

I

(continued)
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SDM Test -Refueling
8 3.1 0.8

BASES (continued)

|Change 54|
SURVEILLANCE SR 310.8.1. SR 3.10.8.2. and SR 3.10.8.3
REQUIREMENoTS

LCO 3.3.1.1, Functions 2.a, 2.d and 2.e, made applicable In
this Special Operations LCO, are required to have applicable
Surveillances met to establish that this Special Operations LCO
Is being met. However, the control rod withdrawal sequences
during the SDM tests may be enforced by the RJVM
(LCO 3.3.2.1, Function 2, MODE 2 requirements) or by a
second licensed operator or other qualified member of the
technical staff (I.e.. personnel trained In accordance with an
approved training program for this test). As noted, either the
applicable SRs for the RWNM (LCO 3.3.2.1) must be satisfied
according to the applicable Frequencies (SR 3.10.8.2). or the
proper movement of control rods must be verified (SR 3.10.8.3).
This latter verification (i.e., SR 3.10.8.3) must be performed
during control rod movement to prevent deviations from the
specified sequence. These Surveillances provide adequate
assurance that the specified test sequence is being followed.

SR 3.10.8.4

Periodic verification of the administrative controls established
by this LCO vill ensure that the reactor is operated within the
bounds of the safety analysis. The 12 hour Frequency is
Intended to provide appropriate assurance that each operating
shift is aware of and verifies compliance with these Special
Operations LCO requirements.

(continued)
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ENCLOSURE 3

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 1

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE (TS-430) -
POWER RANGE NEUTRON MONITOR UPGRADE WITH IMPLEMENTATION
OF AVERAGE POWER RANGE MONITOR AND ROD BLOCK MONITOR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION IMPROVEMENTS AND MAXIMUM
EXTENDED LOAD LINE LIMIT ANALYSES
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BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (REQUIREMENTS)
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(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions (continued)

LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST

MINIMUM CRITICAL
POWER RATIO (MCPR)

MODE

A LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be a
test of all required logic components (i.e., all required
relays and contacts, trip units, solid state logic
elements, etc.) of a logic circuit, from as close to the
sensor as practicable up to, but not including, the
actuated device, to verify OPERABILITY. The LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total
system steps so that the entire logic system is tested.

The MCPR shall be the smallest critical power ratio
(CPR) that exists in the core. The CPR is that power
in the assembly that is calculated by application of the
appropriate correlation(s) to cause some point in the
assembly to experience boiling transition, divided by
the actual assembly operating power.

A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of mode switch position, average reactor
coolant temperature, and reactor vessel head closure
bolt tensioning specified in Table 1.1-1 with fuel in the
reactor vessel.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.1.1 The RPS instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.1.1-1 shall
be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1.1-1.

ACTIONS

-NOTE---
each channel.Separate Condition entry is allowed for

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION
TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Place channel in trip. 12 hours
channels inoperable. OR

A.2 -------NOTE ----- 12 hours
Not applicable for
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, or
2.d.

Place associated trip
system in trip.

B. -- -- NOTE------- B.1 Place channel in one trip 6 hours
Not applicable for system in trip.
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, or
2.d. OR

One or more Functions B.2 Place one trip system in 6 hours
with one or more required trip.
channels inoperable in
both trip systems.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION
TIME

C. One or more Functions C.1 Restore RPS trip 1 hour
with RPS trip capability capability.
not maintained.

D. Required Action and D.1 Enter the Condition Immediately
associated Completion referenced in
Time of Condition A, B, or Table 3.3.1.1-1 for the
C not met. channel.

E. As required by Required E.1 Reduce THERMAL 4 hours
Action D.1 and referenced POWER to < 30% RTP.
in Table 3.3.1.1-1.

F. As required by Required F.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
Action D.1 and referenced
in Table 3.3.1.1-1.

G. As required by Required G.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Action D.1 and referenced
in Table 3.3.1.1-1.

H. As required by Required H.1 Initiate action to fully Immediately
Action D.1 and referenced insert all insertable control
in Table 3.3.1.1-1. rods in core cells

containing one or more
fuel assemblies.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

LI, iI r- te-~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ --- --- N I t;: -- _____

1. Refer to Table 3.3.1.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each RPS Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of required
Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions may be
delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains RPS trip
capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

SR 3.3.1.1.2 ------ ---- NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER 25% RTP.

Verify the absolute difference between the 7 days
average power range monitor (APRM)
channels and the calculated power is
< 2% RTP while operating at 2 25% RTP.

SR 3.3.1.1.3 NOTE-
Not required to be performed when entering
MODE 2 from MODE I until 12 hours after
entering MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days

(continued)

I
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.4 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days

SR 3.3.1.1.5 Verify the source range monitor (SRM) and Prior to
intermediate range monitor (IRM) channels withdrawing
overlap. SRMs from the

fully inserted
position

SR 3.3.1.1.6 ------- NOTE-------
Only required to be met during entry into
MODE 2 from MODE 1.

Verify the IRM and APRM channels overlap. 7 days

SR 3.3.1.1.7 Calibrate the local power range monitors. 1000 MWD/T
average core
exposure

SR 3.3.1.1.8 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.1.1.9 -- a-- ----- TES--- - ------

1. Neutron detectors are excluded.

2. For Function 1, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE 1 until 12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

(continued)

I
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.10 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

SR 3.3.1.1.11 (Deleted)

SR 3.3.1.1.12 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

SR 3.3.1.1.13 - NOTE
Neutron detectors are excluded.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.1.1.14 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 18 months
TEST.

SR 3.3.1.1.15 Verify Turbine Stop Valve-Closure and 18 months
Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil
Pressure-Low Functions are not bypassed
when THERMAL POWER is> 230% RTP.

SR 3.3.1.1.16 -NOE
For Function 2.a, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE I until 12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 184 days
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page I of 3)
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation

APPLCABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED

FUNCTION OTHER CHANNELS FROM SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED REQUIREMENTS VALUE

CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION D.1

1. Intermediate Range Monitors

a. Neutron Flux - High 2 3 G SR 3.3.1.1.1 S120/125
SR 3.3.1.1.3 divisions of full
SR 3.3.1.1.5 scale
SR 3.3.1.1.6
SR 3.3.1.1.9
SR 3.3.1.1.14

5(a) 3 H SR 3.3.1.1.1 S120/125
SR 3.3.1.1.4 divisionsoffull
SR 3.3.1.1.9 scale
SR 3.3.1.1.14

b. Inop 2 3 G SR 3.3.1.1.3 NA
SR 3.3.1.1.14

5(a) 3 H SR 3.3.1.1.4 NA
SR 3.3.1.1.14

2. Average Power Range
Monitors

2 3() G SR 3.3.1.1.1 S15%RTP
a. NeutronFlux - High, SR 3.3.1.1.6

Setdown SR 3.3.1.1.7
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.16

b. Flow Biased Simulated I 3(b) F SR 3.3.1.1.1 S 0.66 W
Thermal Power - High SR 3.3.1.1.2 + 71% RTP

SR 3.3.1.1.7 andS120%
SR 3.3.1.1.13 RTP(c)
SR 3.3.1.1.16

c. Neutron Flux - High I 3t) F SR 3.3.1.1.1 S120% RTP
SR 3.3.1.1.2
SR 3.3.1.1.7
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.16

(continued)

(a) Wh any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies.

(b) Each APRM channel provides inputs to both trip systems

(c) 10.66W + 71% -0.66 A W RTP when resetforsingle loop operation perLCO3.4.1, Recirculation Loops Operating.'

BFN-UNIT 1 3.3-6 Amendment No. 236
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page 2 of 3)
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED

OTHER CHANNELS FROM
SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED

CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION D.1

FUNCTION SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
REQUIREMENTS VALUE

2. Average Power Range
Monitors (continued)

d. Inop

e. 2-Out-Of-4 Voter

3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome
Pressure - High

4. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low, Level 3

5. Main Steam Isolation Valve -
Closure

6. Drywell Pressure - High

7. Scram Discharge Volume
Water Level - High

a. Resistance Temperature
Detector

b. Float Switch

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

12

1,2

5(a)

1,2

5 (a)

3(b)

2

2

2

8

2

2

2

2

2

G SR 3.3.1.1.16

G SR 3.3.1.1.1
SR 3.3.1.1.14
SR 3.3.1.1.16

G SR 3.3.1.1.1
SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.10
SR 3.3.1.1.14

G SR 3.3.1.1.1
SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.14

F SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.14

G SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.14

G SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.14

H SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.14

G SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.14

H SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.13
SR 3.3.1.1.14

NA

NA

e 1055 psig

2 538 inches
above vessel
zero

e 10% closed

• 2.5 psig

• 50 gallons

• 50 gallons

• 50 gallons

• 50 gallons

(continued)

(a) Wth any control rod vvithdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies.

(b) Each APRM channel provides inputs to both trip systems.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

I r%9 A te
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' --G N U I t __ _

1. Refer to Table 3.3.2.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Control Rod Block
Function.

2. When an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions may
be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains control rod
block capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.1.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 184 days

SR 3.3.2.1.2 NOTE----
Not required to be performed until 1 hour after
any control rod is withdrawn at < 10% RTP in
MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.2.1.3 ----- NOTES -
Not required to be performed until 1 hour after
THERMAL POWER is < 10% RTP in
MODE 1.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.2.1.4 NOTE
Neutron detectors are excluded.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.1.5 Verify the RWM is not bypassed when 18 months
THERMAL POWER is • 10% RTP.

SR 3.3.2.1.6 NOTE-----
Not required to be performed until 1 hour after
reactor mode switch is in the shutdown
position.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

SR 3.3.2.1.7 Verify control rod sequences input to the Prior to declaring
RWM are in conformance with BPWS. RWM

OPERABLE
following loading
of sequence into
RWM

SR 3.3.2.1.8 a---NOTE---------
Neutron detectors are excluded.

Verify the RBM:
a. Low Power Range - Upscale Function is 18 months

not bypassed when THERMAL POWER is
2 27% and • 62% RTP.

b. Intermediate Power Range -- Upscale
Function is not bypassed when THERMAL
POWER is > 62% and < 82% RTP.

c. High Power Range - Upscale Function is
not bypassed when THERMAL POWER is
> 82% RTP.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

Table 3.3.2.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
Control Rod Block Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

FUNCTION OTHER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
SPECIFIED CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS VALUE

CONDITIONS

1. Rod Block Monitor

a. Low Power Range -Upscale (a) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.1 (e)
SR 3.3.2.1.4
SR 3.3.2.1.8

b. Intermediate Power Range - Upscale (b) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.1 (e)
SR 3.3.2.1.4
SR 3.3.2.1.8

c. High Power Range - Upscale (), (g) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.1 (e)
SR 3.3.2.1.4
SR 3.3.2.1.8

d. Inop (g)(h) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.1 NA

e. Downscale (g)(h) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.1 (i
SR 3.3.2.1.4

2. Rod Worth Minimizer 1(c)2(c) 1 SR 3.3.2.1.2 NA
SR 3.3.2.1.3
SR 3.3.2.1.5
SR 3.3.2.1.7

3. ReactorModeSvAlch-ShutdownPosition (d) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.6 NA

I

I

I

I

(a) THERMAL POWER 27% and • 62% RTP and MCPR less than the value specified in the COLR.

(b) THERMAL POWER > 62% and 82% RTP and MCPR less han the value specified in the COLR

(c) With THERMAL POWER 10% RTP.

(d) Reactor mode switch In the shutdown position.

(e) Less than or equal to the Allowable Value specified in the COLR.

(I) THERMAL POWER:' 82% and c 90% RTP and MCPR less than the value specified In the COLR.

(g) THERMAL POWER 2 90% RTP and MCPR less than the value specified In the COLR.

(h) THERMAL POWER 2 27% and 90% RTP and MCPR less than the value specified in the COLR.

(i Greater than or equal to the Allowable Value specified in the COLR.
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Recirculation Loops Operating
3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
Y

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
+

SR 3.4.1.1 ----- NOTE---------
Not required to be performed until 24 hours
after both recirculation loops are in operation.

Verify recirculation loop jet pump flow
mismatch with both recirculation loops in
operation is:

a. < 10% of rated core flow when operating
at < 70% of rated core flow; and

b. < 5% of rated core flow when operating at
> 70% of rated core flow.

24 hours

1�

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify the reactor is outside of Region I and 11
of Figure 3.4.1-1.

Immediately after
any increase
> 5% RTP while
initial core flow is
< 50% of rated

AND

Immediately after
any decrease of
> 10% rated core
flow while initial
thermal power is
> 40% of rated

I
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SDM Test - Refueling
3.10.8

3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

3.10.8 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test - Refueling

LCO 3.10.8 The reactor mode switch position specified in Table 1.1-1 for
MODE 5 may be changed to include the startup/hot standby
position, and operation considered not to be in MODE 2, to allow
SDM testing, provided the following requirements are met:

a. LCO 3.3.1.1, "Reactor Protection System Instrumentation,"
MODE 2 requirements for Functions 2.a, 2.d, and 2.e of
Table 3.3.1.1-1;

b. 1. LCO 3.3.2.1, "Control Rod Block Instrumentation," MODE 2
requirements for Function 2 of Table 3.3.2.1-1, with the
banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS) requirements
of SR 3.3.2.1.7 changed to require the control rod sequence
to conform to the SDM test sequence,

OR

2. Conformance to the approved control rod sequence for the
SDM test is verified by a second licensed operator or other
qualified member of the technical staff;

I

c. Each withdrawn control rod shall be coupled to the associated
CRD;

d. All control rod withdrawals during out of BPWS control rod
moves shall be made in notch out mode;

e. No other CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress; and

f. CRD charging water header pressure 2 940 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with the reactor mode switch in startup/hot standby
position.
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SDM Test - Refueling
3.10.8

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.8.1 Perform the MODE 2 applicable SRs for According to the
LCO 3.3.1.1, Functions 2.a, 2.d and 2.e of applicable SRs
Table 3.3.1.1-1.

SR 3.10.8.2 ------- --- NOTE---
Not required to be met if SR 3.10.8.3
satisfied.

Perform the MODE 2 applicable SRs for According to the
LCO 3.3.2.1, Function 2 of Table 3.3.2.1-1. applicable SRs

SR 3.10.8.3 ------------ NOTE---
Not required to be met if SR 3.10.8.2
satisfied.

Verify movement of control rods is in During control
compliance with the approved control rod rod movement
sequence for the SDM test by a second
licensed operator or other qualified member
of the technical staff.

SR 3.10.8.4 Verify no other CORE ALTERATIONS are in 12 hours
progress.

(continued)

I
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BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (BASES)
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.1 AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)

BASES

BACKGROUND The APLHGR is a measure of the average LHGR of all the fuel
rods in a fuel assembly at any axial location. Limits on the
APLHGR are specified to ensure that the fuel design limits
identified in Reference 1 are not exceeded during abnormal
operational transients and that the peak cladding temperature
(PCT) during the postulated design basis loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) does not exceed the limits specified in 10 CFR 50.46.

---
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
the fuel design limits are presented in References 1 and 2. The
analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating Design
Basis Accidents (DBAs), abnormal operational transients, and
normal operation that determine the APLHGR limits are presented
in References 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7. I

Fuel design evaluations are performed to demonstrate that the 1%
limit on the fuel cladding plastic strain and other fuel design limits
described in Reference 1 are not exceeded during abnormal
operational transients for operation with LHGRs up to the
operating limit LHGR. APLHGR limits are equivalent to the LHGR
limit for each fuel rod divided by the local peaking factor of the fuel
assembly. APLHGR limits are developed as a function of
exposure and the various operating core flow and power states to
ensure adherence to fuel design limits during abnormal
operational transients (Ref. 7). Flow dependent

(continued)
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

APLHGR limits are determined using the three dimensional
BWR simulator code (Ref. 8) to analyze slow flow runout
transients. The flow dependent multiplier, MAPFACf, is
dependent on the maximum core flow runout capability. The
maximum runout flow is dependent on the existing setting of the
core flow limiter in the Recirculation Flow Control System.

Based on analyses of limiting plant transients (other than core flow
increases) over a range of power and flow conditions, power
dependent multipliers, MAPFACp, are also generated. Due to the
sensitivity of the transient response to initial core flow levels at
power levels below those at which turbine stop valve closures and
turbine control valve fast closure scram trips are bypassed, both
high and low core flow MAPFACp limits are provided for operation
at power levels between 25% RTP and the previously mentioned
bypass power level. The exposure dependent APLHGR limits are
reduced by MAPFACp and MAPFAC, at various operating
conditions to ensure that all fuel design criteria are met for normal
operation and abnormal operational transients. A complete
discussion of the analysis code is provided in Reference 9.

LOCA analyses are then performed to ensure that the above
determined APLHGR limits are adequate to meet the PCT and
maximum oxidation limits of 10 CFR 50.46. The analysis is
performed using calculational models that are consistent with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix K. A complete discussion
of the analysis code is provided in Reference 5. The PCT
following a postulated LOCA is a function of the average heat
generation rate of all the rods of a fuel assembly at any axial
location and is not strongly influenced by the rod to

(continued)
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

rod power distribution within an assembly. The APLHGR limits
specified are equivalent to the LHGR of the highest powered
fuel rod assumed in the LOCA analysis divided by its local
peaking factor. A conservative multiplier is applied to the LHGR
assumed in the LOCA analysis to account for the uncertainty
associated with the measurement of the APLHGR.

For single recirculation loop operation, an APLHGR multiplier is
applied to the APLHGR limit (Ref. 5 and Ref. 10). The multiplier is 
documented in the COLR. This multiplier is due to the
conservative analysis assumption of an earlier departure from
nucleate boiling with one recirculation loop available, resulting in a
more severe heatup during a LOCA.

The APLHGR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 6).

LCO The APLHGR limits specified in the COLR are the result of the fuel
design, DBA, and transient analyses. For operation at other than
100% power and 100% recirculation flow conditions, the APLHGR
operating limit is determined by multiplying the smaller of the
MAPFACp and MAPFACf factors times the exposure dependent
APLHGR limit. With only one recirculation loop in operation, in
conformance with the requirements of LCO 3.4.1, "Recirculation
Loops Operating," the limit is determined by multiplying the
exposure dependent limit by an APLHGR correction factor (Ref. 5
and Ref. 10). Cycle specific APLHGR correction factors for single
recirculation loop operation are documented in the COLR.

(continued)
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The APLHGR limits are primarily derived from fuel design
evaluations and LOCA and transient analyses that are assumed to
occur at high power levels. Design calculations (Ref. 4) and
operating experience have shown that as power is reduced, the
margin to the required APLHGR limits increases. This trend
continues down to the power range of 5% to 15% RTP when entry
into MODE 2 occurs. When in MODE 2, the intermediate range
monitor scram function provides prompt scram initiation during
any significant transient, thereby effectively removing any
APLHGR limit compliance concern in MODE 2. Therefore, at
THERMAL POWER levels < 25% RTP, the reactor is operating
with substantial margin to the APLHGR limits; thus, this LCO is not
required.

ACTIONS A.1

If any APLHGR exceeds the required limits, an assumption
regarding an initial condition of the DBA and transient analyses
may not be met. Therefore, prompt action should be taken to
restore the APLHGR(s) to within the required limits such that the
plant operates within analyzed conditions and within design limits
of the fuel rods. The 2 hour Completion Time is sufficient to
restore the APLHGR(s) to within its limits and is acceptable based
on the low probability of a transient or DBA occurring
simultaneously with the APLHGR out of specification.

(continued)
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS B.1
(continued)

If the APLHGR cannot be restored to within its required limits
within the associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought
to a MODE or other specified condition in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be
reduced to < 25% RTP within 4 hours. The allowed Completion
Time is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reduce
THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

APLHGRs are required to be initially calculated within 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER is Ž 25% RTP and then every 24 hours
thereafter. They are compared to the specified limits in the COLR
to ensure that the reactor is operating within the assumptions of
the safety analysis. The 24 hour Frequency is based on both
engineering judgment and recognition of the slowness of changes
in power distribution during normal operation. The 12 hour
allowance after THERMAL POWER 2 25% RTP is achieved is
acceptable given the large inherent margin to operating limits at
low power levels.

(continued)
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. NEDE-24011-P-A-13 "General Electric Standard Application
for Reactor Fuel," August 1996.

2. FSAR, Chapter 3.

3. FSAR, Chapter 14.

4. FSAR, Appendix N.

5. NEDC-32484P, "Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and
3, SAFER/GESTR-LOCA Loss-of-Coolant Accident
Analysis," Revision 2, December 1997.

6. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

7. NEDC-32433P, "Maximum Extended Load Line Limit and
ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and 3," April 1995.

8. NEDO-30130-A, "Steady State Nuclear Methods,"
May 1985.

9. NEDO-24154, "Qualification of the One-Dimensional Core
Transient Model for Boiling Water Reactors," October 1978.

10. NEDO-24236, "Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and 3,
Single-Loop Operation," May 1981.
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.2 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)

BASES

BACKGROUND MCPR is a ratio of the fuel assembly power that would result in the
onset of boiling transition to the actual fuel assembly power. The
MCPR Safety Limit (SL) is set such that 99.9% of the fuel rods
avoid boiling transition if the limit is not violated (refer to the Bases
for SL 2.1.1.2). The operating limit MCPR is established to
ensure that no fuel damage results during abnormal operational
transients. Although fuel damage does not necessarily occur if a
fuel rod actually experienced boiling transition (Ref. 1), the critical
power at which boiling transition is calculated to occur has been
adopted as a fuel design criterion.

The onset of transition boiling is a phenomenon that is readily
detected during the testing of various fuel bundle designs. Based
on these experimental data, correlations have been developed to
predict critical bundle power (i.e., the bundle power level at the
onset of transition boiling) for a given set of plant parameters (e.g.,
reactor vessel pressure, flow, and subcooling). Because plant
operating conditions and bundle power levels are monitored and
determined relatively easily, monitoring the MCPR is a convenient
way of ensuring that fuel failures due to inadequate cooling do not
occur.

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
the abnormal operational transients to establish the operating limit
MCPR are presented in References 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 10. To
ensure that the MCPR SL is not exceeded during any transient
event that occurs with moderate frequency, limiting transients have
been analyzed to determine the largest reduction in critical power
ratio (CPR). The types of transients evaluated are loss of flow,
increase in pressure and power, positive reactivity insertion, and
coolant temperature decrease. The limiting transient yields the
largest change in CPR (ACPR). When the largest ACPR is added
to the MCPR SL, the required operating limit MCPR is obtained.

I

The MCPR operating limits derived from the transient analysis are
dependent on the operating core flow and power state (MCPR
and MCPRp, respectively) to ensure adherence to fuel design
limits during the worst transient that occurs with moderate
frequency (Reference 8). Flow dependent MCPR limits are
determined by steady state thermal hydraulic methods with key
physics response inputs benchmarked using the three
dimensional BWR simulator code (Reference 6) to analyze slow
flow runout transients. The operating limit is dependent on the
maximum core flow limiter setting in the Recirculation Flow Control
System.

Power dependent MCPR limits (MCPRp) are determined by the
one dimensional transient code (Reference 9). Due to the
sensitivity of the transient response to initial core flow levels at
power levels below those at which the turbine control valve fast
closure scrams are bypassed, high and low flow MCPRp operating
limits are provided for operating between 25% RTP and the
previously mentioned bypass power level.

The MCPR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 7).

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

LCO The MCPR operating limits specified in the COLR are the result
of the Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient analysis. The
operating limit MCPR is determined by the larger of the MCPRf
and MCPRp limits.

APPLICABILITY The MCPR operating limits are primarily derived from transient
analyses that are assumed to occur at high power levels. Below
25% RTP, the reactor is operating at a minimum recirculation
pump speed and the moderator void ratio is small. Surveillance
of thermal limits below 25% RTP is unnecessary due to the
large inherent margin that ensures that the MCPR SL is not
exceeded even if a limiting transient occurs. Statistical analyses
indicate that the nominal value of the initial MCPR expected at
25% RTP is > 3.5. Studies of the variation of limiting transient
behavior have been performed over the range of power and flow
conditions. These studies encompass the range of key actual
plant parameter values important to typically limiting transients.
The results of these studies demonstrate that a margin is
expected between performance and the MCPR requirements,
and that margins increase as power is reduced to 25% RTP.
This trend is expected to continue to the 5% to 15% power
range when entry into MODE 2 occurs. When in MODE 2, the
intermediate range monitor provides rapid scram initiation for
any significant power increase transient, which effectively
eliminates any MCPR compliance concern. Therefore, at
THERMAL POWER levels < 25% RTP, the reactor is operating
with substantial margin to the MCPR limits and this LCO is not
required.

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

If any MCPR is outside the required limits, an assumption
regarding an initial condition of the design basis transient
analyses may not be met. Therefore, prompt action should be
taken to restore the MCPR(s) to within the required limits such that
the plant remains operating within analyzed conditions. The 2 hour
Completion Time is normally sufficient to restore the MCPR(s) to
within its limits and is acceptable based on the low probability of a
transient or DBA occurring simultaneously with the MCPR out of
specification.

B.1

If the MCPR cannot be restored to within its required limits within
the associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a
MODE or other specified condition in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be
reduced to < 25% RTP within 4 hours. The allowed Completion
Time is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reduce
THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

The MCPR is required to be initially calculated within 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER is Ž 25% RTP and then every 24 hours
thereafter. It is compared to the specified limits in the COLR to
ensure that the reactor is operating within the assumptions of the
safety analysis. The 24 hour Frequency is based on both
engineering judgment and recognition of the slowness of changes
in power distribution during normal operation. The 12 hour
allowance after THERMAL POWER 2 25% RTP is achieved is
acceptable given the large inherent margin to operating limits at
low power levels.

SR 3.2.2.2

Because the transient analysis takes credit for conservatism in the
scram speed performance, it must be demonstrated that the
specific scram speed distribution is consistent with that used in
the transient analysis. SR 3.2.2.2 determines the value of , which
is a measure of the actual scram speed distribution compared
with the assumed distribution. The MCPR operating limit is then
determined based on an interpolation between the applicable
limits for Option A (scram times of LCO 3.1.4, "Control Rod
Scram Times") and Option B (realistic scram times) analyses.
The parameter T must be determined once within 72 hours after
each set of scram time tests required by SR 3.1.4.1 and
SR 3.1.4.2 because the effective scram speed distribution may
change during the cycle. The 72 hour Completion Time is
acceptable due to the relatively minor changes in XT expected
during the fuel cycle.

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. NUREG-0562, "Fuel Rod Failure As a Consequence of
Departure from Nucleate Boiling or Dryout," June 1979.

2. NEDE-24011-P-A-13, "General ElectricStandard Application
for Reactor Fuel," August 1996.

3. FSAR, Chapter 3.

4. FSAR, Chapter 14.

5. FSAR, Appendix N.

6. NEDO-30130-A, "Steady State Nuclear Methods,"
May 1985.

7. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

8. NEDC-32433P, "Maximum Extended Load Line Limit and
ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and 3," April 1995.

9. NEDO-24154, "Qualification of the One-Dimensional Core
Transient Model for Boiling Water Reactors," October 1978.

10. NEDO-24236, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2,
and 3, Single-Loop Operation," May 1981.
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LHGR
B 3.2.3

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.3 LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR)

BASES

BACKGROUND The LHGR is a measure of the heat generation rate of a fuel rod in
a fuel assembly at any axial location. Limits on LHGR are
specified to ensure that fuel design limits are not exceeded
anywhere in the core during normal operation, including abnormal
operational transients. Exceeding the LHGR limit could potentially
result in fuel damage and subsequent release of radioactive
materials. Fuel design limits are specified to ensure that fuel
system damage, fuel rod failure, or inability to cool the fuel does
not occur during the anticipated operating conditions identified in
Reference 1.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
the fuel system design are presented in References 1 and 2. The
fuel assembly is designed to ensure (in conjunction with the core
nuclear and thermal hydraulic design, plant equipment,
instrumentation, and protection system) that fuel damage will not
result in the release of radioactive materials in excess of the
guidelines of 10 CFR, Parts 20, 50, and 100. The mechanisms
that could cause fuel damage during operational transients and
that are considered in fuel evaluations are:

a. Rupture of the fuel rod cladding caused by strain from the
relative expansion of the U0 2 pellet; and

b. Severe overheating of the fuel rod cladding caused by
inadequate cooling.

(continued)
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LHGR
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

A value of 1% plastic strain of the fuel cladding has been
defined as the limit below which fuel damage caused by
overstraining of the fuel cladding is not expected to occur (Ref. 3).

Fuel design evaluations have been performed and demonstrate
that the 1% fuel cladding plastic strain design limit is not exceeded
during continuous operation with LHGRs up to the operating limit
specified in the COLR. The analysis also includes allowances for
short term transient operation above the operating limit to account
for abnormal operational transients, plus an allowance for
densification power spiking.

The LHGR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 4).

LCO The LHGR is a basic assumption in the fuel design analysis. The
fuel has been designed to operate at rated core power with
sufficient design margin to the LHGR calculated to cause a 1%
fuel cladding plastic strain. The operating limit to accomplish this
objective is specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY The LHGR limits are derived from fuel design analysis that is
limiting at high power level conditions. At core thermal power
levels < 25% RTP, the reactor is operating with a substantial
margin to the LHGR limits and, therefore, the Specification is only
required when the reactor is operating at Ž 25% RTP.

(continued)
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LHGR
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

If any LHGR exceeds its required limit, an assumption regarding
an initial condition of the fuel design analysis is not met.
Therefore, prompt action should be taken to restore the LHGR(s)
to within its required limits such that the plant is operating within
analyzed conditions. The 2 hour Completion Time is normally
sufficient to restore the LHGR(s) to within its limits and is
acceptable based on the low probability of a transient or Design
Basis Accident occurring simultaneously with the LHGR out of
specification.

B.1

If the LHGR cannot be restored to within its required limits within
the associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a
MODE or other specified condition in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER is reduced to
< 25% RTP within 4 hours. The allowed Completion Time is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reduce THERMAL
POWER TO < 25% RTP in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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LHGR
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.2.3.1

The LHGR is required to be initially calculated within 12 hours after
THERMAL POWER is 25% RTP and then every 24 hours
thereafter. It is compared to the specified limits in the COLR to
ensure that the reactor is operating within the assumptions of the
safety analysis. The 24 hour Frequency is based on both
engineering judgment and recognition of the slow changes in
power distribution during normal operation. The 12 hour
allowance after THERMAL POWER 2 25% RTP is achieved is
acceptable given the large inherent margin to operating limits at
lower power levels.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 14.

2. FSAR, Chapter 3.

3. NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan 4.2, Section lI.A.2(g),
Revision 2, July 1981.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23,1993.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY
(continued)

Average Power Range Monitor

The APRM channels provide the primary indication of
neutron flux within the core and respond almost
instantaneously to neutron flux increases. The APRM channels
receive input signals from the local power range monitors
(LPRMs) within the reactor core to provide an indication of the
power distribution and local power changes. The APRM channels
average these LPRM signals to provide a continuous indication of
average reactor power from a few percent to greater than RTP.

The APRM System is divided into four APRM channels and four 2-
out-of-4 voter channels. Each APRM channel provides inputs to
each of the four voter channels. The four voter channels are
divided into two groups of two each, with each group of two
providing inputs to one RPS trip system. The system is designed
to allow one APRM channel, but no voter channels, to be
bypassed. A trip from any two unbypassed APRM will result in a
"half-trip" in all four of the voter channels, but no trip inputs to either
RPS trip system. A trip from any two unbypassed APRM channels
will result in a full trip in each of the four voter channels, which in
turn results in two trip inputs to each RPS trip system logic channel
(Al, A2, B1, and B2). Three of the four APRM channels and all
four of the voter channels are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single failure will preclude a scram on a valid signal.
In addition, to provide adequate coverage of the entire core,
consistent with the design bases for the APRM functions, at least
twenty (20) LPRM inputs, with at least three (3) LPRM inputs from
each of the four axial levels at which the LPRMs are located, must
be operable for each APRM channel.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

(continued)

Average Power Range Monitor

2.a. Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High.
(Setdown)

For operation at low power (i.e., MODE 2), the Average Power
Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown) Function is
capable of generating a trip signal that prevents fuel damage
resulting from abnormal operating transients in this power range.
For most operation at low power levels, the Average Power
Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown) Function will
provide a secondary scram to the Intermediate Range Monitor
Neutron Flux - High Function because of the relative setpoints.
With the IRMs at Range 9 or 10, it is possible that the Average
Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown) Function
will provide the primary trip signal for a corewide increase in
power.

I

I

I

No specific safety analyses take direct credit for the Average
Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown) Function.
However, this Function indirectly ensures that before the reactor
mode switch is placed in the run position, reactor power does not
exceed 25% RTP (SL 2.1.1.1) when operating at low reactor
pressure and low core flow. Therefore, it indirectly prevents fuel
damage during significant reactivity increases with THERMAL
POWER < 25% RTP.

(continued)

I
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 2.a. Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High.
SAFETY ANALYSES, (Setdown) (continued)
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY The Allowable Value is based on preventing significant increases

in power when THERMAL POWER is < 25% RTP.

I

I

I
The Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High,
(Setdown) Function must be OPERABLE during MODE 2 when
control rods may be withdrawn since the potential for criticality
exists.

In MODE 1, the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux -
High Function provides protection against reactivity transients and
the RWM and rod block monitor protect against control rod
withdrawal error events.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY
(continued)

2.b. Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power- High (continued)

Each APRM channel uses one total drive flow signal
representative of total core flow. The total drive flow signal is
generated by the flow processing logic, part of the APRM channel,
by summing up the flow calculated from two flow transmitter signal
inputs, one from each of the two recirculation loop flows. The flow
processing logic OPERABILITY is part of the APRM channel
OPERABILITY requirements for this function.

The clamped Allowable Value is based on analyses that take
credit for the Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased
Simulated Thermal Power - High Function for the mitigation of the
loss of feedwater heating event. The THERMAL POWER time
constant of < 7 seconds is based on the fuel heat transfer
dynamics and provides a signal proportional to the THERMAL
POWER. The term "W' in the equation for determining the
Allowable Value is defined as total recirculation flow in percent of
rated.

(continued)
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B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

(continued)

2.b. Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power- High (continued)

The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power - High Function is required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1 when there is the possibility of generating excessive
THERMAL POWER and potentially exceeding the SL applicable
to high pressure and core flow conditions (MCPR SL). During
MODES 2 and 5, other IRM and APRM Functions provide
protection for fuel cladding integrity.

2.c. Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High

The Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High
Function is capable of generating a trip signal to prevent fuel
damage or excessive RCS pressure. For the overpressurization
protection analysis of Reference 4, the Average Power Range
Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High Function is assumed to
terminate the main steam isolation valve (MSIV) closure event
and, along with the safety/relief valves (S/RVs), limits the peak
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) pressure to less than the ASME
Code limits. The control rod drop accident (CRDA) analysis
(Ref. 5) takes credit for the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed
Neutron Flux - High Function to terminate the CRDA.

(continued)

I
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

(continued)

2.c. Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High
(continued)

The Allowable Value is based on the Analytical Limit assumed
in the CRDA analyses.

I

The Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High
Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 where the
potential consequences of the analyzed transients could result in
the SLs (e.g., MCPR and RCS pressure) being exceeded.
Although the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux -
High Function is assumed in the CRDA analysis, which is
applicable in MODE 2, the Average Power Range Monitor
Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown) Function conservatively bounds
the assumed trip and, together with the assumed IRM trips,
provides adequate protection. Therefore, the Average Power
Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux - High Function is not required
in MODE 2.

(continued)

I
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B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

(continued)

2.d. Average Power Range Monitor - Inop

Three of the four APRM channels are required to be OPERABLE
for each of the APRM Functions. This Function (Inop) provides
assurance that the minimum number of APRMs are OPERABLE.
For any APRM channel, any time its mode switch is in any position
other than "Operate," an APRM module is unplugged, or the
automatic self-test system detects a critical fault with the APRM
channel, an Inop trip is sent to all four voter channels. Inop trips
from two or more unbypassed APRM channels result in a trip
output from all four voter channels to their associated trip system.

This Function was not specifically credited in the accident
analysis, but it is retained for the overall redundancy and diversity
of the RPS as required by the NRC approved licensing basis.

There is no Allowable Value for this Function.

This Function is required to be OPERABLE in the MODES where
the APRM Functions are required.

(continued)

I
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

(continued)

2.e. 2-Out-Of-4 Voter

The 2-Out-Of-4 Voter Function provides the interface between the
APRM Functions and the final RPS trip system logic. As such, it
is required to be OPERABLE in the MODES where the APRM
Functions are required and is necessary to support the safety
analysis applicable to each of those Functions. Therefore, the 2-
Out-Of-4 Voter Function needs to be OPERABLE in MODES 1
and 2.

All four voter channels are required to be OPERABLE. Each voter
channel includes self-diagnostic functions. If any voter channel
detects a critical fault in its own processing, a trip is issued from
that voter channel to the associated trip system.

There is no Allowable Value for this Function.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2
(continued)

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide trip
signals and the redundancy of the RPS design, an allowable out of
service time of 12 hours has been shown to be acceptable (Ref. 9
and 12) to permit restoration of any inoperable channel to
OPERABLE status. However, this out of service time is only
acceptable provided the associated Function's inoperable
channel is in one trip system and the Function still maintains RPS
trip capability (refer to Required Actions B.1, B.2, and C.1 Bases).
If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the allowable out of service time, the channel or the
associated trip system must be placed in the tripped condition per
Required Actions A.1 and A.2. Placing the inoperable channel in
trip (or the associated trip system in trip) would conservatively
compensate for the inoperability, restore capability to
accommodate a single failure, and allow operation to continue.
Alternatively, if it is not desired to place the channel (or trip
system) in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the inoperable
channel in trip would result in a full scram), Condition D must be
entered and its Required Action taken.

As noted, Action A.2 is not applicable for APRM Functions 2.a,
2.b, 2.c, and 2.d. Inoperability of one required APRM channel
affects both trip systems. For that condition, Required Action A.1
must be satisfied, and is the only action (other than restoring
operability) that will restore capability to accommodate a single
failure.

Inoperability of more than one required APRM channel of the
same trip function results in loss of trip capability and entry into
Condition C, as well as entry into Condition A for each channel.

(cntinued)ri
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

Condition B exists when, for any one or more Functions, at least
one required channel is inoperable in each trip system. In this
condition, provided at least one channel per trip system is
OPERABLE, the RPS still maintains trip capability for that
Function, but cannot accommodate a single failure in either trip
system.

Required Actions B.1 and B.2 limit the time the RPS scram logic,
for any Function, would not accommodate single failure in both trip
systems (e.g., one-out-of-one and one-out-of-one arrangement for
a typical four channel Function). The reduced reliability of this
logic arrangement was not evaluated in References 9 or 12 for the
12 hour Completion Time. Within the 6 hour allowance, the
associated Function will have all required channels OPERABLE
or in trip (or any combination) in one trip system.

Completing one of these Required Actions restores RPS to a
reliability level equivalent to that evaluated in References 9 or 12,
which justified a 12 hour allowable out of service time as
presented in Condition A. The trip system in the more degraded
state should be placed in trip or, alternatively, all the inoperable
channels in that trip system should be placed in trip (e.g., a trip
system with two inoperable channels could be in a more degraded
state than a trip system with four inoperable channels if the two
inoperable channels are in the same Function while the four
inoperable channels are all in different Functions). The decision of
which trip system is in the more degraded state should be based
on prudent judgment and take into account current plant conditions
(i.e., what MODE the plant is in). If this action would result in a
scram or RPT, it is permissible to place the other trip system or its
inoperable channels in trip.

(continued)
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B 3.3.1.1

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)
(continued)

The 6 hour Completion Time is judged acceptable based on the
remaining capability to trip, the diversity of the sensors available to
provide the trip signals, the low probability of extensive numbers of
inoperabilities affecting all diverse Functions, and the low
probability of an event requiring the initiation of a scram.

Alternately, if it is not desired to place the inoperable channels (or
one trip system) in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the
inoperable channel or associated trip system in trip would result in
a scram or RPT), Condition D must be entered and its Required
Action taken.

As noted, Condition B is not applicable for APRM Functions 2.a,
2.b, 2.c, and 2.d. Inoperability of an APRM channel affects both
trip systems and is not associated with a specific trip system as
are the APRM 2-out-of-4 voter and other non-APRM channels for
which Condition B applies. For an inoperable APRM channel,
Required Action A.1 must be satisfied, and is the only action
(other than restoring operability) that will restore capability to
accommodate a single failure. Inoperability of more than one
required APRM channel results in loss of trip capability and entry
into Condition C, as well as entry into Condition A for each
channel. Because Conditions A and C provide Required Actions
that are appropriate for the inoperability of APRM Functions 2.a,
2.b, 2.c, and 2.d, and these functions are not associated with
specific trip systems as are the APRM 2-out-of-4 voter and other
non-APRM channels, Condition B does not apply.

C.1

Required Action C.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped channels within
the same trip system for the same Function result in the Function
not maintaining RPS trip capability. A Function is considered to
be maintaining RPS trip capability when sufficient channels are
OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip system is in trip),

(continued)
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B 3.3.1.1

BASES

ACTIONS C.1 (continued)

such that both trip systems will generate a trip signal from the
given Function on a valid signal. For the typical Function with
one-out-of-two taken twice logic and the IRM Functions, this would
require both trip systems to have one channel OPERABLE or in
trip (or the associated trip system in trip). For Function 5 (Main
Steam Isolation Valve - Closure), this would require both trip
systems to have each channel associated with the MSIVs in three
main steam lines (not necessarily the same main steam lines for
both trip systems) OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip
system in trip).

For Function 8 (Turbine Stop Valve - Closure), this would require
both trip systems to have three channels, each OPERABLE or in
trip (or the associated trip system in trip).

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to
evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The 1 hour
Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels.

D.1

Required Action D.1 directs entry into the appropriate Condition
referenced in Table 3.3.1.1-1. The applicable Condition specified
in the Table is Function and MODE or other specified condition
dependent and may change as the Required Action of a previous
Condition is completed. Each time an inoperable channel has not
met any Required Action of Condition A, B, or C and the
associated Completion Time has expired, Condition D will be
entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the
appropriate subsequent Condition.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

E.1, F.1, and G.1

If the channel(s) is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in
trip (or the associated trip system placed in trip) within the allowed
Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE or other
specified condition in which the LCO does not apply. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the specified condition from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems. In addition, the Completion Time of Required Action E.1
is consistent with the Completion Time provided in LCO 3.2.2,
"MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)."

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.2

To ensure that the APRMs are accurately indicating the true core
average power, the APRMs are calibrated to the reactor power
calculated from a heat balance. The Frequency of once per
7 days is based on minor changes in LPRM sensitivity, which
could affect the APRM reading, between performances of
SR 3.3.1.1.7.

I

A restriction to satisfying this SR when < 25% RTP is provided
that requires the SR to be met only at > 25% RTP because it is
difficult to accurately maintain APRM indication of core THERMAL
POWER consistent with a heat balance when < 25% RTP. At low
power levels, a high degree of accuracy is unnecessary because
of the large, inherent margin to thermal limits (MCPR and
APLHGR). At > 25% RTP, the Surveillance is required to have
been satisfactorily performed within the last 7 days, in accordance
with SR 3.0.2. A Note is provided which allows an increase in
THERMAL POWER above 25% if the 7 day Frequency is not met
per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be performed within
12 hours after reaching or exceeding 25% RTP. Twelve hours is
based on operating experience and in consideration of providing
a reasonable time in which to complete the SR.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.3
REQUIREMENTS
(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required

channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions
of the current plant specific setpoint methodology.

As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.3 is not required to be performed when
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1, since testing of the MODE 2
required IRM Functions cannot be performed in MODE 1 without
utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movable links. This allows entry
into MODE 2 if the 7 day Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. In
this event, the SR must be performed within 12 hours after
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. Twelve hours is based on
operating experience and in consideration of providing a
reasonable time in which to complete the SR.

A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of system
average unavailability over the Frequency interval and is based on
reliability analysis (Ref. 9).

SR 3.3.1.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function. A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of
system average availability over the Frequency and is based on
the reliability analysis of Reference 9. (The RPS Channel Test
Switch Function's CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Frequency was
credited in the analysis to extend many automatic scram
Functions' Frequencies.)

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.5 and SR 3.3.1.1.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

If overlap for a group of channels is not demonstrated (e.g.,
IRM/APRM overlap), the reason for the failure of the Surveillance
should be determined and the appropriate channel(s) declared
inoperable. Only those appropriate channels that are required in
the current MODE or condition should be declared inoperable.

A Frequency of 7 days is reasonable based on engineering
judgment and the reliability of the IRMs and APRMs.

SR 3.3.1.1.7

LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux profiles
measured by the Traversing Incore Probe (TIP) System. This
establishes the relative local flux profile for appropriate
representative input to the APRM System. The 1000 MWDIT
average core exposure Frequency is based on operating
experience with LPRM sensitivity changes.

SR 3.3.1.1.8, SR 3.3.1.1.12 and SR 3.3.1.1.16

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint methodology.
The 92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.8 is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 9.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.8, SR 3.3.1.1.12 and SR 3.3.1.1.16 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 184 day frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.16 for the APRM Functions
supplements the automatic self-test functions that operate
continuously in the APRM and voter channels. The APRM
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST covers the APRM channels
(including recirculation flow processing - applicable to Function
2.b, only), the 2-out-of-4 voter channels, and the interface
connections into the RPS trip systems from the voter channels.
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions
of the current plant specific setpoint methodology. The 184 day
Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.16 for the APRM Functions is based on
the reliability analysis of Reference 2. (NOTE: The actual voting
logic of the 2-out-of-4 Voter Function is tested as part of
SR 3.3.1.1.14.) A Note for SR 3.3.1.1.16 is provided that requires
the APRM Function 2.a SR to be performed within 12 hours of
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. Testing of the MODE 2 APRM
Function cannot be performed in MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers
or lifted leads. This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1
if the associated frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. Twelve hours
is based on operating experience and in consideration of
providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SR.

The 18 month Frequency of SR3.3.1.1.12 is based on the need to
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.9, SR 3.3.1.1.10 and SR 3.3.1.1.13
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology. For the APRM Simulated Thermal Power-High
Function, SR3.3.1.1.13 also includes calibrating the associated
recirculation loop flow channel. For MSIV - Closure, SDV Water
Level - High (Float Switch), and TSV- Closure Functions,
SR 3.3.1.1.13 includes physical inspection and actuation of the
switches.

A note 1 to SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.13 states that neutron
detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION because
they are passive devices, with minimal drift, and because of the
difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal. Changes in neutron
detector sensitivity are compensated for by performing the 7 day
calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the 1000 MWD/T
LPRM calibration against the TlPs (SR 3.3.1.1.7). A second Note
for SR 3.3.1.1.9 is provided that requires the IRM SRs to be
performed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.
Testing of the MODE 2 IRM Functions cannot be performed in
MODE I without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movable links.
This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1 if the
associated Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. Twelve hours is
based on operating experience and in consideration of providing
a reasonable time in which to complete the SR

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.9, SR 3.3.1.1.10 and SR 3.3.1.1.13 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.9 is based upon the assumption of a
92 day calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. The Frequency of
SR 3.3.1.1.1 0 is based upon the assumption of a 184 day
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. The Frequency of
SR 3.3.1.1.13 is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.1.1.11

(Deleted)

SR 3.3.1.1.14

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific channel. The
functional testing of control rods (LCO 3.1.3), and SDV vent and
drain valves (LCO 3.1.8), overlaps this Surveillance to provide
complete testing of the assumed safety function.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage
and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience
has shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance
when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST for APRM Function 2.e
simulates APRM trip conditions at the 2-out-of-4 voter channel
inputs to check all combinations of two tripped inputs to the 2-out-
of-4 logic in the voter channels and APRM related redundant RPS
relays.

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

During refueling, shutdown, and low power operations, the
primary indication of neutron flux levels is provided by the SRMs or
special movable detectors connected to the normal SRM circuits.
The SRMs provide monitoring of reactivity changes during fuel or
control rod movement and give the control room operator early
indication of subcritical multiplication that could be indicative of an
approach to criticality.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Prevention and mitigation of prompt reactivity excursions during
refueling and low power operation is provided by LCO 3.9.1,
"Refueling Equipment Interlocks;" LCO 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN
MARGIN (SDM)"; LCO 3.3.1.1, "Reactor Protection System
(RPS) Instrumentation"; IRM Neutron Flux - High and Average
Power Range Monitor (APRM) Neutron Flux - High, (Setdown)
Functions; and LCO 3.3.2.1, "Control Rod Block Instrumentation."

I

The SRMs have no safety function and are not assumed to
function during any FSAR design basis accident or transient
analysis. However, the SRMs provide the only on scale monitoring
of neutron flux levels during startup and refueling. Therefore, they
are being retained in Technical Specifications.

LCO During startup in MODE 2, three of the four SRM channels are
required to be OPERABLE to monitor the reactor flux level prior to
and during control rod withdrawal, subcritical multiplication and
reactor criticality, and neutron flux level and reactor period until the
flux level is sufficient to maintain the IRMs on Range 3 or above.
All but one of the channels are required in order to provide a
representation of the overall core response during those periods
when reactivity changes are occurring throughout the core.

Innnfini loreN
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2.1 Control Rod Block Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND Control rods provide the primary means for control of reactivity
changes. Control rod block instrumentation includes channel
sensors, logic circuitry, switches, and relays that are designed to
ensure that specified fuel design limits are not exceeded for
postulated transients and accidents. During high power operation,
the rod block monitor (RBM) provides protection for control rod
withdrawal error events. During low power operations, control rod
blocks from the rod worth minimizer (RWM) enforce specific
control rod sequences designed to mitigate the consequences of
the control rod drop accident (CRDA). During shutdown
conditions, control rod blocks from the Reactor Mode Switch -
Shutdown Position Function ensure that all control rods remain
inserted to prevent inadvertent criticalities.

The purpose of the RBM is to limit control rod withdrawal if
localized neutron flux exceeds a predetermined setpoint during
control rod manipulations. It is assumed to function to block further
control rod withdrawal to preclude a MCPR Safety Limit (SL)
violation. The RBM supplies a trip signal to the Reactor Manual
Control System (RMCS) to appropriately inhibit control rod
withdrawal during power operation above the low power range
setpoint. The RBM has two channels, either of which can initiate a
control rod block when the channel output exceeds the control rod
block setpoint. One RBM channel inputs into one RMCS rod block
circuit and the other RBM channel inputs into the second RMCS
rod block circuit. The RBM channel signal is generated by
averaging a set of local power range monitor (LPRM) signals at
various core heights surrounding the control rod being withdrawn.

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

A signal from one of the four redundant average power range
monitor (APRM) channels supplies a reference signal for one of
the RBM channels and a signal from another of the APRM
channels supplies the reference signal to the second RBM
channel. This reference signal is used to determine which RBM
range setpoint (low, intermediate or high) is enabled. If the APRM
is indicating less than the low power setpoint, the RBM is
automatically bypassed. The RBM is also automatically bypassed
if a peripheral control rod is selected (Ref. 1).

The purpose of the RWM is to control rod patterns during startup
and shutdown, such that only specified control rod sequences and
relative positions are allowed over the operating range from all
control rods inserted to 10% RTP. The sequences effectively limit
the potential amount and rate of reactivity increase during a
CRDA. Prescribed control rod sequences are stored in the RWM,
which will initiate control rod withdrawal and insert blocks when the
actual sequence deviates beyond allowances from the stored
sequence. The RWM determines the actual sequence based on
position indication for each control rod. The RWM also uses
feedwater flow and steam flow signals to determine when the
reactor power is above the preset power level at which the RWM
is automatically bypassed (Ref. 2). The RWM is a single channel
system that provides input into both RMCS rod block circuits.

With the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position, a control
rod withdrawal block is applied to all control rods to ensure that the
shutdown condition is maintained. This Function prevents
inadvertent criticality as the result of a control rod withdrawal
during MODE 3 or 4, or during MODE 5 when the reactor mode
switch is required to be in the shutdown position. The reactor
mode switch has two channels, each inputting into a separate
RMCS rod block circuit. A rod block in either RMCS circuit will
provide a control rod block to all control rods.

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

1. Rod Block Monitor

The RBM is designed to prevent violation of the MCPR SL and
the cladding 1% plastic strain fuel design limit that may result from
a single control rod withdrawal error (RWE) event. The analytical
methods and assumptions used in evaluating the RWE event are
summarized in Reference 3. A statistical analysis of RWE events
was performed to determine the RBM response for both channels
for each event. From these responses, the fuel thermal
performance as a function of RBM Allowable Value was
determined. The Allowable Values are chosen as a function of
power level. Based on the specified Allowable Values, operating
limits are established.

The RBM Function satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement (Ref. 10).

Two channels of the RBM are required to be OPERABLE, with
their setpoints within the appropriate Allowable Value for the
associated power range to ensure that no single instrument failure
can preclude a rod block from this Function. The setpoints are
calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint methodology
(nominal trip setpoint).

Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations.
The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoints do
not exceed the Allowable Values between successive CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative
than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is
acceptable. Trip setpoints are those

(continuedI
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

1. Rod Block Monitor (continued)

predetermined values of output at which an action should take
place. The setpoints are compared to the actual process
parameter (e.g., reactor power), and when the measured output
value of the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the
associated device (e.g., trip unit) changes state. The analytic
limits are derived from the limiting values of the process
parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable
Values are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for
calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors. The trip
setpoints are then determined accounting for the remaining
instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip setpoints derived in this
manner provide adequate protection because instrumentation
uncertainties, process effects, calibration tolerances, instrument
drift, and severe environmental effects (for channels that must
function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are
accounted for.

The RBM is assumed to mitigate the consequences of an RWE
event when operating Ž 27% RTP. Below this power level, the
consequences of an RWE event will not exceed the MCPR SL
and, therefore, the RBM is not required to be OPERABLE (Ref. 3).
Analyses (Ref. 3) have shown that for specified initial MCPR
values, the RBM is not required to be OPERABLE. These MCPR
values are provided in the COLR for operations 2 90% RTP, and
for operations 2 27% and < 90% RTP. For these power ranges
with the initial MCPR 2 the COLR value, no RWE event will result
in exceeding the MCPR SL (Ref. 3). Therefore, under these
conditions, the RBM is also not required to be OPERABLE.

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

Condition entered and Required Actions taken. This Note is
based on the reliability analysis (Ref. 9) assumption of the
average time required to perform a channel Surveillance. That
analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does not
significantly reduce the probability that a control rod block will be
initiated when necessary.

SR 3.3.2.1.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for each RBM
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function. It includes the Reactor Manual Control System input.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions
of the current plant specific setpoint methodology. The Frequency
of 184 days is based on reliability analyses (Ref. 11).

SR 3.3.2.1.2 and SR 3.3.2.1.3

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the RWM to
ensure that the entire system will perform the intended function.
The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the RWM is performed by
attempting to withdraw a control rod not in compliance with the
prescribed sequence and verifying a control rod block occurs.
This test is performed as soon as possible after the applicable
conditions are entered. As noted in the SRs, SR 3.3.2.1.2 is not
required to be performed until 1 hour after

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1.2 and SR 3.3.2.1.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

any control rod is withdrawn at < 10% RTP in MODE 2. As noted,
SR 3.3.2.1.3 is not required to be performed until 1 hour after
THERMAL POWER is reduced to< 10% RTP in MODE 1. This
allows entry into MODE 2 for SR 3.3.2.1.2, and THERMAL
POWER reduction to 10% RTP for SR 3.3.2.1.3, to perform the
required Surveillance if the 92 day Frequency is not met per
SR 3.0.2. The 1 hour allowance is based on operating experience
and in consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SRs. The Frequencies are based on reliability
analysis (Ref. 8).

SR 3.3.2.1.4

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL
CALIBRATION because they are passive devices, with minimal
drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful
signal. Neutron detectors are adequately tested in SR 3.3.1.1.2
and SR 3.3.1.1.7.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.2.1.8

The RBM Setpoints are automatically varied as a function of
power. Three Allowable Values are specified in the COLR,
each within a specific power range. The powers at which the
control rod block Allowable Values automatically change are
based on the APRM signal's input to each RBM channel.
Below the minimum power setpoint, the RBM is automatically
bypassed. These power Allowable Values must be verified
periodically to be less than or equal to the specified values. If
any power range setpoint is nonconservative, then the affected
RBM channel is considered inoperable. Altematively, the
power range channel can be placed in the conservative
condition (i.e., enabling the proper RBM setpoint). If placed in
this condition, the SR is met and the RBM channel is not
considered inoperable. As noted, neutron detectors are
excluded from the Surveillance because they are passive
devices, with minimal drift, and because of the difficulty of
simulating a meaningful signal. Neutron detectors are
adequately tested in SR 3.3.1.1.2 and SR 3.3.1.1.7. The 18
month Frequency is based on the actual trip setpoint
methodology utilized for these channels.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 7.5.8.2.3.

2. FSAR, Section 7.16.5.3.1.k.

3. NEDC-32433P, "Maximum Extended Load Line Limit and
ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant Unit 1, 2 and 3," April 1995.

4. NEDE-2401 1-P-A-US, "General Electrical Standard
Application for Reload Fuel," Supplement for United States,
(revision specified in the COLR).

5. "Modifications to the Requirements for Control Rod Drop
Accident Mitigating Systems," BWR Owners' Group,
July 1986.

6. NEDO-21231, "Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence,"
January 1977.

7. NRC SER, "Acceptance of Referencing of Licensing Topical
Report NEDE-2401 1-P-A," "General Electric Standard
Application for Reactor Fuel, Revision 8, Amendment 17,"
December 27, 1987.

8. NEDC-30851-P-A, Supplement 1, "Technical Specification
Improvement Analysis for BWR Control Rod Block
Instrumentation," October 1988.

9. GENE-770-06-1, "Addendum to Bases for Changes to
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times
for Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
February 1991.
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11. NEDC-3241 OP-A, "Nuclear Measurement Analysis and
Control Power Range Neutron Monitor (NUMAC PRNM)
Retrofit Plus Option III Stability Trip Function," October 1995.
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Recirculation Loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

stability calculation methodology and stated that due to
uncertainties, 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria
(GDC) 10 and 12 could not be met using analytic procedures on
a BWR 4 design. However, Reference 5 concluded that
operating limitations which provide for the detection (by
monitoring neutron flux noise levels) and suppression of flux
oscillations in operating regions of potential instability consistent
with the recommendations of Reference 3 are acceptable to
demonstrate compliance with GDC 10 and 12. The NRC
concluded that regions of potential instability could occur at
calculated decay ratios of 0.8 or greater by the General Electric
methodology.

Stability tests at operating BWRs were reviewed to determine a
generic region of the powertflow map in which surveillance of
neutron flux noise levels should be performed. A conservative
decay ratio was chosen as the basis for determining the generic
region for surveillance to account for the plant to plant variability
of decay ratio with core and fuel designs. This decay ratio also
helps ensure sufficient margin to an instability occurrence is
maintained. The generic region has been determined to be
bounded by the 80% rod line and the 50% core flow line. BFN
conservatively implements this generic region with the
"Operation Not Permitted" Region and Regions I and 11 of
Figure 3.4.1-1. This conforms to Reference 3
recommendations. Operation is permitted in Region II provided
neutron flux noise levels are verified to be within limits. The
reactor mode switch must be placed in the shutdown position
(an immediate scram is required) if Region I is entered.

Recirculation loops operating satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement (Ref. 6).

I

(continued)
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Recirculation Loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.4.1.2

This SR ensures the reactor THERMAL POWER and core flow
are within appropriate parameter limits to prevent uncontrolled
power oscillations. At low recirculation flows and high reactor
power, the reactor exhibits increased susceptibility to thermal
hydraulic instability. Figure 3.4.1-1 is based on guidance
provided in Reference 3, which is used to respond to operation
in these conditions. Performance immediately after any
increase of more than 5% RTP while initial core flow is < 50% of
rated and immediately after any decrease of more than 10%
rated core flow while initial thermal power is > 40% of rated is
adequate to detect power oscillations that could lead to thermal
hydraulic instability.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 14.6.3.

2. FSAR, Section 4.3.5.

3. GE Service Information Letter No. 380, "BWR Core
Thermal Hydraulic Stability," Revision 1, February 10,
1984.

4. NRC Bulletin 88-07, "Power Oscillations in Boiling Water
Reactors (BWRs)," Supplement 1, December 30, 1988.

5. NRC Generic Letter 86-02, Technical Resolution of
Generic Issue B-19, Thermal Hydraulic Stability,"
January 22, 1986.

6. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

7. NEDO-24236, "Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and
3, Single-Loop Operation," May 1981.

8. NEDC-32484P, uBrowns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2,
and 3, SAFER/GESTR-LOCA Loss-of-Coolant Accident
Analysis," Revision 2, December 1997.
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SDM Test -Refueling
B 3.10.8

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special Operations
LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of the NRC Policy
Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs provide flexibility to
perform certain operations by appropriately modifying
requirements of other LCOs. A discussion of the criteria
satisfied for the other LCOs is provided in their respective
Bases.

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with this Special
Operations LCO is optional. SDM tests may be performed while
in MODE 2, in accordance with Table 1.1-1, without meeting this
Special Operations LCO or its ACTIONS. For SDM tests
performed while in MODE 5, additional requirements must be
met to ensure that adequate protection against potential
reactivity excursions is available. To provide additional scram
protection, beyond the normally required IRMs, the APRMs are
also required to be OPERABLE (LCO 3.3.1.1, Functions 2.a, 2.d
and 2.e) as though the reactor were in MODE 2. Because
multiple control rods will be withdrawn and the reactor will
potentially become critical, RPS MODE 2 requirements for
Functions 2.a and 2.e of Table 3.3.1.1-1 must be enforced and
the approved control rod withdrawal sequence must be enforced
by the RWM (LCO 3.3.2.1, Function 2, MODE 2), or must be
verified by a second licensed operator or other qualified
member of the technical staff (i.e., personnel trained in
accordance with an approved training program for this test). To
provide additional protection against an inadvertent criticality,
control rod withdrawals that do not conform to the banked
position

(continued)
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SDM Test -Refueling
B 3.10.8

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.8.1. SR 3.10.8.2 and SR 3.10.8.3
REQUIREMENTS

LCO 3.3.1.1, Functions 2.a, 2.d and 2.e, made applicable in this |
Special Operations LCO, are required to have applicable
Surveillances met to establish that this Special Operations LCO
is being met. However, the control rod withdrawal sequences
during the SDM tests may be enforced by the RWM
(LCO 3.3.2.1, Function 2, MODE 2 requirements) or by a
second licensed operator or other qualified member of the
technical staff (i.e., personnel trained in accordance with an
approved training program for this test). As noted, either the
applicable SRs for the RWM (LCO 3.3.2.1) must be satisfied
according to the applicable Frequencies (SR 3.10.8.2), or the
proper movement of control rods must be verified (SR 3.10.8.3).
This latter verification (i.e., SR 3.10.8.3) must be performed
during control rod movement to prevent deviations from the
specified sequence. These Surveillances provide adequate
assurance that the specified test sequence is being followed.

SR 3.10.8.4

Periodic verification of the administrative controls established by
this LCO will ensure that the reactor is operated within the
bounds of the safety analysis. The 12 hour Frequency is
intended to provide appropriate assurance that each operating
shift is aware of and verifies compliance with these Special
Operations LCO requirements.

(continued)
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